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Town of Bolton - Report on Amendments to 2017 Bolton Town Plan 
 

ln accordance with 24 VSA §4384(c), the Bolton Planning Commission has prepared and approved this 

written report regarding the proposed amendments to the 2017 Bolton Municipal Plan. This report is in 

accordance with 24 V.S.A. §4441(c) which states: 

"When considering an amendment to a bylaw, the planning commission shall prepare and approve a 

written report on the proposal..." 

 

Brief Explanation and Purpose of the Proposed Amendment: 

The Bolton Planning Commission is proposing amendments to the “2017 Bolton Town Plan.” This effort 

is part of a continuing planning process that guides the Town’s decisions for future growth. The planning 

process conforms to the State’s four planning goals of Chapter 117, Section 4302, which strive for a 

comprehensive planning process that includes citizen participation, the consideration for the 

consequences of growth, and compatibility with surrounding municipalities and encouragement of 

municipalities to work creatively together to develop and implement plans. 

The 2017 Bolton Town Plan expires on April 26, 2025.  The proposed plan amendments are focused on 

the following:  

1. Incorporating the Bolton Valley Master Plan by reference and updating the proposed land use 

map (Map #12) to include new land use districts developed in the Bolton Valley Master Plan.  

The proposed changes to the proposed land use map alters the designation of land near Bolton 

Valley Resort. 

2. Including an energy plan that the Bolton Energy Committee created in 2019 with CCRPC 

assistance. 

3. Revising language regarding steep and very steep slopes to allow for very limited development 

on slopes greater than 25%, to create setbacks for the tops and bottoms of slopes, and to 

prohibit dwelling units on certain steep slopes. 

4. Making minor changes to the proposed land use map (Map #12) to create more consistent 

zoning patterns. 

 

Consistency with the goals established in 24 VSA § 4302: 

Incorporating the Bolton Valley Master Plan into the Town Plan is consistent with the general goal 

of promoting “prosperity, comfort, access to adequate light and air, convenience, efficiency, economy, 

and general welfare.” It is also consistent with the specific goal of planning “development so as to 

maintain the historic settlement pattern of compact village and urban centers separated by rural 

countryside.” While the Town of Bolton lacks a traditional village or downtown area, Bolton Valley is, in 

many ways, a town center. The Master Plan is increasing density and housing opportunities in the 

Valley. This is consistent with the specific goal “To ensure the availability of safe and affordable housing 

for all Vermonters.” 
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Adopting a new energy plan is consistent with the specific goal “To make efficient use of energy, provide 

for the development of renewable energy resources, and reduce emissions of greenhouse gases.” 

Amending steep slope regulations is consistent with the general goal of promoting “the public 
health, safety against fire, floods, explosions, and other dangers.” Additionally, amending steep slopes 
language is consistent with the specific goals “to identify, protect, and preserve important natural and 
historic features of the Vermont landscape, including: (A) significant natural and fragile areas” and “to 
maintain and improve the quality of air, water, wildlife, forests, and other land resources.”  

 

Alteration in the Designation of Land Use  

In conformance with 24 V.S.A. §4382, all Town Plan amendments involving the alteration of the 

designation of land shall be outlined in the Town Plan Report and the following points reviewed: 

1. The probable impact on the surrounding area, including the effect of any resulting increase in 

traffic, and the probable impact on the overall pattern of land use. 

The proposed amendment to the 2017 Bolton Town Plan proposes amending land use in the 

Bolton in several ways (see Map 12 - Proposed Land Use):  

i. A new Resort Mixed Use District: There are two nodes of Resort Mixed Use – one that 

encompasses the Main Base facilities at the top of the Bolton Valley Access Road, and a second 

that includes the Timberline Base facilities, the Ponds and the 4x4 Center. The Timberline area is 

currently zoned residential. Zoning those lands for mixed use development more clearly 

indicates that the town supports new and expanded businesses in this area. This change may 

result in some increased traffic from additional development and will allow for more 

concentrated, mixed-use development.  

 

ii. A new Resort Residential District: The Wentworth-Thacher neighborhood, the land between the 

Main and Timberline Base facilities along the Bolton Valley Access Road, and the land along the 

Access Road below the Timberline area would remain or become part of the Resort Residential 

district. This provides ample opportunity for additional residential development within the area, 

commensurate with the availability of infrastructure to support it. Land that has been developed 

for non-residential purposes would be removed from the Resort Residential district. This 

proposed change may result in increased traffic from additional development, but will support a 

development pattern that matches the community’s vision.  

 

iii. A revised Resort Recreation District: The map proposes a new Resort Recreation District to 

encompass the upland areas in recognition that these lands are intensively managed as part of 

the commercial and active recreation uses occurring on the mountain. Their intended use 

distinguishes them from lands in the Forest or the Conservation zoning districts elsewhere in 

town, which are managed primarily as working timberland or for open space/conservation 

purposes and only secondarily or incidentally for recreation. This proposed change will not likely 

result in additional development or changes in the overall pattern of land use.  
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iv. Small revisions have been made to the Village District on Bolton Valley Access Rd. to account for 

recently subdivided properties and boundary line adjustments. A small revision is proposed on 

Duxbury Rd. to achieve more consistency in district delineation between Rural I, Rural II, and 

Conservation. These changes will create very little to no increased traffic, and have very little 

effect on the overall pattern of land use. 

 

2. The long-term cost or benefit to the municipality, based upon consideration of the probable 

impact on the municipal tax base and the need for public facilities: 

 

i. Zoning for Resort Mixed Use more clearly indicates that the town supports new and expanded 

businesses in this area. Therefore, this reclassification likely will have a positive impact affect the 

Town’s tax base and is not anticipated to increase the need for public facilities. 

 

ii. Zoning land to Resort Residential provides ample opportunity for additional residential 

development within the District area, commensurate with the availability of infrastructure to 

support it.  This would positively impact the Town’s tax base and is not anticipated to increase 

the need for public facilities.  

 

iii. Zoning land to Resort Recreation is intended to distinguish the land of this district from lands in 

the Forest or the Conservation zoning districts elsewhere in town, which are managed primarily 

as working timberland or for open space/conservation purposes and only secondarily or 

incidentally for recreation. This reclassification is not anticipated to impact the Town’s tax base 

and is not anticipated to increase the need for public facilities.  

 

iv. It is unlikely that the small revisions to properties in the Village District will impact the Town’s 

tax base or increase the need for public facilities.  Rezoning a portion of 895 Duxbury Rd. may 

positively impact the Town’s tax base if a home is built on the property. It is not anticipated that 

this change will increase the need for public facilities.  

 

3. The amount of vacant land which is: (a) already subject to the proposed new designation and (b) 

actually available for that purpose, and the need for additional land for that purpose.  

 

i. The Bolton Valley Master Plan is proposing entirely new districts and district descriptions, so no 

vacant land is currently subject to the proposed new designation. However, there are strong 

parallels between the current zoning districts in Bolton Valley and the proposed districts. To 

start, both the current proposed land use map and the amended land use map have a Resort 

Residential District, albeit, with dramatically different district standards. The current Resort 

Residential District has a total of 180.57 acres of vacant land, with 74.57 acres actually available 

for that purpose. No additional land is needed for the purpose of residential development. This 

is reflected by the fact that the new Resort Residential District also has 74.57 acres actually 

available for the intended purpose of the district. The new district reduces the amount of vacant 

land included that is not available for the stated purpose of the district. 
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ii. The proposed Resort Mixed Use District is similar in geographic area to existing Resort Village 

District. It is difficult to measure the amount of vacant land in both districts since the district is 

generally comprised of the Bolton Valley Resort area and condominium complexes.  While there 

are minor boundary changes between proposed and current districts, it does not appear that 

the amount of vacant land changes between the two. Vacant land in both districts available for 

the stated purpose of the district is limited by the same constraints: existing infrastructure, 

steep slopes, and other environmental factors. No additional vacant land is needed for the 

stated purpose of the Resort Mixed Use District. 

 

iii. The proposed Resort Recreation District is an entirely new district, and does not resemble any 

existing zoning districts. As such, it is not possible to calculate the amount of vacant land already 

subject to the proposed designation and actually available for that purpose, in addition to the 

need for additional land for that purpose. 

 

iv. There are 14 acres of vacant land already subject to the Village District. However, all 14 acres 

are within a special flood area and cannot be developed for the stated purposes of the district. 

Additional vacant land is needed in the Village District, but opportunities are limited due to the 

flood plain and steep slopes.  

 

v. It would be very difficult to calculate the amount of vacant land in the current Rural I and Rural II 

Districts. Much of that land cannot be developed due to environmental constraints such as 

steep slopes, surface wasters, and wetlands. There is not a strong need for additional land to be 

added to the Rural I and II District since lands that are commensurate to the stated district 

purposes are already included. However, a total of 41 acres of the Conservation District is being 

rezoned to Rural I (24 acres) and Rural II (17 acres) on 895 Duxbury Rd. It was determined that 

the portion of conservation on this property was delineated rather arbitrarily, and no underlying 

rationale could be found to justify the present zoning. As such, the conservation portion of this 

property is being rezoned for the purposes of consistency. Due to existing environmental 

constraints such as steep slopes and surface wasters, it does not seem like this vacant land can 

be developed.  

 

4. The suitability of the area in question for the proposed purpose, after consideration of: (A) 

appropriate alternative locations; B) alternative uses for the area under consideration; and (C) the 

probable impact of the proposed change on other areas similarly designated. 

 

i. The land within Resort Mixed Use District is ideally suited for its proposed purpose due its 

inclusion of land with existing commercial and residential facilities (Main Base facilities at the 

top of the Bolton Valley Access Road, the Timberline Base facilities, the Ponds and the 4x4 

Center) and accessibility to existing and planned community water and wastewater 

infrastructure. There are no appropriate alternative locations since this district is specifically 

tailored to the Resort. Similarly, no reasonable alternative uses exist for the Resort area. There 

are no other areas similarly designated in Bolton, so no impact exists.  
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ii. The land within Resort Residential District is ideally suited for its proposed purpose due its 

location immediately adjacent to existing development and accessibility to existing and planned 

community water and wastewater infrastructure. There are few to no alternative locations due 

to existing environmental constraints, primarily steep slopes. Given the historic patterns of 

residential development in this district, there are no alternative uses for the area under 

consideration. The Resort Residential District has been reduced in size, having the probable 

impact of providing more certainty to existing residences in the Wentworth – Thacher 

neighborhood. 

 

iii. The land within Resort Recreational District is ideally suited for its proposed purpose due to its 

environmental limitations, lack of infrastructure and high recreational value. There are no other 

appropriate alternative locations for this district, nor are there alternative uses for the area due 

to environmental limitations. There are no other areas similarly designated.  

 

iv. The expansion of the Village District on the Bolton Valley Access Rd. is ideally suited for its 

proposed purpose due to the existing settlement patterns, lot sizes, and proximity to the road. 

There are very few opportunities to expand the Village District to alternative locations due to 

environmental limitations. The parcels to be rezoned could remain in the Rural I district, but 

their development patterns are most commensurate to the purpose of the Village District. No 

impacts have been identified to other areas similarly designated.  

 

v. The rezoning of a portion of 895 Duxbury Road was premised on the belief that the 41 acres 

currently located in the Conservation district more closely resembles the purposes of the Rural I 

and Rural II Districts. An arbitrary line was drawn when the first proposed land use map was 

created, and a rationale for this line has not been found - this line has the effect of bisecting the 

property. The land in question is ideally suited for the stated purposes of the Rural I and Rural II 

districts due to historic and existing patterns of use, in addition to proximity to identical patterns 

of use and development. This acreage could remain in the Conservation district, but it more 

closely aligns with the intent of the Rural I and Rural II districts. No impacts have been identified 

to other areas similarly designated.   

 

5. The appropriateness of the size and boundaries of the area proposed for change, with respect to 

the area required for the proposed use, land capability and existing development in the area. 

 

i. The area proposed for the Resort Mixed Use District is ~162 acres. The size and boundaries 

allow sufficient space for an expanded hotel, new retail space and a sports spa adjacent to the 

existing base lodge.  Near the Timberlane Lodge, the district boundaries are sufficient to 

accommodate a new boutique hotel, rental cottages and an expansion of the Timberline Lodge. 

This area has access to existing and planned community water and wastewater systems.  

 

ii. The area proposed for the Resort Residential District is ~237 acres.  The size and boundaries of 

the area reflect the natural resources limitations of the area, namely riparian areas and their 

buffers, but also the need for additional employee housing on the mountain. This area has 

access to existing and anticipated community water and wastewater systems. 
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iii. The area proposed for the Resort Recreation District is ~851 acres. It is appropriate because the 

area incorporates land already used for recreational purposes and no other types of existing or 

proposed development. 

 

iv. The area proposed for the Village District is ~ 5.5 acres. The size and boundaries of the area 

reflect parcel boundaries that have been recently changed due to boundary line adjustments 

and a subdivision. The land within this area closely resembles historic development patterns in 

the area, and land use aligns with the purpose of the Village District. The rezoning of this land is 

merely a recognition of development that has already happened, rather than the incentivization 

of new development. This area features single family homes that are located on small lots in 

close proximity to each other. 

 

v. The area proposed for the Rural I district is 24 acres and the area for the Rural 2 district is 17 

acres. As discussed earlier, the size and boundaries of this area closely align with the patterns of 

zoning on the other 2/3 of the property on 895 Duxbury Rd. This change will more closely align 

the portion of the property in question with existing patterns of use and development on the 

property and in the area. This area, and the areas around it, are sparsely developed and are 

managed for timber harvests. The property is located in a rural setting with low density 

residential development.  

 

 

The Town of Bolton Municipal Plan contains 5 chapters, which include: Introduction, Vision, Prosperity, 

Place, and Implementation. A full text of the plan is on file in the Bolton Town Clerk’s Office.  

This plan is intended to be consistent with the goals established in Title 24, Section 4302. These goals aim 
to: maintain the historic settlement pattern of compact village centers separated by rural countryside; 
provide a strong and diverse economy with rewarding job opportunities; broaden access to educational 
and vocational training opportunities for people of all ages; provide for safe, convenient, economic, and 
energy efficient transportation systems; to identify, protect, and preserve important natural and historic 
resources; to maintain and improve the quality of air, water, wildlife, and land resources; to encourage 
the efficient use of energy and development of renewable energy resources; to maintain and enhance 
recreational opportunities; to encourage and strengthen agricultural and forest industries; to provide for 
the wise and efficient use of natural resources; to ensure the availability of safe and affordable housing; 
to plan for, finance, and provide an efficient system of public facilities and services; and to ensure the 
availability of safe and affordable childcare.  The chapters also contain all 12 required elements for a 
municipal plan established in Title 24, Chapter 11, Section 4382.  
 
Bolton’s Land Use and Development Regulations are based on the information compiled and the goals 
expressed within the Town Plan. Bolton Planning Commission members have spent many hours discussing 
and compiling this document and would sincerely like to receive your feedback on the proposed 
amendments.  
  



Chapter 3: Prosperity 

Economy 
 

The largest employer in Bolton, and the cornerstone of the town’s economy, is Bolton Valley Resort. The 
town’s economic growth depends on ensuring the success of the resort as a four-season enterprise. The 
town also encourages new businesses that are able to capitalize on our numerous recreational 
opportunities while meeting the goals of this plan. Finally, we recognize the importance of other local 
businesses, especially home businesses.  

Economic Conditions in Bolton. Unemployment in Bolton is very low, and though it increased from 1.2% 
to 2.3% from 1990-2014, it remains lower than the Chittenden County and Vermont unemployment 
rates. The American Community Survey reports that the median income in Bolton is higher than the 
Chittenden County average. However, the average wages paid for jobs located in Bolton are significantly 
lower than the county average (Bolton residents who are self-employed are not included in this 
statistic). Therefore, the town supports the expansion of jobs paying a livable wage within Bolton, as 
well as varied and reliable transportation for workers who commute to jobs outside of Bolton.  

Businesses in Bolton. Over 80% of Bolton’s workforce commutes to work in other municipalities, most in 
the urban core of Chittenden County. The remaining 20% of the workforce works at one of the more 
than 60 businesses located in Bolton. Most of these businesses are based in the homes of residents. 
While formal data collection may not show all local, home-based businesses, surveys by Bolton’s 
Economic Resources Committee show that the number of home-based businesses in a variety of sectors 
is expanding throughout Bolton. These home-based businesses are a key form of economic 
development that is compatible with Bolton’s rural nature. 

High-speed, reliable internet and strong telecommunications access is essential for residents who own 
their own businesses, or who have the opportunity to work from home. Improving internet and cellular 
service will enable faster connections between people around Vermont and around the world. Bolton’s 
Economic Resources Committee is working to determine the other needs of businesses and 
entrepreneurs in town, and to develop strategies to meet those needs.  

Recreation and the Economy. Recreational opportunities abound in Bolton. Bolton’s many visitors may 

represent an opportunity for businesses that cater to outdoor recreationists, visitors and residents alike, 

but very few such businesses exist currently. It is difficult to pinpoint the exact reason for this, but it is 

likely because Bolton is relatively difficult to access, due to its lack of freeway exits. Still, recreation 

businesses may be a source of economic growth for the town in the future. The town supports the 

establishment and success of more businesses that rely on Bolton’s natural resources and conform with 

the goals of this plan. 

Founded in 1966, Bolton Valley Resort is a prime example of a recreation business that relies on Bolton’s 

natural resources. In the past decades, the Resort has faced many challenges, including limited capital 

for investment and a lack of water source for making snow. Additionally, the Resort will be challenged 

by the unpredictability of climate change. In response to these challenges, the Resort hopes to broaden 

its focus to become a four-season attraction, with recreation activities that take advantage of Bolton’s 



natural wonders during spring, summer and fall, in addition to winter. The Resort’s ability to remain 

viable and to successfully transition to a four-season establishment is key to the survival of the Resort. 

Many residents work at the Resort, especially during the winter. The Resort and the town recently 

collaborated to develop the Bolton Valley Master Plan. This project was completed to develop a 

collaborative relationship with the resort, and the need for the town and the Resort to work together to 

ensure that the Resort’s future development meets the goals of the Town Plan. The future success of 

the Resort is key to the economic future of the town. The Bolton Valley Master Plan has been adopted 

by the Town and is incorporated into the Town Plan by reference in Appendix B. 

 

Chapter 4: Place 
 

Land Use 
Historically, Bolton’s development was concentrated largely around West Bolton and along the 

Winooski River. In the twentieth century, the creation of the Ethan Allen Firing Range led to the 

destruction of many historic homes and buildings in West Bolton, while the founding of Bolton 

Valley Resort created a new population center. Today, the town’s population is concentrated 

along Route 2, in West Bolton and near Bolton Valley Resort, and the vast majority of the town’s 

land is forested and undeveloped.  

Future development is highly limited throughout Bolton due to conserved land, mountainous 

terrain and floodplains. In fact, when all constraints on development are considered, only about 

3% of the town’s land is available for development. This plan seeks to increase development 

opportunities in these areas. Currently, most of the Town’s developable land is in West Bolton. 

Future growth in Bolton should be concentrated in West Bolton, in the Village area along Route 

2, and around Bolton Valley Resort if water and sewer capacity allows. In all development, the 

protection of Bolton’s resources is key. Community preferences about future land use in Bolton 

are shown on the Maintain-Evolve-Transform Map, which is referenced throughout this section. 

Current land use can be seen on Map 11, and proposed land use can be seen on Map 12.  

Village While high density, flood resilient development is already allowed in Bolton’s Village 

area, the town hopes that additional development will transform the Village section of Route 2 

into a vibrant, flood-resilient and high density mixed use area. Bolton’s vision for the Village area 

is for the area to remain the town’s civic and governmental center, anchored by an open and 

thriving Smilie School that continues to serve as a community gathering place and offers more 

opportunities and places for residents to gather, celebrate community and support the local 

economy.  

Village District. The Village District, located along Route 2 in Bolton between existing Interstate 89 and 

railroad rights-of-way, is an area that serves as the town’s historic, governmental, civic, and commercial 

center, as well as the gateway to Bolton Valley. This plan expands the boundary of this district to include 

several parcels near the foot of the Bolton Valley Access Road, including Fernwood Manor, which were 

previously part of the Rural I District. The parcels have uses and densities more similar to the Village 



District than the Rural I District. The purpose of the Village District is to allow for the continuation of 

existing commercial, residential, and public uses in this area, and to encourage future development that 

is compatible with and promotes an historic village settlement pattern. Such development may include 

higher densities of development, as supported by existing and planned infrastructure. 

Resort Bolton residents wish to see Bolton Valley Resort and the surrounding areas evolve into a 

successful four-season resort that remains a key part of the local economy and retains its family 

friendly nature. 

Resort Mixed Use District (Bolton Valley). The Resort Mixed Use District includes lands around 

Bolton Valley Resort’s Main and Timberline base areas currently developed with a mix of 

recreational, commercial and multi-family residential uses. The purpose of this district is to 

accommodate new and expanded businesses on the mountain in a manner that supports Bolton 

Valley becoming a four-season destination. Proposed development must occur in accordance 

with the Bolton Valley Master Plan. 

Resort Residential District (Bolton Valley). The Resort Residential District encompasses 

residential properties and land suitable for residential development that are/can be served by 

existing infrastructure on the mountain. The purpose of this district is to promote compact 

residential neighborhoods and a mix of housing opportunities in a setting that offers significant 

natural and recreational amenities and a high quality of life to residents. Proposed development 

on previously undeveloped land must occur in accordance with the Bolton Valley Master Plan 

(this requirement will not apply to existing residential lots in the Thacher-Wentworth 

neighborhood and the existing condo developments). The Resort Residential District may be 

expanded to include contiguous areas surrounding the Thacher-Wentworth neighborhood 

following environmental suitability studies. 

Resort Recreation District (Bolton Valley). The Resort Recreation District includes the upland 

areas in Bolton Valley, much of which is intensively managed for recreational activities. The 

purpose of this district is to facilitate ongoing recreation use of these lands through responsible 

stewardship and management that protects environmental quality and mitigates environmental 

impacts. Land use and development in this district must be subordinate to and functionally 

integrated with primary facilities located in the Resort Mixed Use district. Proposed development 

must occur in accordance with the Bolton Valley Master Plan. 

Rural. Bolton’s residents plan to maintain the town’s rural landscape, characterized by working 

farms and forests and quiet residential areas.  

Rural I District. The Rural I district includes areas with ready access to public roads, which are 

physically suitable for residential development. The boundary of this district has been expanded 

to include property transferred out of state ownership on the Duxbury Road that was previously 

located within the Conservation District. The purpose of this district is to allow for traditional 

uses such as forestry and agriculture, moderate densities of residential development, home 

based businesses and limited commercial development along Route 2, in a manner that 

maintains the town’s rural character.  



Rural II District. This district includes upland areas with access and/or development constraints. 

The purpose of the district is to allow for limited, compatible, lower densities of development 

that maintain Bolton’s rural character and protect significant natural resources while 

discouraging subdivision and development in areas with limited access to public roads.  

Forests and Conserved Land. Bolton plans to maintain the town’s protection of higher elevation 

lands that host important natural resources, are fragile, or are difficult to access. These areas 

include state parks and conserved lands, as well as most of the town’s working forests. 

The significance of Bolton’s natural resources is demonstrated by the fact that 61% of the town’s 

land has been conserved, either through purchase by federal, state or local government, 

purchase by non-profits, or conservation easements on private land. Conserved land in Bolton 

has many benefits for humans and animals. It protects the large habitat blocks that support 

Bolton’s wildlife, and provides the recreational opportunities valued by Bolton’s residents.  

Conservation District. The Conservation District is intended to include all land above 2,500 feet 

in elevation (excluding the Resort Mixed Use District, the Resort Residential District, and the 

Resort Recreation District), the town’s permanently conserved lands, including town and state 

owned parks, forests and conservation land, and private in-holdings on Honey Hollow Road. The 

purpose of the Conservation District is to protect Bolton’s generally remote and inaccessible 

mountainous areas and the town’s significant resources from further subdivision or 

fragmentation, development, and undue environmental disturbance, while allowing for the 

continuation of traditional uses such as forestry and outdoor recreation. The Conservation 

District also includes the Ethan Allen Firing Range, a federally-owned military establishment over 

which the town has no formal jurisdiction. It is important to note that not all of Bolton’s 

conserved land is within the Conservation District. Land that is privately conserved, such as land 

conserved through easements, may be located in other zoning districts.  

Forest District. The Forest District includes all land between 1,500 and 2,500 feet in elevation, 

except for such land within the Resort Mixed Use, Resort Residential, Resort Recreation, and 

Conservation Districts. The Forest District includes several parcels without frontage on or access 

to existing public roads (“landlocked” parcels). The Forest District minimizes the fragmentation 

or destruction of significant resources in Bolton as discussed in the Natural Resources section 

and Natural Hazards and Resilience section. The purpose of this district is to protect Bolton’s 

more remote and inaccessible forested upland areas from fragmentation, development, and 

undue environmental disturbance, while allowing for the continuation of traditional uses such as 

forestry, outdoor recreation and compatible low-density residential development.  

West Bolton Hamlet. As one resident said during a community engagement event in October 

2015, “we should recognize that West Bolton isn’t stagnant, it’s always changing.” Working with 

residents of West Bolton to decide the future of the area as it evolves will be a priority for the 

Town during the period of this plan. West Bolton has historically been one of Bolton’s most 

densely populated areas. Although the creation of the Ethan Allen Firing Range lead to the 

destruction of many of the area’s historic homes and buildings, West Bolton has retained a 

unique “neighborhood” character. Although the area is currently part of the Rural I District, it is 

characterized by lots that are typically smaller and buildings that are closer to the road than 



what is allowed by current zoning regulations. These “pre-existing non-conformities” create an 

extra layer of regulatory challenges for residents, who must navigate a more complicated 

process than if the area were zoned with existing buildings and lots in mind. The Development 

Review Board and the Planning Commission support the creation of a West Bolton “hamlet,” 

encompassing roughly the area within walking distance (a one-half mile radius) of the 

intersection of Stage and Notch Roads. The exact boundaries, density and nature of 

development in the hamlet remains to be decided, but regulations will be revised to allow for 

smaller lots and more compact development. During community engagement undertaken for 

this plan, West Bolton residents expressed a range of ideas for the future of the West Bolton 

area. Residents value the sense of neighborhood found in the area, and many residents wish to 

see well-planned growth that expands the number of homes and allows for small business 

development. The area is one of the few parts of Bolton with appropriate topography and soils 

for development. However, all future changes must retain Bolton’s small-town feel and 

residents’ easy access to outdoor recreation.  

Overlay Districts. Overlay Districts Overlay districts provide the town with the ability to regulate 

specific features, such as flood plains, that occur throughout various zoning districts. They define 

an additional layer of regulation without otherwise changing the characteristics of an area.  

Flood Hazard Overlay Districts. The Flood Hazard Area Overlay Districts include all designated 

Special Flood Hazard Areas. The purpose of the Flood Hazard Area Overlay Districts is to (1) 

protect public health, safety, and welfare by preventing or minimizing hazards to life and 

property due to flooding; to (2) manage development, as specifically defined for this purpose, 

within designated Special Flood Hazard Areas (SFHAs) according to the town’s adopted 

municipal and hazard mitigation plans; and to (3) ensure that the town is eligible for continued 

membership in the National Flood Insurance Program so that the town, its residents and 

businesses may qualify for federal flood insurance, and for available federal disaster recovery 

and hazard mitigation funds. 

Flood Hazard Overlay District I. The Flood Hazard Overlay District I encompasses all Special 

Flood Hazard Areas that are within the Village District. All development that is allowed in the 

Village District is also allowed in the Flood Hazard Overlay District I, provided it meets flood 

hazard regulations and is not a type of development specifically prohibited within all Special 

Flood Hazard Areas. The State of Vermont may also review and approve certain types of 

development in the FHO I, such as public utilities, water/wastewater systems, floodplain 

management activities or stream crossing structures like bridges.  

Flood Hazard Area Overlay District II. The Flood Hazard Area Overlay District II encompasses all 

Special Flood Hazard Areas outside of the Village District. Almost all new development is 

prohibited in the Flood Hazard Overlay District II, with exception of low impact uses such as 

agricultural, forestry, or accessory structures. The State of Vermont may also review and approve 

certain types of development in the FHO II, such as public utilities, water/wastewater systems, 

floodplain management activities or stream crossing structures like bridges.  

River Corridor Overlay District. Bolton currently regulates streams and rivers by prohibiting 

development within certain distances of these bodies of water, and by requiring that part of 



these setbacks be maintained as vegetated buffer. This is intended to lessen bank erosion and to 

protect water quality and riparian wildlife habitat. Given Bolton’s steep slopes and high 

incidence of erosion, as discussed in the Natural Hazards and Resilience section, these 

protections must be continued. However, the State of Vermont’s mapping of River Corridors has 

provided the town with a new data source on areas surrounding streams that should be 

protected. The town will investigate the development of a new River Corridor Overlay District to 

ensure that mapped River Corridors are properly protected, while maintaining the town’s current 

setback requirements for rivers and streams. However, the development of these regulations 

must take into account existing development in the River Corridor and the needs of affected 

property owners.  

Source Protection Area Overlay. Bolton currently regulates source protection areas in its BLUDRs. Source 

protection areas are intended to ensure that drinking water supplies remain uncontaminated. The town 

will investigate the development of a Source Protection Area Overlay, to codify the location of source 

protection areas in the town and ensure that all are appropriately protected from development. 

 

Appendices 

Appendix 2: Documents Incorporated by Reference 

Town-Specific Documents  

Bolton Community Data Profile (as amended periodically—current draft attached to this document)  

Bolton Town Plan Community Engagement Process Results (2015-2016)  

Bolton Town Plan Hearing Summaries  

Bolton All Hazards Mitigation Plan (as updated and adopted every five years)  

Bolton Capital Budget and Program (as updated and adopted annually)  

Bolton Highway Erosion Inventory (2016)  

Bolton Local Emergency Operations Plan (as updated and adopted annually)  

Bolton Paving, Culvert and Road Sign Inventory (2016)  

Bolton Valley Master Plan (2020)  

Joiner Brook Watershed: Phase 2 Geomorphic Assessment (2008)  

Joiner Brook River Corridor Plan (2009)  

National Register of Historic Places in Bolton (1999)  

Preston Pond Management Plan (2016, updated and adopted periodically)  

Protocol for Identification of Areas Sensitive to Landslide Hazards in Vermont (2012)  

Town Highway Policies (as amended or adopted by the Select Board)  

Town Ordinances (as amended or adopted by the Select Board)  

Traffic Speed Study for Duxbury and Bolton Valley  
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Introduction  1 

With this plan, the Bolton Planning Commission has created a plan that is user friendly and 2 

understandable. This planning process has been a pilot project for the Vermont Planning Manual 3 

(hyperlink), a new guide from the Vermont Agency of Commerce and Community Development to help 4 

towns create “town plans that work.”   The writing of this plan was funded by a Municipal Planning 5 

Grant from the Vermont Agency of Commerce and Community Development.  6 

This plan replaces the 2012 Bolton Town Plan. That plan was a re-adoption of the 2007 Bolton Town 7 

Plan. This plan takes into account all the changes that have happened in the past ten years and 8 

establishes a vision and series of goals, objectives and actions for the eight-year life of this plan.  9 

Purpose and Use   10 

The Bolton Town Plan serves as a guide for accomplishing community aspirations and intentions through 11 

public investments, land use regulations and other implementation programs.  The plan covers a broad 12 

range of topics relevant to the future of Bolton, including but not limited to, areas designated for 13 

growth, and other areas designated for preservation for rural character and protection of natural 14 

resources, steps to advance economic wellbeing in the town, and calls for the availability of safe and 15 

affordable housing.   16 

The Town Plan is used by a variety of entities for a variety of reasons.  17 

• The Select Board uses the town plan as a guiding document when deciding policy for the town, 18 

including but not limited to town ordinances and budgets, Capital Improvement Plan updates 19 

for facility, road and infrastructure improvements and acquisitions, staffing needs and the 20 

creation of new boards and committees.  21 

• The Planning Commission uses the town plan to update and revise the Bolton Land Use and 22 

Development Regulations (BLUDRs).  The BLUDRs are unified bylaws that include zoning, 23 

subdivision and hazard area regulations; the purpose of which is to regulate development 24 

proposals.  The Planning Commission also uses the town plan to guide other planning and 25 

development activities. 26 

• The Development Review Board uses the town plan to understand the reasoning behind the 27 

BLUDRs and the town’s priorities for the protection and preservation of natural, scenic and 28 

historic resources. 29 

• The Conservation Commission uses the town plan’s discussion and prioritization of natural 30 

resources and recreation opportunities to inform their work.  31 

• The Economic Resources Committee uses the town plan to identify economic development 32 

priorities and strategies for Bolton.  33 

• Residents, developers and property owners use the town plan as a source of information about 34 

the town’s history, its present state and its vision for the future, including its plan for future 35 

regulation and development. The information in the plan provides information about the town’s 36 

function, opportunities for development and resources that need protection.    37 

• State departments and officials use the town plan to determine whether Bolton is eligible for 38 

state grants and project funding. 39 
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• The Public Utilities Commission gives the town plan “substantial deference” during Section 248 1 

proceedings because this plan meets the standards for energy planning established by Act 174 2 

of 2016 and outlined in 24 V.S.A. § 4352. Substantial deference means that the Public Utilities 3 

Commission shall apply this plan’s policies in accordance with their terms unless there is a clear 4 

and convincing demonstration that other factors affecting the general good of the State 5 

outweigh the application of the measure or policy. See the Implementation section for further 6 

discussion.  7 

• The District Environmental Commission uses the town plan during Act 250 proceedings to 8 

ensure development applications conform with the plan. See the Implementation section for 9 

further discussion. 10 

  11 
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CHAPTER 2: PROSPERITY  1 

Our vision is to cultivate a fiscally sustainable community that promotes local businesses, encourages 2 

options for affordable housing, energy and transportation, and provides the necessary infrastructure and 3 

services needed for the safety, health and well-being of our residents.   4 

The key issues/concerns in the Prosperity chapter include:  5 

• Bolton has a relatively limited economic base currently, and therefore it is imperative to support 6 

Bolton Valley and other recreation related businesses, and the variety of home based businesses 7 

in Bolton.   8 

• The continued availability of affordable housing will require new and rehabilitated units within 9 

the growth confines of this plan.   10 

• Maintaining a safe and reliable road network and finding funding to comply with the new 11 

Municipal Roads General Permit will be the town’s biggest challenges during the life of this plan. 12 

• Bolton’s town government cannot and should not provide all the facilities and utilities needed 13 

by residents, and coordination with outside entities is necessary. 14 

• This plan defines energy generation facilities as development just like any other form of 15 

development. Therefore, any energy generation facility in Bolton must comply with the goals 16 

and objectives related to land conservation as outlined in the natural resources, natural hazards 17 

and resilience and land use sections of this plan.   18 

  19 
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Housing  1 

Bolton is well situated between the large 2 
employment areas of Burlington and 3 
Montpelier, and has a relatively low cost of 4 
housing for the region.  As a result, Bolton is 5 
an affordable bedroom community.  6 
Maintaining this status will require 7 
rehabilitation of existing affordable housing 8 
stock, as well as developing additional 9 
housing to keep up with demand over time.  10 
 11 

Housing Stock  12 

Bolton has relatively low housing costs and 13 
slow turnover rates (meaning that homes in 14 
Bolton remain on the market for twice as 15 
long as the county average). This indicates 16 
that Bolton has less of a housing supply 17 
problem than the urban areas in the County 18 
are experiencing.  In fact, sales of homes, 19 
new construction and prices have all 20 
stagnated in Bolton since 2008. However, 21 
there are housing stock challenges that face 22 
Bolton – decreasing household size which 23 
will result in the need for more homes for 24 
the same amount of people; and an aging 25 
housing stock that will require 26 
rehabilitation.  Therefore, Bolton will need 27 
to be diligent in keeping up its housing stock 28 
in order to maintain a healthy housing 29 
market.   30 
 31 
Most homes in Bolton are occupied by one 32 
or two people, and these small households are the fastest growing in town. Because of this, it is likely 33 
that by 2030, the town will need about 50-80 more homes for new residents.  One method to handle 34 
this demographic shift is a diverse housing stock.    35 
  36 
Bolton already has a higher percentage of mobile 37 
homes and condominiums than most Chittenden 38 
County towns (see right). Most of the 39 
condominiums in Bolton are located around 40 
Bolton Valley. While these condominiums have 41 
largely been seasonal housing for skiers in the 42 
past, most of them are now used by permanent 43 
residents. In 2014, seasonal properties made up 44 
only 3.4% of the town’s Grand List.  45 
 46 

82%

18%

Figure 26b: Bolton 
Housing Tenure

Owner Occupied

Renter Occupied

Source: 2014 Grand List 

66%

34%

Figure 25b: 
Chittenden County 

Housing Tenure

Owner Occupied

Renter Occupied

Source: 2014 ACS Estimates 
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Another future consideration is maintenance of Bolton’s older housing stock.  Most of Bolton’s homes 1 
were built in the 1970s and 1980s, meaning that they are likely not energy efficient and may have lead 2 
paint. See the Energy section of this plan for a discussion of weatherization and energy efficiency.   3 
 4 
Finding appropriate areas for developing new homes can be 5 
challenging in Bolton, because of the town’s steep topography, 6 
amount of conserved land and flood plains. As the town continues to 7 
grow, the greatest opportunity for future housing development will 8 
be in West Bolton, due to its good septic soils and few natural 9 
development constraints. If infrastructure improvements allow, 10 
Bolton Valley may become a site for new development as well.  11 
  12 

Affordability  13 

An estimated 82% of Bolton residents own their homes, compared to 66% in Chittenden County as 14 
whole. This is likely because housing in Bolton is more affordable than housing in Chittenden County, 15 
due to the relatively high percentages of mobile homes and condominiums. This high rate of ownership 16 
helps build the town’s sense of community, and is a source of pride for the town. Condominium prices in 17 
Bolton have decreased in recent years, compared to the county, and Bolton’s median price for a single-18 
family home ($300,000 in 2016) is in what local realtors consider the “sweet spot” for Chittenden 19 
County homebuyers.   20 
 21 
These trends will help maintain Bolton as an affordable place to live in the region, however Bolton 22 
residents may still have difficulty affording their housing costs. A Bolton resident who also works in 23 
Bolton would have an especially difficult time, due to low wages, and a relatively low percentage of 24 
rental housing.  25 
 26 
Another consideration for housing affordability in Bolton is 27 
transportation costs.  Most residents commute to jobs outside of 28 
Bolton and must travel to other towns for necessities, and 29 
transportation costs are consequently high (further described in the 30 
transportation section).  This is not an insignificant cost, and could 31 
impact a person’s ability to live in Bolton, speaking further to the 32 

MAKING THE CONNECTION 
See the Land Use section of 

this plan for a discussion 

areas planned for future 

development, including 

housing development. 

MAKING THE CONNECTION 

For more information on 

transportation and where 

Bolton residents work, see the 

prosperity section (hyperlink). 
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need for Bolton to increase the number of safe and affordable homes.   1 

Transportation 2 

The Town of Bolton maintains 20.5 miles of road, and it requires 44% of Bolton’s municipal spending. 3 

Maintaining a safe and reliable road network and finding funding to comply with the new Municipal 4 

Roads General Permit will be the town’s biggest challenges during the life of this plan. Considering the 5 

recreation industry is the core of Bolton’s economy, it is also critically important to maintain the road 6 

network for both residents and visitors alike. Transportation infrastructure is shown on Map 10. See the 7 

Energy section for more information on energy use and transportation.  8 

  9 

Getting Around in Bolton  10 

Residents of Bolton are by necessity very car dependent, given the town’s rural location. Almost all 11 

Bolton residents drive alone to work, which contributes to high transportation costs and high energy use 12 

for driving. The American Community Survey (2010-2014) estimates that over 87% of workers living in 13 

Bolton drove 10 or more miles to get to work, 14 

compared to 45% of Chittenden County 15 

residents.  A median income household living 16 

in Bolton is estimated to drive 31,360 miles 17 

annually and to spend 23% of their income on 18 

transportation, compared to 26,368 miles and 19 

19% for a median income household living in 20 

Chittenden County, according to the US 21 

Department of Housing and Urban 22 

Development. The American Community 23 

Survey estimates that 90% of residents who 24 

work outside of their homes drive to work 25 

alone, while 7% carpool (2011-2015). 26 

Residents have very limited access to public 27 

transportation, and only 1% of those working outside the home are estimated to use public 28 

transportation. The nearest park and rides are located in Richmond and Waterbury, and offer service 29 

only to Burlington and Montpelier. Past attempts to build a park and ride in Bolton have been 30 

unsuccessful both because of Select Board opposition and because of a lack of interest on the part of 31 

bus operators, but the idea should be re-examined. 32 

 33 

Table 27: Commuting Distances for Workers 
 

 
Bolton Residents Chittenden County 

Residents  

 

 
Workers  Percentage Workers  Percentage 

 

Less than 10 miles  65 12.40% 54759 55.00% 
 

10 to 24 miles  435 82.70% 22139 22.20% 
 

25 to 50 miles  26 4.90% 12481 12.50% 
 

Greater than 50 miles  0 0.00% 10244 10.30% 
 

Source: US Census, American Community Survey OnTheMap 2014 

23%

19% 19%

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

Bolton Chittenden
County

Burlington

Figure 33: Percentage of Income Spent on 
Transportation

Source: HUD Location Affordability Index
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 1 

Active Transportation and Complete Streets  2 

While there are many trails in Bolton, the town has no sidewalks or bike 3 

paths. This forces pedestrians and bicyclists onto narrow and steep roads 4 

with minimal shoulders, which often have sharp curves creating blind turns. 5 

In fact, several key Vermont trails, including the Cross-Vermont bicycle trail 6 

and the Long Trail, run along Bolton roads. The Long Trail crosses I-89 in 7 

Bolton, where hikers must walk through the same culvert that carries the 8 

Notch Road. Due to the culvert’s small size and limited visibility, combined with the fact that wildlife use 9 

the culvert to cross underneath I-89 as well, this creates danger for hikers and drivers alike. The 10 

Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission’s Transportation Improvement Program indicates that 11 

the replacement of this culvert is a funding priority for the region, with construction to occur in fiscal 12 

year 2019. However, the planned replacement of this culvert does not address pedestrian safety to the 13 

satisfaction of the town.  14 

 15 

Because most Bolton residents work outside of the Town, only a few residents use non-motorized 16 

transportation to get to work. However, residents and outside visitors regularly walk and bike along the 17 

roads for recreation. Bolton’s roads, especially Duxbury Road, are also commonly used by cycling and 18 

hiking groups. Ensuring that roads in Bolton are safe for all users, including drivers, walkers, bicyclists 19 

and equestrians, is key. The Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission’s Active Transportation 20 

Plan recognizes US 2 as a significant bicycling route as well, and indicates that VTrans should improve 21 

the road’s safety for bicyclists when it is next repaved.  22 

 23 

Railroad  24 

Although railroad tracks run along Route 2 throughout the length of Bolton, the nearest passenger rail 25 

station is in Waterbury. The railroad tracks also create a barrier between most of Bolton and the eastern 26 

bank of the Winooski River. Only two recognized legal pedestrian railroad crossings to the river exist, 27 

one where the Long Trail crosses the tracks and one near Lot #02-030.000. The limited number of places 28 

to cross decreases access to the Sara Holbrook Property and the Winooski River, one of the town’s 29 

prime natural resources.  30 

Railroad cars also present a potential hazard. They may be carrying hazardous materials, and local 31 

emergency response teams such as the Bolton Volunteer Fire Department must be prepared to respond 32 

to any spills, either when the cars are traveling through the town or when they are parked for long 33 

periods of time on the tracks. The response to such a spill is discussed in the Bolton Local Emergency 34 

Operations Plan (LEOP).   35 

MAKE THE CONNECTION  

To learn more about Bolton’s 

trail network, see the 

Recreation section. 
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Utilities and Facilities 1 

While the Community Services section describes the services provided to residents, this section 2 

describes the ‘bricks and mortar’ and equipment assets of the town, as well as the utilities that serve 3 

residents.  As described in the Community Services section, ensuring that the town has enough capacity 4 

to complete the actions required of it by the state and desired by residents will be a challenge.  5 

However, Bolton’s town government cannot and should not provide all the facilities and utilities needed 6 

by residents, and coordination with outside entities is necessary.  For example, solid waste management 7 

is made possible by town support of multijurisdictional entities. Residents are served by utilities 8 

available within the town, for telecommunications, energy and in some cases, water and sewer service.   9 

Town Facilities  10 

The town of Bolton owns three buildings—the town office, the town garage and the fire station—and 11 
469 acres of land, including Preston Pond and the town cemeteries, including one in West Bolton, which 12 
is still in active use. The town is also responsible for maintaining records of development and life events, 13 
including cemetery records. Due to the town’s long period without a formal town office, not all records 14 
are consolidated in the town vault. Bolton’s fire station was recently renovated to serve the town more 15 
effectively.  In 2007-2008, the town office was torn down and reconstructed. The town garage is in need 16 
of major renovations, including flood-proofing, due to its location in the floodplain. Map 7 shows the 17 
location of Bolton’s town facilities.  18 
 19 
Bolton also owns four trucks for use by the highway department, a loader, a grader, and three fire 20 
department trucks. The town’s capital improvement plan (CIP), currently in development, defines a 21 
maintenance and replacement schedule for the equipment.  Most equipment the town owns is heavy 22 
machinery and trucks for road work and plowing.  That equipment will not likely be replaced solely for 23 
the purpose of energy efficiency, but energy efficiency is increasing across all vehicle types, and certain 24 
steps can be taken to increase the efficiency of all machinery. Consequently, when the equipment needs 25 
to be replaced, the Town will gain the efficiencies inherent to newer equipment.  Increased energy 26 
efficiency represents the greatest cost savings and greenhouse gas emissions reduction potential for 27 
Bolton. However, as efficient vehicles become more common, energy efficiency gains will slow. As 28 
technology improves and new technologies become available, the Town of Bolton should consider both 29 
cost and energy efficiency in all purchases, including heavy duty vehicles.  30 
 31 
 32 

 33 

  34 
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Energy  1 

Bolton’s energy use has been declining over the past ten years, largely because of increasing efficiency. 2 

Bolton’s planning surrounding energy issues must take Vermont’s energy goals into account. The State 3 

of Vermont has a series of ambitious energy goals, as laid out in the state’s 2016 Comprehensive Energy 4 

Plan (https://outside.vermont.gov/sov/webservices/Shared%20Documents/2016CEP_Final.pdf): 5 

• To reduce greenhouse gas emissions, with a 40% reduction below 1990 levels by 2030, and 6 

an 80% to 95% reduction below 1990 levels by 2050. 7 

• To reduce total energy consumption per capita by 15% by 2025 and by more than 1/3 by 8 

2050. 9 

• To meet 25% of remaining energy needs from renewable sources by 2025, 40% by 2035, and 10 

90% by 2050. 11 

• To substantially improve the energy fitness of 25% of the state’s housing stock by 2020 12 

Current patterns of energy usage in Vermont, including in Bolton, are not in line with these goals, but 13 

local and regional planning efforts aim to change that. The Chittenden County Regional Planning 14 

Commission (CCRPC) has worked with the Vermont Energy Investment Corporation (VEIC) to develop a 15 

model with the Long-Range Energy Alternatives Program (LEAP). The LEAP model shows one path that 16 

Chittenden County’s municipalities could take to meet Vermont’s energy goals. The LEAP model 17 

estimates the following as the most likely path:  18 

• Reduce total energy use per capita by 48%, with renewably sourced electricity becoming a 19 

larger proportion of total energy use. 20 

• Increase generation of renewable electricity by siting between 3,890 and 6,729 MWh of 21 

additional generation capacity in Bolton by 2050 (in addition to 328 MWh being generated 22 

annually in Bolton in 2017, when these targets were developed). 23 

• Increase electric vehicles to 89% of the light duty fleet, using renewably sourced electricity, 24 

and switch 96% of heavy-duty vehicle energy use to biofuels. 25 

• Weatherize 95% of homes and 60% of businesses.   26 

• Switch to wood heat or heat pumps in %80%1 of homes and 82% of businesses, using 27 

renewably sourced electricity. 28 

 29 

More details on the LEAP Model can be found in the Data Profile associated with this plan.  30 

 31 

 
1 While the LEAP model shows a steady 14% of households using wood heat between 2025-2050, 20% of Bolton’s 

homes currently use wood as the primary heating source.  

https://outside.vermont.gov/sov/webservices/Shared%20Documents/2016CEP_Final.pdf
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Energy Use Changes Across 1 

Sectors 2 

Throughout the State, the biggest 3 

energy usage and contributor to 4 

greenhouse gas emissions is 5 

transportation, mostly gasoline use 6 

by personal vehicles. Bolton is no 7 

exception. After transportation, 8 

residential energy use, largely for 9 

electricity and home heating, is the 10 

next largest energy use in Bolton. 11 

Most residents heat with fuel oil, 12 

propane gas or wood; with the first 13 

two sources sometimes acting as 14 

backup for the latter. Electricity in 15 

Bolton is provided by Green 16 

Mountain Power or Vermont 17 

Electric Coop (VEC). A major VELCO transmission corridor runs through Bolton north of Route 2 and I-89.  18 

Thermal 19 

 20 
Given the age of Bolton’s homes and the fact that an estimated 57% of homes heat with fuel oil, 21 
kerosene or propane, changing home and business heating will be a challenge. The Long-Range Energy 22 
Alternatives Program model calls for 60% of all home heating energy use in Bolton to come from wood 23 
or heat pumps by 2050, to meet Vermont’s energy goals. With electric energy sourced from renewable 24 
sources, heat pumps could be a major component in meeting Vermont’s energy goals, and the LEAP 25 
model estimates high rates of usage in Bolton and throughout Chittenden County.  26 
 27 

 28 
However, the LEAP model understates the current and future wood heat use in Bolton. While the LEAP 29 
model shows a steady 14% of households using wood heat between 2025-2050, 20% of Bolton’s homes 30 
currently use wood as the primary heating source. This proportion is likely to increase; wood is a familiar 31 
heating source and therefore may be a more logical avenue for future investment than heat pumps. The 32 
main residential thermal energy goal of this plan is for homes to switch from fossil fuels such as fuel oil 33 
to renewable sources. Therefore, the goals can be met through either heat pumps or wood heating 34 
systems. Future studies and models of energy data for the town may reflect different renewable heating 35 
choices. For example, a more recent report by Renewable Energy Vermont and the Biomass Energy 36 
Resource Center sets a goal of 35% of Vermont’s thermal energy demand to come from wood heating 37 
by 2030 (See the report “Expanded Use of Advanced Wood Heating in Vermont, 2018” 38 

Table 37.  Homes Heating with Delivered Fuels, 2017 

Number of homes heating with fuel oil or 
kerosene* 

164 homes (28% of homes) 

Homes heating with wood  118 homes (20% of homes)  
Number of homes heating with propane* 173 homes (30% of homes) 
*These estimates have a relatively high margin of error and should be used with caution.  
Sources:  American Community Survey 2013-2017 5-Year Estimates 

27.6%

3.7%

2.8%

65.8%

Figure 34: Bolton Greenhouse Gas Emissions by 
Fuel Type

Delivered Fuels (not
including wood)
Wood (.16%)

Electricity

Solid Waste (.04%)

Wastewater

Transportation

Chittenden County Climate Action Guide Appendix B 2010 Greenhouse Gas 
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* Although the LEAP model estimates that the 100% of homes need to be weatherized, the Town decided to focus 1 
on an achievable goal of 95% of homes weatherized. 2 
 3 
Outside groups will be valuable partners in providing weatherization resources. For example, Efficiency 4 
Vermont can connect residents with contractors to complete energy audits, which pinpoint efficiency 5 
problems and offer suggested solutions. For low-income residents, the Champlain Valley Office of 6 
Economic Opportunity offers free weatherization. Between 2014 and 2017, there were an average of 27 7 
energy efficiency projects per year in Bolton.  8 
 9 
Efficiency Vermont and some utilities also offer education on efficient heating systems such as heat 10 

pumps or advanced wood heat. Rebates or other incentives may also be available for customers to 11 

install these systems. Bolton’s newly formed energy committee will work with these organizations to 12 

educate  Bolton residents on opportunities to save money, increase comfort and work towards the 13 

town’s energy goals through changes to heating systems and home efficiency. Bolton has budgeted for 14 

energy audits of town-owned buildings, which will result in  identification of cost-effective 15 

improvements to save energy and money. These audits will also help the town determine if there is the 16 

potential for solar generation on the roofs of existing town buildings.  17 

 18 

Transportation 19 

The vast majority of Bolton’s vehicles run on fossil fuels (only 4 of Bolton’s 1,014 registered vehicles 20 

were electric or plug in hybrid vehicles as of 2017). Sixty-six percent of the town’s greenhouse gas 21 

emissions come from transportation, so switching away from fossil fuel vehicles is one of the pillars of 22 

Vermont’s energy goals. Switching to electric vehicles, with electricity sourced from renewable sources, 23 

currently seems the most likely way for this to occur, along with increasing walking, bicycling, carpooling 24 

and public transportation (see the Transportation section). Education and incentives, such as test-driving 25 

different electric vehicles at town events or enrolling in the benefits of commuter programs like Go 26 

Vermont! can encourage this switch. 27 

 28 

Efficiency  29 

The State of Vermont’s energy goals plan for a 1/3 reduction in total energy use by 2050.  30 

Energy usage in all sectors has decreased 13% in Bolton since 2007, largely due to increases in energy 31 

efficiency. The LEAP model estimates that with the changes shown in the LEAP model, per capita energy 32 

use in Bolton will decrease by 48% as necessary changes occur to meet Vermont’s energy goals.    33 

Table 38. Proposed Goals for Thermal Energy Use in Bolton, 2050, LEAP Model 

Residential Thermal Energy from Wood Heat or 
Heat Pumps by 2050 

80% 

Commercial Thermal Energy from Wood Heat or 
Heat Pumps by 2050 

57%82% 

Homes Weatherized by 2050 95%* 

Commercial Establishments Weatherized by 
2050  

60% 
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 1 

 2 

 3 

..  4 

Energy Production  5 

To meet the state’s goal of having 90% of energy used in Vermont produced from renewable sources by 6 

2050, the amount of renewable energy produced and used in Bolton will need to increase significantly. 7 

Currently, there are 20 solar projects and one small wind turbine producing electricity for homes of 8 

Bolton residents. Existing energy facilities in Bolton can be seen on Map 8. This data only reflects 9 

generation that is located within Bolton. Some Bolton residents buy into  group net-metered solar 10 

projects or other types of generation located elsewhere. While this practice lowers electricity costs and 11 

carbon footprints for those residents, it is not reflected in this data.   12 

 13 

Table 39: Renewable Energy Production   
Number of Sites  Total Capacity  Estimated Generation 

Ground Mounted 
Solar  

3 residential 9.95 kW  12,203 kWh 

Roof Mounted Solar 
Panels  

17 residential  116.2 kW  142,508 kWh 

Small Wind  1 commercial, 1 residential 101.8 kW* 312,119 kWh 

Total 21 residential, 1 
commercial 

227.95 kW 466,829 kWh 

*Reported capacity, but Bolton Valley Wind Turbine is currently not producing energy  

Source: Vermont Energy Dashboard, 2019 

 14 
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Figure 35: Total Electrical Use in Bolton
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Analysis by CCRPC shows that the potential for ground-1 

mounted solar panels is relatively limited in Bolton, due to 2 

the town’s steep slopes, which shade much of the town for 3 

large parts of the day. However, there is some potential for 4 

solar projects, especially in West Bolton and along Route 2. 5 

There is a greater potential for wind energy in Bolton, given 6 

the town’s mountains and ridgelines. However, much of this 7 

land is constrained by Bolton’s regulations on steep slopes. 8 

This generation potential can be seen on Map 9.  Even with 9 

constraints, Bolton has more than enough land available to 10 

generate its high goal for energy production with either wind 11 

or solar (See Figure 36).  12 

 13 

Community engagement has shown that Bolton residents are 14 

generally divided on the building of large-scale wind energy 15 

projects in the town, due to the impact on Bolton’s scenic 16 

views and ridgelines.  Energy generation facilities are 17 

considered to be development, and any renewable energy 18 

project in Bolton must comply with the goals and objectives 19 

related to land conservation as outlined in the natural 20 

resources, natural hazards and resilience and land use 21 

section of this plan.   22 

 23 

Bolton’s landscape is largely forested.Therefore, its greatest 24 

renewable energy resource potential is from biomass. It is 25 

imperative to maintain Bolton’s forests for biomass 26 

purposes, rather than clearing the forests to make way for 27 

solar fields and wind turbines. This harvesting must take the 28 

form of responsible forest management, as discussed in the 29 

natural resources section of this plan.   30 

  31 

Energy Generation 

Estimates of how much energy can be 

generated come from the Chittenden 

County Regional Planning 

Commission and the Vermont 

Department of Public Service. These 

estimates assume the following:  

On prime solar area (areas without 

any known or possible constraints), 8 

acres of land can accommodate 1 

MW of ground mounted solar panels. 

On base solar area (areas without 

known constraints but with some 

possible constraints), 60 acres of land 

will be needed to accommodate 1 

MW of ground mounted solar panels 

because an irregular layout might be 

needed to avoid constraints. 

On prime and base wind areas, 25 

acres of land will be needed to 

accommodate 1 MW of wind turbines 

and associated infrastructure like 

access roads.  

Rooftop solar panels can be installed 

on 25% of residential buildings 

(average size of 4kW), 25% of small 

commercial buildings (average size of 

20kW) and 50% of large commercial 

buildings (average size of 200kW).  

See the 2018 ECOS Plan: Supplement 

6 for more details.  

http://www.ecosproject.com/wp/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/ECOSPlan_ProcessSupplement6_EnergyData_Methodology_Final20180615.pdf
http://www.ecosproject.com/wp/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/ECOSPlan_ProcessSupplement6_EnergyData_Methodology_Final20180615.pdf
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 1 

Enhanced Energy Planning and Substantial Deference  2 

In 2016, Act 174 was signed into law. The intention of the law is to integrate land use and energy 3 

planning. While regions and towns have always had an obligation to include energy in their planning 4 

processes, there are now more specific and detailed standards for analyzing energy use, planning for 5 

future energy generation needs and determining potential sites for energy generation. In response to 6 

this law, the Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission adopted an energy plan as part of its 7 

2018 ECOS Regional Plan (http://www.ecosproject.com/2018-ecos-plan#final(see: 8 

www.ecosproject.com/2018-ecos-plan). This plan is written to meet the Department of Public Service’s 9 

Energy Planning Standards for Municipal Plans. Therefore, this plan’s land use and natural resources 10 

policies will receive “substantial deference” in energy facility proceedings before the Public Utilities 11 

Commission (PUC).  12 

 13 

 14 

The State of Vermont and the Town of Bolton have defined certain resources as known and possible 15 

constraints. Known constraints are areas in which development, including renewable energy generation, 16 

is not appropriate. Possible constraints are areas in which the effects of development, including 17 

renewable energy generation, may need to be mitigated. State-defined constraints are protected by the 18 

ECOS Regional Plan and state agency review during the Public Utility Commission review process. Local 19 

constraints are protected by the ECOS Regional Plan and this document. These constraints ensure that 20 

energy generation in Bolton is subject to the same standards as other kinds of development.  21 

 22 

Figure 36 – Renewable Energy Potential in Bolton  

http://www.ecosproject.com/2018-ecos-plan#final
http://www.ecosproject.com/2018-ecos-plan
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State-defined known constraints are listed below 
and are shown on Map 16. 
 

 State-defined possible constraints are listed below 
and are shown on Map 14  

• FEMA Floodways 

• DEC River Corridors  

• State-significant Natural Communities 

• Rare, Threatened, and Endangered Species  

• Vernal Pools  

• Class 1 and 2 wetlands (VSWI and advisory 

layers) 

 

 • Agricultural Soils and Hydric Soils  

• Act 250 Agricultural Soil Mitigation Areas 

• FEMA Special Flood Hazard Areas 

• Vermont Conservation Design Highest 

Priority Forest Blocks (Forest Blocks – 

Connectivity, Forest Blocks – Interior, 

Forest Blocks - Physical Land Division) 

• Highest Priority Wildlife Crossings  

• Protected Lands (State fee lands and 

private conservation lands)  

• Deer Wintering Areas  

 1 

The Town of Bolton has defined additional constraints based on local policy. These resources are 2 

discussed in detail in the Natural Resources and Land Use sections of this plan.  3 

 4 

Locally defined known constraints are listed 
below and are shown on Map 16.  

 Locally defined possible constraints are listed below 

and are shown on Map 15.  

• Surface Water Setbacks 
• Wetland Buffers 
• Slopes 25% or more 

 

 
• Conservation District 
• Slopes 15% to 25% 
• Forest District 
• Town Owned Land 
• Flood Hazard Overlay II 

 5 

 While it is important to identify constraints to renewable energy generation, it is also important to 6 

identify preferred sites. Articulating preferred sites for renewable energy generation is important 7 

because of the growth of net metering (the process by which homeowners or businesses feed electricity 8 

they generate directly into the grid and are paid the retail rate or higher for that electricity). Vermont’s 9 

Net Metering Rules (Rule 5.100, effective 7/1/2017) define preferred sites for net-metered renewable 10 

energy generation (any renewable technology besides hydroelectric). Net metering on preferred sites 11 

can be larger (up to 500 kW instead of 150 kW) and receive better net metering rates. (See the latest 12 

Vermont Public Utility Commission Rule Pertaining to Construction and Operation of Net-Metering 13 

Systems). Though they receive benefits, preferred sites are still subject to review by the Public Utilities 14 

Commission. Preferred sites as of 2019 are: 15 

• On a pre-existing structure  16 
• Parking lot canopies over permitted paved areas  17 
• Previously developed land  18 
• Brownfields  19 
• Landfills  20 
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• Gravel pits 1 
• Superfund sites  2 
• On the same parcel as a customer taking 50% or more of the output 3 
• Town-designated sites (Town-designated preferred sites can be identified in a duly adopted 4 

municipal plan or through a joint letter of support by the town planning commission, town 5 
legislative body and regional planning commission) 6 

Prosperity Goals, Objectives and Actions  7 

 8 

Goal 5: Bolton will support economic development that is compatible with its small town, rural nature.  9 

Objective 5.1: Bolton’s Economic Resources Committee will work to develop strategies to 10 

promote and support economic development in the town.  11 

Objective 5.2: While economic development is important to the Town of Bolton, the goals and 12 

objectives of the Town Plan need to be met for all development, especially the goals of this plan 13 

related to natural hazards and resilience, natural resources and land use.  14 

Objective 5.3: Support the creation and growth of local businesses, including home-based 15 

businesses, that meet the goals of the Town Plan.  16 

Objective 5.4: Encourage the establishment and continuation of recreational businesses and 17 

events that utilize and support the town’s scenic beauty and recreational opportunities and 18 

contribute to the town's attractiveness as a recreational destination.  19 

Objective 5.5: Encourage Bolton Valley Resort to become a successful four-season resort able to 20 

thrive during an era of warmer weather and less snow.  21 

 Actions  22 

1. Complete and maintain an inventory of all businesses in Bolton and make the list of 23 

interested businesses available as a community resource on the town website. 24 

2. The Town of Bolton and  Bolton Valley Resort will work together to improve the 25 

relationship between the two entities, by initiating quarterly discussions to establish a 26 

dialogue regarding long term planning in and around the Resort, and by investigating 27 

changes to the BLUDRs as necessary and appropriate.  28 

3. Undertake a survey to quantify the number of abandoned buildings in Bolton and adopt 29 

an ordinance regarding the definition and treatment of abandoned buildings. 30 

Goal 6: Bolton will increase safety and affordability of housing for residents. 31 

Objective 6.1: Make residents aware of programs and funding sources for the rehabilitation of 32 

homes to address safety issues and energy inefficiency.  33 

Action 4 NEW: Coordinate with Efficiency Vermont and Champlain Valley Office of 34 

Economic Opportunity to make residents aware of reduced cost and free 35 

weatherization.  36 
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Action 5 NEW: Coordinate with Efficiency Vermont to make residents aware of rebates 1 

for energy efficient appliances. 2 

Objective 6.2: Increase the number of safe, affordable housing opportunities in Bolton.  3 

 Actions: 4 
6. Educate residents about eligibility for homestead declarations.  5 

 6 

Goal 7: Bolton will improve the resilience and maintain the quality of its road network through cost-7 
effective methods that are appropriate for the town’s steep topography. 8 

 9 
Objective 7.1: Continue the Town of Bolton's long-standing policy to not take over private roads. 10 
 11 
Objective 7.2: Develop an adequate budget for the Bolton Road Crew, ensuring an appropriate 12 
level of spending for necessary road maintenance and for compliance with changing state 13 
regulations. 14 

 15 
 Actions:  16 

7. Ensure that town highway department personnel, including the Highway Foreman, 17 
receive training on and are aware of relevant state standards, including the 18 
requirements of the Municipal Roads General Permit. 19 

8. Increase the Highway Department’s capacity within the limits of the town’s annual 20 
operating budgets as necessary to maintain and update paving, culvert and erosion 21 
inventories, identify priority projects, and seek funding as necessary to comply with 22 
Municipal Roads General Permit requirements.  23 

9. Work with VTrans and CCRPC to develop management practices and road and bridge 24 
standards for mountainous terrain and adopt standards that will lead to an increase in 25 
the town’s ERAF match rate after disasters. 26 

10. Continue to coordinate with VTrans on issues involving development on and access to 27 
Route 2. 28 
 29 

Goal 8: Bolton will increase the safety and efficiency of its transportation system for all users. 30 
 31 
Objective 8.1: Address the safety of all road users, including motorists, bicyclists, public 32 
transportation users, and pedestrians of all ages and abilities, when designing and scheduling 33 
needed highway improvements. 34 

 35 
Objective 8.2: Increase car-sharing and ride-sharing opportunities and access to existing public 36 
transit services. 37 

 38 

 Objective 8.3: Decrease fossil fuel use in the transportation sector.  39 

 Actions:  40 

11. Advocate for options to increase pedestrian and motorist safety, and wildlife crossing 41 

connections in association with the replacement of the Notch Road tunnel (Culvert 51-3) 42 

under I-89, which also accommodates the Long Trail. 43 

12. Develop a Complete Streets Policy. 44 
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13. Administer and enforce the town’s traffic ordinance through contracted services with 1 

existing law enforcement agencies (Vermont State Police, Chittenden County Sheriff) 2 

and/or through shared service agreements with neighboring municipalities. 3 

14. Identify road locations where guard rails might be needed. 4 

15. Investigate a municipal Park and Ride in Bolton. 5 

16. Provide local residents with information about Go! Vermont and carpool, vanpool, 6 

ridesharing, and public transit opportunities coordinated through the program. 7 

NEW 17. Work with Drive Electric Vermont and other advocates to facilitate opportunities 8 

for Bolton residents to test drive electric or other alternative fuel vehicles, and to educate 9 

residents on rebate options or other financial incentives for electric vehicle purchases.  10 

Goal 9: Bolton will plan for, finance and provide an efficient and cost-effective system of public facilities 11 
and utilities to meet existing and anticipated needs, in relation to the town’s planned rate of growth and 12 
development. 13 
 14 

Objective 9.1: Work to improve the layout and functionality of town buildings and property. 15 

Objective 9.2: Consolidate, update and ensure public availability of town records to continue 16 

making information on town governance available to the public in accordance with state law. 17 

Objective 9.3: The Town of Bolton will not take over privately owned and operated water or 18 

wastewater systems.  19 

Objective 9.4: The Town of Bolton supports the expansion or creation of privately owned and 20 

operated community water and wastewater systems that meet all relevant state and municipal 21 

standards and regulations for water supply and wastewater systems, and that are:  22 

• Designed and installed by private developers to serve private development, and where 23 

the cost of maintenance is borne by those homes and/or businesses served by it, or  24 

• Established to serve a fire or water district, where the cost of maintenance is borne by 25 

the members of the district.  26 

Objective 9.5: Continue to support the Chittenden Solid Waste District through dues and board 27 

membership, and comply with state regulations related to solid waste management. 28 

Objective 9.6: Co-locate new or expanded wireless communications facilities at locations 29 

currently used for such purposes on Ricker Mountain and on Robbins Mountain, with the 30 

exception of sites which provide access to currently unserved or underserved areas. In these 31 

areas, new facilities should be considered under Bolton development regulations, with a 32 

preference for technologies that are capable of serving residents in the town’s mountainous 33 

terrain and have limited environmental impacts.  34 

Objective 9.7: Increase wired high-speed internet access on roads currently without broadband 35 

access. 36 

Actions:  37 
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18. Continue to investigate options to ensure that Bolton has a flood proof Town Garage. 1 

19. Centralize all town records in the Bolton Town Office for safekeeping and public 2 

inspection, and allocate funds to continue to archive, digitize, index and update town 3 

land records, permit records, cemetery records and grand lists in formats appropriate 4 

for access and use; and develop interactive town maps with the assistance of the 5 

Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission. 6 

20.  Conduct a cost of service analysis for each town department to increase understanding 7 

of expenses and identify areas that may need budgetary changes in the future.  8 

21. The Capital Planning Committee will maintain a current Capital Improvement Plan by 9 

revising the document annually, in conformance with the municipal plan.  10 

22. Work with the Vermont Geological Survey to complete detailed groundwater mapping, 11 

to determine possible sources for future privately-owned community water systems. 12 

23. Work with service providers to increase wired high-speed internet infrastructure on 13 

Bolton’s currently underserved roads. Increase connectivity and quality of telecom 14 

services locally, focusing on underserved areas of town and technology adapted for use 15 

within mountainous terrain. 16 

Goal 10: Bolton will work to increase energy efficiency and to decrease the consumption of fossil fuels 17 
among residents and during town operations. 18 
 19 

Objective 10.1: Seek opportunities to decrease energy use in publicly-owned buildings and 20 
equipment.  21 
 22 
Objective 10.2: Educate Bolton residents on ways to increase personal energy efficiency.  23 
 24 
Objective 10.3: Areas that have the potential to be used for forestry, such as parcels in Current 25 
Use (Use Value Appraisal Program), shall not be deforested for other renewable energy projects, 26 
as the town’s greatest potential for renewable energy production is from biomass. 27 
 28 
Objective 10.4: Energy generation facilities are considered to be development, and therefore 29 
the siting of the facilities shall not have an adverse impact on the resources identified for 30 
protection in the Place Section of this plan, and shall not be permitted in areas where other 31 
development is prohibited in the Place Section of this plan. As with other development, 32 
mitigation may be possible for some resources, observing possible state and local constraints as 33 
cited on page 15, above.  34 
 35 
Objective 10.5: The siting of solar facilities in Bolton shall comply with the screening and setback 36 
requirements for commercial development in the district in which they are proposed.  37 

 38 
 Actions:  39 

24. NEW 24: Periodically examine the cost-effectiveness and practicality of biofuel or 40 
electric heavy duty vehicles for town services such as road work, plowing and rescue 41 
services.  42 

25. NEW 25: Evaluate the feasibility and cost-effectiveness of on-board battery-powered 43 
auxiliary power unit systems or other technology for emergency response vehicles to 44 
lessen idling for power-to-auxiliary systems. 45 
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26. NEW 26: Evaluate ways to reduce idling in municipal and personal vehicles through 1 
education and enforcement of 23 V.S.A. §1110, which puts limits on idling. 2 

27. Partner with outside experts, such as Efficiency Vermont, to complete energy audits of 3 
town buildings and implement identified strategies. 4 

28. Evaluate options for installing renewable energy systems to power and heat municipal 5 
buildings.  6 

29. Continue to support an active energy committee. 7 
30. Ensure that residents know about the potential for individual renewable energy projects 8 

on their own land and educate residents about the benefits of renewable energy 9 
generation. 10 

31. NEW 31: Work with industry experts to evaluate opportunities for non-traditional 11 
renewable energy production in Bolton, such as run-of-river micro hydroelectric 12 
systems, and to develop standards that allow for innovative techniques while still 13 
protecting the natural resources allowed in this plan.   14 

32. Continue to provide information and guidance to permit applicants regarding  Vermont 15 
Building Energy Codes (30 VSA §51) for new residential and commercial buildings, and 16 
for substantial renovations. 17 

33. Provide information to Bolton residents and property owners regarding available energy 18 
efficiency, weatherization and renewable energy installation programs, such as those 19 
offered by Efficiency Vermont and the Champlain Valley Office of Economic 20 
Opportunity. 21 

34. Continue to partner with energy vendors and utilities to educate residents and 22 
businesses about decreasing use of fossil fuels in the heating sector by promoting such 23 
technologies as heat pumps, geothermal, and advanced wood heating systems. 24 

35. Continue to solicit vendor interest in installing group-net metered solar arrays to 25 
potentially provide renewable energy to power town and school facilities. 26 

  27 
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CHAPTER 3: PLACE 1 

Our vision is to responsibly steward our natural resources and working farms and forests, and to preserve 2 

the health and beauty of our mountains, waterways and wildlife, and access to the outdoors.   3 

The Place chapter is a significant chapter of this plan. It describes Bolton’s physical features, ranging 4 

from archaeological resources to wildlife habitat, and how the town intends to protect and manage 5 

them. The Place chapter concludes with the description of the town’s plan for land use.  6 

The key issues/concerns in the Place chapter include:  7 

• Bolton’s natural resources are the defining feature of the town, and the thing that the town’s 8 

residents value most about living here.  Therefore, this plan calls for the continued protection of 9 

historic and natural resources as currently protected in the BLUDRs; and for additional 10 

protections for wildlife travel corridors and river corridors.  11 

• Managing steep slopes is a key issue for the town, due to the frequency of erosion of roads, 12 

driveways and hillsides during rain storms.   13 

• The plan calls for future growth concentrated in the Route 2 village area, Bolton Valley Resort 14 

and the proposed West Bolton Hamlet. 15 

  16 
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Land Use 1 

Historically, Bolton’s development was concentrated largely around West Bolton and along the 2 

Winooski River. In the twentieth century, the creation of the Ethan Allen Firing Range led to the 3 

destruction of many historic homes and buildings in West Bolton, while the founding of Bolton Valley 4 

Resort created a new population center. Today, the town’s population is concentrated along Route 2, in 5 

West Bolton and near Bolton Valley Resort, and the vast majority of the town’s land is forested and 6 

undeveloped.  7 

Future development of all types, including energy generation, is highly limited throughout Bolton due to 8 

conserved land, mountainous terrain and floodplains. In fact, when all constraints on development are 9 

considered, only about 3% of the town’s land is available for development. This plan seeks to increase 10 

development opportunities in these areas. Currently, most of the Town’s developable land is in West 11 

Bolton. Future growth in Bolton should be concentrated in West Bolton, in the Village area along Route 12 

2, and around Bolton Valley Resort if water and sewer capacity allows. In all development, the 13 

protection of Bolton’s resources is key. Community preferences about future land use in Bolton are 14 

shown on the Maintain-Evolve- Transform map, which is referenced throughout this section. Current 15 

land use can be seen on Map 11, and proposed land use can be seen on Map 12.  16 

Village  17 

While high density, flood resilient development is already allowed in Bolton’s Village area, the town 18 

hopes that additional development will transform the Village section of Route 2 into a vibrant, flood-19 

resilient and high density mixed use area. Bolton’s vision for the Village area is for the area to remain 20 

the town’s civic and governmental center, anchored by an open and thriving Smilie School that 21 

continues to serve as a community gathering place and offers more opportunities and places for 22 

residents to gather, celebrate community and support the local economy.  23 

 24 

Village District  25 

The Village District, located along Route 2 in Bolton between existing Interstate 89 and railroad rights-of-26 

way, is an area that serves as the town's historic, governmental, civic, and commercial center, as well as 27 

the gateway to Bolton Valley. This plan expands the boundary of this district to include several parcels 28 

near the foot of the Bolton Valley Access Road, including Fernwood Manor, which were previously part 29 

of the Rural I District. The parcels have uses and densities more similar to the Village District than the 30 

Rural I District. The purpose of the Village District is to allow for the continuation of existing commercial, 31 

residential, and public uses in this area, and to encourage future development that is compatible with 32 

and promotes an historic village settlement pattern. Such development may include higher densities of 33 

development, as supported by existing and planned infrastructure.  34 

 35 

Resort  36 

Bolton residents wish to see Bolton Valley Resort and the surrounding areas evolve into a successful 37 
four-season resort that remains a key part of the local economy and retains its family friendly nature.  38 
 39 

Resort Village District (Bolton Valley)   40 

The Resort Village District includes land comprising the Bolton Valley Resort's village base area that is 41 

served by the Catamount Bolton water and wastewater systems. The purpose of this district is to allow 42 
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for coordinated, well planned higher density development, including a mix of recreational, commercial, 1 

and multi-family residential uses within a compact village setting, in a manner that supports the 2 

development of the resort as a year-round destination while protecting significant natural features and 3 

environmentally sensitive areas.  Development of Bolton Valley Resort property shall occur in 4 

accordance with a master plan that establishes a clear indication of the intended type and pattern of 5 

future development. Significant additional development in this District will depend on the availability of 6 

additional water and wastewater capacity.   7 

 8 

Resort Residential District (Bolton Valley)  9 

The Resort Residential District encompasses areas adjoining the Resort Village District, including the 10 

Bolton Valley Resort entrance on the Bolton Valley Access Road. The purpose of this district is to allow 11 

for moderate densities of coordinated, well-planned recreational, lodging and residential development 12 

in the immediate vicinity of the resort village, in an area that is served by centralized infrastructure and 13 

utilities, in a manner that reinforces the function of Bolton Valley as a compact resort village and 14 

protects significant natural features, ridgelines and environmentally sensitive areas. Development of 15 

Bolton Valley Resort property shall occur in accordance with a master plan that establishes a clear 16 

indication of the intended type and pattern of future development.  17 

Rural 18 

Bolton’s residents plan to maintain the town’s rural landscape, characterized by working farms and 19 

forests and quiet residential areas.  20 

Rural I District  21 

The Rural I district includes areas with ready access to public roads, which are physically suitable for 22 

residential development. The boundary of this district has been expanded to include property 23 

transferred out of state ownership on the Duxbury Road that was previously located within the 24 

Conservation District. The purpose of this district is to allow for traditional uses such as forestry and 25 

agriculture, moderate densities of residential development, home based businesses and limited 26 

commercial development along Route 2, in a manner that maintains the town's rural character.  27 

 28 

Rural II District  29 

This district includes upland areas with access and/or development constraints. The purpose of the 30 

district is to allow for limited, compatible, lower densities of development that maintain Bolton's rural 31 

character and protect significant natural resources while discouraging subdivision and development in 32 

areas with limited access to public roads.  33 

 34 

Forests and Conserved Land  35 

Bolton plans to maintain the town’s protection of higher elevation lands that host important natural 36 
resources, are fragile, or are difficult to access.  These areas include state parks and conserved lands, as 37 
well as most of the town’s working forests. 38 
  39 
The significance of Bolton’s natural resources is demonstrated by the fact that 61% of the town’s land 40 
has been conserved, either through purchase by federal, state or local government, purchase by non-41 
profits, or conservation easements on private land. Conserved land in Bolton has many benefits for 42 
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humans and animals. It protects the large habitat blocks that support Bolton’s wildlife, and provides the 1 
recreational opportunities valued by Bolton’s residents.  2 
 3 

Conservation District  4 

The Conservation District is intended to include all land above 2,500 feet in elevation, the town's 5 

permanently conserved lands, including town and state owned parks, forests and conservation land, and 6 

private in-holdings on Honey Hollow Road. The purpose of the Conservation District is to protect 7 

Bolton’s generally remote and inaccessible mountainous areas and the town’s significant resources from 8 

further subdivision or fragmentation, development, and undue environmental disturbance, while 9 

allowing for the continuation of traditional uses such as forestry and outdoor recreation. Some limited 10 

energy generation may be appropriate on a site-by-site basis, provided any impacts to protected natural 11 

resources, discussed in the Natural Resources section of the plan, are avoided or mitigated. The 12 

Conservation District also includes the Ethan Allen Firing Range, a federally-owned military 13 

establishment over which the town has no formal jurisdiction. It is important to note that not all of 14 

Bolton’s conserved land is within the Conservation District. Land that is privately conserved, such as land 15 

conserved through easements, may be located in other zoning districts.  16 

 17 

Table 61: Summary of Conserved Land 
in Bolton  

Owner Total 
Acres 

% of 
Bolton’s 

Total 
Acreage 

(26,520.43) 

Publicly 
Owned Land 

12,880.68 49% 

Town of 
Bolton 
(Preston 
Pond, Sara 
Holbrook 
Property, 
Fisher 
Property and 
2 wood lots) 

458.40 2% 

State of 
Vermont 
(Camels 
Hump State 
Park, Mt. 
Mansfield 
State Forest, 
Robbins 
Mountain 

10,136.38 38% 
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Wildlife 
Management 
Area, Bolton 
Valley Nordic 
Lands and 
other 
parcels) 

United 
States 
Government 
(Ethan Allen 
Firing Range) 

2,285.90 9% 

Land Owned 
by Non-
Profits 

376.21 1% 

CRAG, VT 
(Climbing 
Resource 
Access 
Group of 
Vermont) 

56.01 0% 

Green 
Mountain 
Club 

171.90 1% 

Jericho Land 
Trust 

128.30 0% 

UVM Outing 
Club 

20.00 0% 

Privately 
Owned Land 
(mostly 
properties 
with 
easements 
in the 
Vermont 
Forest 
Legacy 
Program) 

2822.6 11% 

TOTAL 
CONSERVED 
LAND 

16,079.49 61% 

Revised:  1/25/2017 by Carol Devlin 

 1 
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Forest District 1 

The Forest District includes all land between 1,500 and 2,500 feet in elevation, except for such land 2 

within the Resort Village, Resort Residential and Conservation Districts. The Forest District includes 3 

several parcels without frontage on or access to existing public roads (“landlocked” parcels). The Forest 4 

District minimizes the fragmentation or destruction of significant resources in Bolton as discussed in the 5 

Natural Resources section and Natural Hazards and Resilience section. The purpose of this district is to 6 

protect Bolton's more remote and inaccessible forested upland areas from fragmentation, development, 7 

and undue environmental disturbance, while allowing for the continuation of traditional uses such as 8 

forestry, outdoor recreation and compatible low-density residential development. Some limited energy 9 

generation may be appropriate on a site-by-site basis, provided any impacts to protected natural 10 

resources, discussed in the Natural Resources section of the plan, are avoided or mitigated. 11 

 12 

West Bolton Hamlet  13 

As one resident said during a community engagement event in October 2015, “we should recognize that 14 

West Bolton isn’t stagnant, it’s always changing.” Working with residents of West Bolton to decide the 15 

future of the area as it evolves will be a priority for the Town during the period of this plan. West Bolton 16 

has historically been one of Bolton’s most densely populated areas. Although the creation of the Ethan 17 

Allen Firing Range lead to the destruction of many of the area’s historic homes and buildings, West 18 

Bolton has retained a unique “neighborhood” character. Although the area is currently part of the Rural 19 

I District, it is characterized by lots that are typically smaller and buildings that are closer to the road 20 

than what is allowed by current zoning regulations. These “pre-existing non-conformities” create an 21 

extra layer of regulatory challenges for residents, who must navigate a more complicated process than if 22 

the area were zoned with existing buildings and lots in mind. The Development Review Board and the 23 

Planning Commission support the creation of a West Bolton “hamlet,” encompassing roughly the area 24 

within walking distance (a one-half mile radius) of the intersection of Stage and Notch Roads. The exact 25 

boundaries, density and nature of development in the hamlet remains to be decided, but regulations 26 

will be revised to allow for smaller lots and more compact development. During community engagement 27 

undertaken for this plan, West Bolton residents expressed a range of ideas for the future of the West 28 

Bolton area. Residents value the sense of neighborhood found in the area, and many residents wish to 29 

see well-planned growth that expands the number of homes and allows for small business development. 30 

The area is one of the few parts of Bolton with appropriate topography and soils for development. 31 

However, all future changes must retain Bolton’s small-town feel and residents’ easy access to outdoor 32 

recreation.  33 

Overlay Districts  34 

Overlay Districts Overlay districts provide the town with the 35 

ability to regulate specific features, such as flood plains, that 36 

occur throughout various zoning districts. They define an 37 

additional layer of regulation without otherwise changing the 38 

characteristics of an area.  39 

Flood Hazard Overlay Districts  40 

The Flood Hazard Area Overlay Districts include all designated Special Flood Hazard Areas. The purpose 41 

of the Flood Hazard Area Overlay Districts is to (1) protect public health, safety, and welfare by 42 

preventing or minimizing hazards to life and property due to flooding; to (2) manage development, as 43 

MAKING THE CONNECTION 

See the Resilience Section for a 

detailed discussion of floodplains 

and erosion in Bolton (hyperlink).  
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specifically defined for this purpose, within designated Special Flood Hazard Areas (SFHAs) according to 1 

the town’s adopted municipal and hazard mitigation plans; and to (3) ensure that the town is eligible for 2 

continued membership in the National Flood Insurance Program so that the town, its residents and 3 

businesses may qualify for federal flood insurance, and for available federal disaster recovery and 4 

hazard mitigation funds. 5 

 6 

Flood Hazard Overlay District I  7 

The Flood Hazard Overlay District I encompasses all Special Flood Hazard Areas that are within 8 

the Village District. All development that is allowed in the Village District is also allowed in the 9 

Flood Hazard Overlay District I, provided it meets flood hazard regulations and is not a type of 10 

development specifically prohibited within all Special Flood Hazard Areas. The State of Vermont 11 

may also review and approve certain types of development in the FHO I, such as public utilities, 12 

water/wastewater systems, floodplain management activities or stream crossing structures like 13 

bridges.  14 

 15 

Flood Hazard Area Overlay District II  16 

The Flood Hazard Area Overlay District II encompasses all Special Flood Hazard Areas outside of 17 

the Village District. Almost all new development is prohibited in the Flood Hazard Overlay 18 

District II, with exception of low impact uses such as agricultural, forestry, or accessory 19 

structures. The State of Vermont may also review and approve certain types of development in 20 

the FHO II, such as public utilities, water/wastewater systems, floodplain management activities 21 

or stream crossing structures like bridges.  22 

  23 

River Corridor Overlay District  24 

Bolton currently regulates streams and rivers by prohibiting 25 

development within certain distances of these bodies of 26 

water, and by requiring that part of these setbacks be 27 

maintained as vegetated buffer. This is intended to lessen 28 

bank erosion and to protect water quality and riparian 29 

wildlife habitat. Given Bolton’s steep slopes and high 30 

incidence of erosion, as discussed in the Natural Hazards 31 

section, these protections must be continued. However, the State of Vermont’s mapping of River 32 

Corridors has provided the town with a new data source on areas surrounding streams that should be 33 

protected. The town will investigate the development of a new River Corridor Overlay District to ensure 34 

that mapped River Corridors are properly protected, while maintaining the town’s current setback 35 

requirements for rivers and streams. However, the development of these regulations must take into 36 

account existing development in the River Corridor and the needs of affected property owners.  37 

Source Protection Area Overlay  38 

Bolton currently regulates source protection areas in its BLUDRs. Source protection areas are intended 39 

to ensure that drinking water supplies remain uncontaminated. The town will investigate the 40 

development of a Source Protection Area Overlay, to codify the location of source protection areas in 41 

the town and ensure that all are appropriately protected from development.   42 

MAKING THE CONNECTION 

See the Natural Hazards and 

Resilience section of the plan to read 

more about flood plains and river 

corridors, and how Bolton regulates 

them.  
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Place Goals, Objectives and Actions  1 

 2 
Goal 12 The Town of Bolton will develop in a way that does not increase the community’s risk from 3 

natural and man-made hazards. 4 

Objective 12.1: Bolton will be a resilient community that effectively prepares for natural 5 

hazards. 6 

Objective 12.2: Seek to support property owners in the  flood hazard area as they attempt to 7 

improve properties in a flood resilient manner. 8 

Objective 12.3: Development shall not take place within the flood hazard area outside of the 9 

Village area.  10 

Objective 12.4: Development within the  flood hazard area in the Village area shall only be 11 

permitted if it is elevated above the base flood elevation, is designed to be reasonably safe from 12 

flooding and minimizes the risk of flooding on other properties, as described in the BLUDRs. 13 

Objective 12.5: Decrease damage caused by fluvial erosion to buildings, facilities or 14 

infrastructure by limiting new development in river corridors or river corridor protection areas 15 

through amendments to the development regulations.  16 

Objective 12.6: Development, including public and private roads and driveways, shall avoid 17 

steep slopes greater than 15% and less than 25% by siting the proposed development in an 18 

alternate location to the extent physically feasible. 19 

 20 

Objective 12.7: Development, including public and private roads, service roads, driveways and 21 

building sites shall not be located in areas of very steep slopes of 25% or more.  22 

 23 
Objective 12.8: The Bolton Road Crew will continue to maintain the roads for the safety of all 24 
users, especially during the winter months. 25 
 26 
 27 
Actions:  28 
 29 

36. ASSESS AND UNDERTAKE PROJECTS TO STABILIZE THE BANKS OF JOINER BROOK, DUCK BROOK, 30 
GLEASON BROOK AND MILL BROOK AS NEEDED, TO PREVENT DAMAGE TO EXISTING HOMES AND 31 
SEPTIC SYSTEMS, AND SMILIE SCHOOL FROM FLASHING FLOODING AND FLUVIAL EROSION AND 32 
COLLAPSE.  33 

37. WORK WITH CCRPC TO UPDATE THE ALL HAZARD MITIGATION PLAN. 34 
38. DRAWING ON NFIP GUIDANCE, DEVELOP INFORMATION FOR PROPERTY OWNERS REGARDING 35 

CONSTRUCTING, IMPROVING OR REPLACING STRUCTURES WITHIN MAPPED FLOOD HAZARD AREAS. 36 
39. REVIEW THE MODEL AND DATA USED TO ESTABLISH THE TOWN'S 2010 FLOOD MAP (BASE FLOOD 37 

ELEVATION); IF JUSTIFIED, CONSIDER REMAPPING THE FLOODPLAIN (BASE FLOOD ELEVATION) 38 
WITHIN THE VILLAGE FLOOD HAZARD AREA OVERLAY.  39 

40. PARTNER WITH THE VERMONT GEOLOGICAL SURVEY TO FINISH INVENTORY OF LANDSLIDE 40 
HAZARD AREAS THROUGHOUT TOWN TO ENSURE THAT CLEAR INFORMATION ON LANDSLIDE RISK 41 
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IS AVAILABLE TO PROPERTY OWNERS, RESIDENTS AND TOWN OFFICIALS, AND UPDATE THE 1 
BLUDRS AS NECESSARY.  2 

41. UNDERTAKE A HYDROLOGICAL/CAPACITY ANALYSIS OF LOCAL WATERSHEDS AND DETERMINE 3 
WHETHER NEW STREAM GEOMORPHIC ASSESSMENTS SHOULD BE CONDUCTED ON GLEASON 4 
BROOK AND MILL BROOK. 5 

 6 
Goal 13: Protect state-identified significant natural communities from fragmentation and 7 
destruction.  8 

Objective 13.1: Avoid the fragmentation of state-identified common significant natural 9 

communities (shown on Map 1), by minimizing subdivision, the incursion of roads and 10 

clearing for development. 11 

Objective 13.2 Prohibit development of state-identified rare significant natural 12 

communities  13 

Goal 14: Protect forests from fragmentation and destruction. 14 

Objective 14.1: Avoid forest fragmentation, especially in contiguous forest blocks 15 

(shown on Map 1), by minimizing subdivision, the incursion of roads and clearing for 16 

development.  17 

Goal 15: Protect significant wildlife habitats and contiguous habitat units from fragmentation 18 

and destruction.  19 

Objective 15.1: Minimize fragmentation of Bolton’s contiguous habitat units and 20 

significant wildlife habitats (as shown on Map 1), by minimizing subdivision, the 21 

incursion of roads and clearing for development. 22 

Objective 15.2: Prohibit development on rock outcrops, including ledge, cliff and talus 23 

habitat (as inventoried in the Science to Action report and shown on Map 2). 24 

Actions:  25 

42. Inventory and map Bolton's most important wildlife travel corridors and road 26 
crossing shown in the Arrowwood Science to Action Report and more recent 27 
Biofinder wildlife crossing data in consultation with state agencies, and identify 28 
needed next steps.  29 

 30 

Goal 16:  Protect populations of rare, threatened, and endangered species and associated 31 

habitat.  32 

Objective 16.1: The town will support all efforts pursuant to the State of Vermont’s 33 

Threatened and Endangered Species Law, or other regulatory and non-regulatory 34 

mechanisms, to conserve or otherwise protect rare, threatened and endangered species 35 

and the habitats necessary for their continued survival.  36 

Objective 16.2: The town of Bolton will require consultation with a wildlife biologist 37 

regarding the impact of proposed development in the habitat area of a rare, threatened 38 
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or endangered species, and will require the applicant to avoid or mitigate any impacts as 1 

recommended by the wildlife biologist.  2 

Objective 16.3: Prohibit development or fragmentation of rare, threatened or 3 

endangered species habitat (as shown on Map 1). 4 

 5 

Goal 17: Surface and ground water in Bolton will be managed to ensure that water quality is 6 

maintained.  7 

Objective 17.1: Avoid all development, including public and private roads, on or within 8 

50 feet of all wetlands identified by the Vermont Significant Wetland Inventory (shown 9 

on Map 2) or identified through field investigation, in order to retain their value as 10 

wildlife habitat, flood protection and water quality protection.  11 

Objective 17.2: Prohibit development within 200 feet from Goose Pond, Preston Pond 12 

and Upper Preston Pond, and within 50 feet of any other naturally occurring lake or 13 

pond with a surface area greater than one acre, as measured from the annual mean 14 

high water mark. 15 

Objective 17.3: Prohibit development within 150 feet of the Winooski River and within 16 

100 feet of Joiner Brook, Duck Brook, Goose Pond Brook, Gleason Brook, Honey Hollow 17 

Stream, Preston Brook, Mill Brook, Pinneo Brook, and the South Branch of Mill Brook, as 18 

measured from the top of the bank, to prevent surface runoff and protect water quality 19 

and riparian wildlife habitat.  20 

Objective 17.4: Prohibit development within a 200-foot radius of a well or spring that 21 

serves a public water supply, except for activities, structures and uses directly related to 22 

the water system.  23 

Objective 17.5: All on-site septic systems, including leach fields, shall be located outside 24 

of designated source protection areas.   Ensure that all development within designated 25 

Source Protection Areas is reviewed for consistency with State of Vermont-approved 26 

source protection plans.  27 

 28 

Goal 18: Working lands will be maintained to support both the rural economy and wildlife habitat. 29 

Objective 18.1: Development on farmland, including public and private roads, driveways and 30 

utility corridors, shall be designed to minimize site disturbance and fragmentation by following 31 

linear features such as roads, tree lines, stone walls, fence lines or field edge. Roads, driveways 32 

and utility corridors shall be shared to the extent feasible. Farmland is defined by prime or 33 

statewide agricultural soils, open fields or active agricultural production.  34 

Objective 18.2: The Town of Bolton strongly supports responsible forest management that 35 

follows the State of Vermont’s Acceptable Management Practices (AMPs) on both public and 36 

private property, including consultation with a professional forester and development of forest 37 
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management plans that balance the economic benefits of logging with maintaining healthy 1 

forests, water quality and protecting wildlife habitat.  2 

Objective 18.3: Areas previously logged shall not be considered exempt from the standards of 3 

the development review process when development is proposed.  4 

Objective 18.4: An appropriate use of Contiguous Habitat Units (shown on Map 1) is forest 5 

management activities that support a diversity of forests, including early succession forests, and 6 

that do not lead to an extension of edge conditions (as defined in the 2013 Science to Action 7 

Report).  8 

Objective 18.5: Operation, stormwater management and erosion control and site reclamation 9 

plans shall be submitted for all new and expanded earth extraction and quarrying operations 10 

within Bolton, to ensure that the proposed operation will not cause any hazard to public health 11 

and safety, or adversely affect neighboring properties, property values or public facilities and 12 

services, surface water and groundwater supplies, contiguous habitat units and significant 13 

wildlife habitats, or other natural, cultural, and historic features.             14 

 15 

Objective 18.6: The Town of Bolton strongly encourages solar development on former earth 16 

extraction sites, provided that the solar arrays and any associated clearing and infrastructure do 17 

not negatively impact the natural resources identified in this plan.    18 

 19 

Goal 19: Bolton’s most important scenic views, including ridgelines, will be protected from the adverse 20 

impacts of new development.   21 

Objective 19.1: Bolton’s scenic ridgelines are a defining characteristic of the town, and 22 

development shall be located in such a way that their aesthetic appeal is not lessened, especially 23 

along the ridgelines seen from the Rt. 2/I-89 corridor. 24 

  25 

Actions:  26 

43. Inventory and map Bolton’s scenic landscape features, scenic roads and view sheds, and 27 

recommend additional regulatory and non-regulatory options for their protection. 28 

Goal 20: Maintain, protect and improve Bolton's recreational areas and resources to ensure continued 29 

public access and sustainable use by Bolton residents and visitors.  30 

Objective 20.1: Management of the Preston Pond Town Forest will follow the standards listed in 31 
the Preston Pond Conservation Area Management Plan and the restrictions in the property’s 32 
easement. 33 

Objective 20.2: Land that is owned by Town of Bolton will be managed by the Conservation 34 

Commission and the Select Board in a way that preserves its natural features and keeps it 35 

available for recreational use by town residents and visitors. 36 
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Objective 20.3: Increase the number of neighborhood community gathering areas and parks 1 

near residential areas.    2 

Objective 20.4: Cooperate with key stakeholders such as Bolton Valley Resort, the Catamount 3 

Trail Association, the Climbing Access Resource Group, Cross Vermont Trail Association, the 4 

Green Mountain Club, Smilie School, the Vermont Association of Snow Travelers, and local 5 

landowners to ensure that Bolton’s recreational areas are protected, improved, sustainably 6 

managed and safe for all users.  7 

Actions:  8 

44. Evaluate options for establishing neighborhood parks, playgrounds, community gardens 9 

or other community facilities in West Bolton, Bolton Valley or on US 2.  10 

45. Place safety information related to hunting season (such as warning hikers to wear blaze 11 

orange) on the information kiosks of town-owned land. 12 

46. Host hunter education courses locally.  13 

47. Work with outdoor recreation groups and organizations active in Bolton to minimize 14 

user conflicts in shared recreation areas, especially during hunting and trapping season.  15 

48. Investigate appropriate locations for town or privately maintained off-road parking at 16 

trailheads and in areas of heavy recreational use. 17 

49. Verify that organizations seeking to build or maintain trails in Bolton have adopted 18 

appropriate trail standards that have proven effective in similar municipalities, to guide 19 

or regulate the development, use and maintenance of like trails. 20 

Goal 21: Bolton’s future development will protect the town’s unique natural resources as described in 21 

the Natural Resources and the Natural Hazards and Resilience sections of this plan.  22 

Goal 22: The Town of Bolton will maintain and steward its current amount of conserved land but will 23 

discourage proposals to preserve additional large amounts of land that are developable under the 24 

BLUDRs as most recently adopted.  25 

Goal 23: Bolton’s development pattern will continue to be characterized by areas of compact 26 

settlements along Route 2, in Bolton Valley and in West Bolton, and rural homesteads and large 27 

undeveloped areas elsewhere. Future development shall conform with the land use district descriptions 28 

as described in this chapter and shown on Map 12.  29 

 Actions:  30 

50. Review and update the Bolton Land Use and Development Regulations (BLUDRS) for 31 

clarification and ease of use, to incorporate new statutory requirements under Chapter 32 

117, and to conform to and advance the goals and objectives or this plan, as highlighted 33 

below: 34 

General BLUDR Issues 35 

a. Review and update mapped boundaries, dimensional standards and 36 

allowed uses under established zoning districts to determine whether any 37 

adjustments are justified.  38 
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b. Review and update the BLUDRs and other policies and ordinances as 1 

needed to clearly reference and further protect the town’s significant 2 

natural, cultural, historic and scenic resources, as discussed in the Natural 3 

Resources section of this plan and shown on corresponding maps. 4 

c. Re-evaluate Select Board-adopted administrative and permit fee schedules 5 

as needed to ensure that the fees charged are adequate to cover allowed 6 

administrative costs and are comparable to those charged by similar towns 7 

but are not prohibitively expensive for residents. 8 

Historic Preservation    9 

d. Refine the regulations surrounding the treatment of designated and 10 

potential historic buildings and sites to ensure the preservation of Bolton's 11 

history while not unduly burdening property owners. 12 

Economy 13 

e. The town of Bolton will work with Bolton Valley Resort to gain an 14 

understanding of specific regulatory barriers that may act as a deterrent to 15 

development at the Resort, and to identify possible changes to the Bolton 16 

Land Use and Development Regulations that meet the goals of the town 17 

Plan to address those challenges, including a possible commercial 18 

recreation overlay district.  19 

f. Create educational materials for residents and business owners to learn 20 

about the BLUDRs 21 

g. Ensure that the Bolton Land Use and Development Regulations encourage 22 

the creation of home businesses. 23 

Telecommunications and Energy Siting  24 

h. Revise the BLUDRs to provide density bonuses for Planned Unit 25 

Developments with layouts that enable energy efficiency and the use of 26 

renewable energy sources. 27 

i.  Revise the BLUDRs to include renewable energy projects in the discussion 28 

of setbacks and screening. 29 

j. Review and update the telecommunications and co-location standard 30 

guiding local permitting and providing guidance to the Select Board and 31 

Planning Commission’s participation in the PSB (Section 248a) process. 32 

k. Update the BLUDRs to require the submission of associated energy 33 

certificates prior to the issuance of certificates of occupancy. 34 

Roads 35 

l. Update BLUDRs town highway regulations to ensure safety and resilience 36 

of private roads and driveways. 37 

Water Quality and Stormwater 38 

m. Update current source protection area standards as needed, under the 39 

BLUDRs 40 

n. Determine and implement appropriate strategies for incentivizing Low 41 

Impact Development (LID) to reduce stormwater runoff from new 42 

development. 43 
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o. Review, clarify and update existing stormwater management requirements 1 

under the BLUDRs to incorporate new state standards and model language 2 

regarding stormwater.  3 

p. Review flood hazard area bylaws for consistency with more recent state 4 

models and recommendations. 5 

q. Evaluate developing a new river corridor protection area overlay district, 6 

using state river corridor maps as amended for local use. Before 7 

establishing additional regulations, the town should work with CCRPC and 8 

ANR to ensure the most accurate data is included in the river corridor map. 9 

Bolton should review the implications of the full River Corridor on existing 10 

properties before establishing these additional regulations.   11 

Steep Slopes 12 

r. Clarify, update steep slope regulations; evaluate whether additional 13 

engineered options to allow very limited development on 15-25% slopes 14 

and 25% or greater slopes (e.g., to access adjoining land) is justified under 15 

the BLUDRs – e.g., in association with an independent technical 16 

engineering review, and related stormwater management concerns.  17 

Telecommunications  18 

s. Update Bolton’s development regulations to meet FCC requirements for 19 

the regulation of telecommunications facilities. "    20 

     21 

51. Increase planning reserve funding to cover match requirements for planning grant 22 

programs.  23 

52. Consider rezoning West Bolton, in consultation with local residents, as a new "hamlet" 24 

district, to include reduced lot sizes and setbacks and an allowed mix of uses that are 25 

more consistent with historically established patterns of development in the area.  26 

53. Examine the feasibility of gaining a Village Center designation for the West Bolton area 27 

from the state to allow commercial property owners to access associated benefits, 28 

including historic and related tax credits. 29 

54. Update the Town Plan. 30 

CHAPTER 4: IMPLEMENTATION  31 

The Town of Bolton has four full-time staff members, an annual municipal budget of less than one 32 

million dollars and a town government run completely by volunteers, most of whom have full time jobs. 33 

The goals and objectives in this plan reflect both the town’s practical concerns and its lofty aspirations, 34 

but the actions included in this section are intended to reflect only those things the town expects to 35 

reasonably accomplish over the next eight years, given expected staff, volunteer and funding capacity. A 36 

second tier of actions are included, which represent actions that the town would like to undertake, but 37 

would only be able to pursue if new sources of funding arose and/or staff capacity increased. Within 38 

each tier, actions are ranked and numbered based first on the prioritization of them at the December 39 

2016 community engagement event, and secondly on the cost, benefit and difficulty of accomplishing 40 

them. The actions have been assigned responsible parties, and relevant partners and funding sources 41 

have been identified. Additionally, the actions also follow the Maintain-Evolve-Transform theme. Each 42 
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action is intended to either maintain, evolve or transform something about Bolton to meet the goals and 1 

objectives of this plan.   2 

In addition to the action items identified here, one of the key forms of implementing the town plan is for 3 

Bolton to participate in Act 250 and Section 248 processes. 4 

Act 250 provides a public, quasi-judicial process for reviewing and managing the environmental, 5 

social and fiscal consequences of major subdivisions and developments in Vermont. Both the 6 

Planning Commission and the Town of Bolton, represented by the Select Board, are statutory 7 

parties to the Act 250 process. Applicants must prove that proposed development is “in 8 

conformance” with the goals and objectives of this plan.  9 

Section 248 outlines the process for the Vermont Public Utilities Commission to determine 10 

whether development of a public utility facility advances the public good of Vermont. Both the 11 

Planning Commission and the Town of Bolton, represented by the Select Board, are statutory 12 

parties to the Section 248 process. Because this plan meets the requirements for municipal 13 

energy planning as established by the Department of Public Service, the Public Utilities 14 

Commission must give this plan’s policies “substantial deference” during Section 248 15 

proceedings. Substantial deference means that the Public Utilities Commission shall apply this 16 

plan’s policies in accordance with their terms unless there is a clear and convincing 17 

demonstration that other factors affecting the general good of the State outweigh the 18 

application of the measure or policy.  19 
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Appendix 1: Maps (updated for this amendment)  1 

Map 1: Natural Resources – Ecological and Wildlife Resources  2 

Map 2: Natural Resources – Earth and Water Resources  3 

Map 3: Working Lands  4 

Map 4: Conserved Land  5 

Map 5: Recreation and Cultural Resources  6 

Map 6: Hazard Areas  7 

Map 7: Facilities  8 

Map 8: Existing Renewable Energy and Preferred Sites for Net-Metering 9 

Map 9: Energy Resource Areas  10 

Map 10: Transportation System  11 

Map 11: Existing Land Use  12 

Map 12: Proposed Land Use  13 

 Map 13: Maintain-Evolve-Transform 14 

  Map 14: State Possible Constraints  15 

 Map 15: Local Possible Constraints 16 

 Map 16: State and Local Known Constraints  17 

 18 

 19 

 20 

  21 
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Appendix 2: Documents Incorporated by Reference 1 

Town-Specific Documents  2 
 3 

Bolton Community Data Profile (as amended periodically—current draft attached to this 4 

document)  5 

 6 

 Bolton Town Plan Community Engagement Process Results (2015-2016)  7 

  http://boltonvt.com/townplan/town-plan-meeting-summaries/  8 

 9 

Bolton Town Plan Hearing Summaries  10 

 http://boltonvt.com/townplan/  11 

 12 

Bolton All Hazards Mitigation Plan (as updated and adopted every five years)  13 

Bolton Capital Budget and Program (as updated and adopted annually)  14 

Bolton Highway Erosion Inventory (2016) 15 

Bolton Local Emergency Operations Plan (as updated and adopted annually) 16 

Bolton Paving, Culvert and Road Sign Inventory (2016) 17 

Joiner Brook Watershed:  Phase 2 Geomorphic Assessment (2008)  18 

Joiner Brook River Corridor Plan (2009) 19 

National Register of Historic Places in Bolton (2015) http://boltonvt.com/wp-20 

content/uploads/2015/10/20151103124557156.pdf  21 

Preston Pond Management Plan (2016, updated and adopted periodically) 22 

Protocol for Identification of Areas Sensitive to Landslide Hazards in Vermont (2012) 23 

Town Highway Policies (as amended or adopted by the Select Board)  24 

Town Ordinances (as amended or adopted by the Select Board)  25 

Traffic Speed Study for Duxbury and Bolton Valley Access Road (2015/2016) 26 

State Register of Historic Sites in Bolton (1980) 27 

http://orc.vermont.gov/Documents/Bolton_StateRegister__NominationForm_00000003.pdf  28 

 29 

Regional or Statewide Documents  30 
ECOS Plan (2018, updated and adopted every five years) http://www.ecosproject.com/plan/  31 

Science to Action:  Four Town Natural Resources Inventory:  Bolton, Huntington, Jericho and 32 

Richmond (2013) 33 

Vermont Natural Resources Atlas (as maintained by the Vermont Agency of Natural Resources)  34 

Winooski River Tactical Basin Plan (as updated in 2017) 35 

 36 

http://boltonvt.com/townplan/town-plan-meeting-summaries/
http://boltonvt.com/townplan/
http://boltonvt.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/20151103124557156.pdf
http://boltonvt.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/20151103124557156.pdf
http://orc.vermont.gov/Documents/Bolton_StateRegister__NominationForm_00000003.pdf
http://www.ecosproject.com/plan/


Chapter 4: Place 
 
Goal 12: The Town of Bolton will develop in a way that does not increase the 
community’s risk from natural and man-made hazards. 
 
Objective 12.7: Development, including public and private roads, service roads, driveways and building sites shall 
not be located in areas of very steep slopes of 25% or more be limited on very steep slopes equal to or in excess 
of 25%. 
 
Objective 12.8: The development of new dwelling units, either through conversion or new construction, shall 
not be located on very steep slopes equal to or in excess of 33%. 
 
Objective 12.9: The top and base of very steep slopes equal to or in excess of 33% shall be protected by 
vegetated buffers and setbacks in order to protect slope stability. 
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BOLTON VALLEY MASTER PLAN 2020
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01 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Planning Area
The Bolton Valley planning area is approximately 1,250 acres and encompasses the 
Bolton Valley Resort (BVR) and surrounding lands in the Town of Bolton, Vermont. For 
the purposes of master planning, the 4,600 acres of state land adjoining BVR were 
not included in the study area. However, it is important to note that those lands are 
functionally integrated with the recreation uses occurring on the private land within 
the study area.

The Bolton Valley Resort is a privately-owned ski area located on Ricker and Bolton 
Mountains that opened in 1966. It is located approximately four miles north of Route 
2 on the Bolton Valley Access Road. Presently, it operates more than 300 acres for 
skiing and snowboarding including 71 trails and 3 terrain parks. BVR is working to 
become a viable four-season destination. Currently, BVR offers hiking, mountain 
biking and a ropes course during the summer months. 

Vision
The overall vision for the Bolton Valley area includes updating aging infrastructure, 
expanding the bed base (tourist/transient lodging rooms), offering recreation 
activities year-round and adding new housing stock on the mountain. The vision 
also includes building upon Bolton Valley’s identity and character as a family-friendly 
destination for those who love outdoor sports and recreation. The goal is to sustain 
the Bolton Valley area as a defining center for the community consistent with the 
mountain’s heritage as a ski resort enjoyed by locals and visitors alike.

Ski areas have traditionally sought to generate sufficient revenues to sustain 
themselves by attracting as many visitors as possible to their facilities during the 
winter season. However, Bolton Valley today is largely a commuter ski area. The bed 
base is limited and most ski visits to the resort are by day users. Changes in the 
ski and tourism industries have lead to small resorts such as BVR needing to find 
an alternative approach. This master plan sets forth a framework for Bolton Valley 
to remain a viable resort destination. Its overall strategy has been guided by three 
specific objectives in response to community input:

 } Maintain the distinct character and “local vibe” of the Bolton Valley area.

 } Generate sufficient revenues to support necessary improvements and ensure 
the long-term viability of the Bolton Valley Resort.

 } Offer residents a high quality of life and keep living on the mountain within 
reach for those working in the region.

Bolton Valley Resort is committed to improving its economic and environmental 
sustainability, including updating aging infrastructure, reducing the resort’s carbon 

footprint and protecting water quality. BVR is equally committed to preserving the 
resort’s character as a small, family-friendly mountain recreation destination.

Purpose
Along with conserving those aspects of Bolton Valley valued by residents and visitors, 
the resort and community need to look toward the future and identify opportunities 
that will sustain the businesses and neighborhoods on the mountain. If BVR is to 
remain as a viable recreational amenity, a diversified, four-season approach will 
be needed that both attracts visitors to stay at the resort for several days and that 
continues to offer convenient outdoor recreation experiences to local and regional 
residents.

Today BVR, and with it the broader Bolton community, faces a serious challenge. The 
capital expenditures required on the mountain cannot be supported by the current 
level of operations, and the resort’s ability to expand its operations is limited by its 
inability to modernize. The resort needs investment to attract more visitors and create 
a sustainable four-season operation, and improved market performance is needed 
to attract that investment. The only way resorts can hope to finance improvements 
to infrastructure and facilities in the current market is through increasing the bed-
base to support more visitors on the mountain, diversifying recreation and visitor 
experiences in all seasons, and expanding base area residential development.

The purpose of this master plan is to set the course for improvements on the 
mountain necessary to support and achieve the shared goals of the resort and the 
community. The following goals shaped the current master planning efforts and will 
continue to guide BVR and the Town of Bolton in a collaborative and responsible 
approach to planning, land use and development on the mountain:

 } Recognize and strengthen Bolton Valley as a community center

 } Ensure that new development will reflect the distinct identity and character 
that currently exists in Bolton Valley

 } Build upon BVR’s reputation as a place for locals, families with children and 
people looking for an uncrowded and relaxing get-away

 } Repair and modernize infrastructure to improve the overall recreation and 
visitor experience

 } Support the growth and economic viability of the resort and other compatible 
and complimentary commercial enterprises on the mountain

 } Expand the number of year-round residents living on the mountain by offering 
a range of housing opportunities
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Planning Process
A master plan provides more detailed planning to ensure that major projects, 
activities and investments are coordinated over time and consistent with municipal 
and state planning goals and regulations. A master plan is not a project approval nor 
does its acceptance guarantee approval of any level of development. 

This master plan was prepared under the direction of the Town of Bolton Planning 
Commission in collaboration with Bolton Valley Resort. The planning process included:

 } An assessment of environmental opportunities and limitations

 } An inventory and needs assessment of the existing infrastructure, facilities and 
development on the mountain

 } A public engagement program that sought input from those living on the 
mountain and in the broader community

 } An identification and assessment of future land use and development 
scenarios

 } An identification and assessment of applicable planning policies and 
regulatory standards

The planning process resulted in recommendations that include a physical plan to 
guide future development, infrastructure investments to support future development, 
and policy or regulatory changes needed to facilitate future development.
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02 THE PLAN

Main Base Area
Figure 3 (page 3) shows the conceptual plan for the Main Base area, which 
includes an expanded hotel, new retail space and a sports spa. The original Bolton 
Valley Resort buildings are characterized by a unique, contemporary architectural 
style. More recent construction in the Timberline area has been more traditional. This 
plan calls for a continuation of the architectural heritage of the Main Base area.

The resort recognizes that more lodging capacity is needed and a greater diversity 
of options would be beneficial. This plan identifies potential locations for expanding 
lodging at the Main Base area. The bed capacity at the resort is less than it was 
historically – many condos that were once available for short-term stays are now 
owner-occupied or long-term rental housing. The resort is currently undertaking a 
major hotel renovation but that will not increase the number rooms. 

Another lodging opportunity that could be considered would be “glamping” cabins 
or tents sited trailside (see inset). These would be constructed on raised platforms 
with access solely from trails to eliminate grading issues and minimize their impact. 
These accommodations could appeal to those looking for an affordable or more rustic 
outdoor adventure and to long-distance hikers or trail riders looking to spend a night 
or two at a location with amenities and facilities.

Additional mixed-use buildings with retail and dining on the first level could expand 
commercial offerings and help establish a more pedestrian-oriented feel at the 
Main Base area. These buildings could be designed with upper floor housing. New 
buildings fronting on the Access Road would serve to screen the large surface parking 
areas behind. The buildings could also incorporate under-building parking so as to 
not require additional surface parking. Housing would also be located in the Main 
Base area as discussed below.

The existing surface parking at the Main Base area would be upgraded to incorporate 
green stormwater infrastructure and a defined pedestrian walkway connecting the 
Sports Center and adjacent development with the Main Base Lodge facilities.

FiguRE 3. CONCEPTUAL SITE PLAN | MAIN BASE AREA

FiguRE 4. ARCHITECTURAL MODEL FOR BOLTON VALLEY RESORT, C. 1965 
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Timberline Base Area
Figure 5 (page 4) shows the conceptual plan for the Timberline Base area, which 
includes a new boutique hotel, rental cottages and an expansion of the Timberline 
Lodge. These improvements would build upon the success of the Ponds as an event 
venue and offer more lodging geared to those guests coming to Bolton Valley for 
events like weddings, retreats, conferences and corporate functions throughout the 
year. The expansion of the Timberline Lodge would provide another venue for group 
meetings and events. These facilities would also be conveniently located for clients of 
the 4x4 Center. 

Housing
This plan calls for new housing to be built on the mountain. It envisions that Bolton 
Valley will continue to offer a mix of primary and secondary homes, and a range of 
housing types including employee housing, townhomes and single-family homes. A 
lack of water and wastewater capacity has largely prevented residential development 
on the mountain for a number of years. BVR anticipates that water and wastewater 
infrastructure improvements currently under construction and being planned will 
remove that impediment within the next few years. The strong market for existing 
homes in Bolton Valley suggests that there will be interest in new construction when 
the supporting infrastructure becomes available.     

The plan addresses the need for employee housing on the mountain, recommending 
an addition of 30-55 units (depending on unit size) conveniently located adjacent to 
the Main Base area making it possible for residents to walk to work. Currently about 
25% of the resort’s employees live on the mountain. BVR believes that housing more 
of its workforce on-site benefits their business and makes an important contribution 
to sustaining community on the mountain and the “local vibe” residents value.

The plan shows the potential for infill development near the Sports Club condos. The 
plan calls for approximately 30 additional townhouses to be built behind and upslope 
from the Sports Center (replacing the existing tennis courts). As discussed above, the 
addition of mixed-use buildings to the Main Base area could provide opportunity for 
upper floor housing. Some portion of these new housing units could be available for 
short-term rental to replace the supply lost as existing condos have become long-
term rentals or owner-occupied.

Figure 6 (page 5) shows the conceptual plan for extending the Thacher-
Wentworth neighborhood on the west side of the Access Road. This area provides 
opportunity for a mix of housing types and densities to increase the diversity of 
ownership and rental housing options in Bolton Valley. The plan responds to the 
natural resources present on the site by setting aside a riparian buffer along surface 
waters. It includes an open space and trail corridor that would provide neighborhood 
residents with direct access to the extensive nordic and hiking trail network on the 
adjacent state land.

FiguRE 5. CONCEPTUAL SITE PLAN | TIMBERLINE BASE AREA
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FiguRE 6. CONCEPTUAL SITE PLAN | RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD AREAThe conceptual layout for the new neighborhood shown in Figure 6 (page 5) 
reinforces the overall land use plan for Bolton Valley by locating higher density 
development close to the Access Road and Main Base area. The higher density 
portion of the neighborhood could feature multi-unit buildings, attached townhomes 
or compact homes on small lots. The lower density portion of the neighborhood 
would offer a private, quiet setting for sensitively sited single-family homes with 
significant natural amenity and trail access.

There are existing town and state approvals for two duplexes and two additional 
single-family homes off Snow Pond Road. That development is anticipated to occur 
once the infrastructure capacity is available to support it. That site previously had an 
approval for a 20-lot subdivision, so it is possible that it could accommodate more 
housing than currently permitted should the owners reconsider their plans.

FiguRE 7. HOUSING TYPE EXAMPLES 
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Linkages
TRAiL-BASED RECREATiON. Bolton Valley is well situated to be a focal point and 
service node for trail-based recreation and events in the region. Expansion of trail-
based recreation throughout the region has multiple benefits for Bolton Valley 
– contributing to the financial health of the resort and other tourism-dependent 
businesses, and offering residents additional recreation opportunities. This plan 
encourages continued cooperation between BVR, trail organizations and the state 
to improve, expand, interconnect and market the trail systems on public and private 
land. This plan supports expanded trail-based recreation, including mountain biking, 
on the state forest lands adjoining the resort.

LOCAL MOuNTAiN. BVR is the “local mountain” for many Chittenden County skiers 
and the place where many learned to ski. Bolton Valley’s proximity to the greater 
Burlington area makes the resort accessible for skiing after work or school, and a 
convenient place for families with young children just learning to ski.

This plan encourages continued coordination between BVR, UVM, Chittenden County 
schools and the Green Mountain Transit to promote and facilitate convenient access 
to the mountain for the region’s residents and students. This plan also supports 
ongoing and expanded opportunities for night skiing at BVR, which particularly 
benefits locals who might come to the mountain just for a few hours of skiing in the 
evening. 

Roadways
TRAFFiC. The scale and type of development envisioned in this plan is not anticipated 
to significantly increase peak traffic beyond levels that have been typical for the 
resort in the past. The resort is seeking to expand commercial and recreational 
activities beyond the ski season, which could increase traffic on the road at other 
times of the year. Opportunities for managing traffic levels through off-mountain 
parking and transit are discussed below.

ACCESS ROAD. This plan does not call for any major improvements or changes to the 
Bolton Valley Access Road beyond routine maintenance and the stormwater drainage 
improvements required by the Town of Bolton’s Municipal Roads General Permit. 

A number of segments of the Bolton Valley Access Road are identified in the town’s 
Road Erosion Inventory as not meeting state standards, including much of the road 
corridor from just beyond the Timberline area to the Main Base Lodge area. The town 
is obligated by its General Permit to develop an implementation plan and schedule 
for drainage and erosion control improvements on those segments. The portion of the 
Bolton Valley Access Road between Bear Run and Thacher are identified as very high 
priority segments due to the slope being greater than 10%.

Joiner Brook flows through a culvert under the Bolton Valley Access Road. During 
the process of development this plan, the Vermont Department of Environmental 

Conservation indicated that they would like to see the size of that culvert increased 
and the design altered to better facilitate wildlife movement. This project is not 
currently being considered by the Town of Bolton given the significant needs for 
road improvements required to meet standards under the town’s general permit. 
While the segment of the Access Road that crosses Joiner Brook was found to only 
partially meet state standards in the Road Erosion Inventory, that segment’s ranking 
as compared to other road segments in town means that it is not currently identified 
as a priority.

iNTERSTATE 89. Bolton is not served by a direct interchange on Interstate 89. Bolton 
lies midway between Exit 11 (Richmond) and Exit 12 (Waterbury) – a nearly 15 mile 
stretch and the longest between exits on I-89 in Vermont. To get to Bolton Valley, 
drivers will take either exit and then travel on U.S. Route 2 to the Bolton Valley Access 
Road (8 miles from Exit 11 or 7 miles from Exit 12).

In addition to improved access to Bolton Valley for residents and visitors, a Bolton 
exit would improve traffic safety and emergency response on this difficult segment 
of I-89. The change in elevation leads to frequent accidents and road closures 
during inclement weather. An additional exit along this 15-mile stretch would 
improve access by emergency responders and highway maintenance crews, and 
would facilitate more efficient detouring and re-routing of traffic in the event of lane 
closures on both Interstate 89 and U.S. Route 2. 

As of the writing of this plan, the Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission 
was undertaking the I-89 2050 Study, which included an evaluation of the 
transportation and land use implications of new and/or improved interchanges 
to include Bolton. The Bolton exit was not among the interchange projects 
recommended in that study. This plan continues to strongly advocate for a Bolton 
interchange, consistent with the long-held position of BVR and the Town of Bolton. 

Parking and Transit
This plan calls for most additional non-residential parking demand that cannot be 
met through the existing on-mountain parking facilities to be met through off-
mountain parking at the base of the Bolton Valley Access Road. It recommends 
a public-private partnership to provide on-demand shuttle service between the 
off-mountain parking and BVR. This plan also supports under-building, structured 
or decked parking within the existing development footprint on the mountain as 
a means of increasing the number of spaces without significantly expanding the 
amount of land devoted to surface parking on the mountain.  

The Town of Bolton, the school district and BVR have collaborated in the past to 
provide public parking, supported by transit service, at the bottom of the Access Road 
on a limited basis. The Smilie School parking lot is used to provide overflow and event 
parking as needed (outside normal school hours). 

The Town of Bolton has been seeking potential locations to build a park-and-ride 
close to Route 2. This plan recommends further investigation of land owned by the 
DesLauriers family off Route 2, which has been held and reserved for the purpose 
of a Bolton exit on Interstate 89. While BVR and the Town of Bolton continue to 
advocate for that interchange, they see no conflict with the possibility of using the 
land for parking in the interim. Should the state move forward with plans for the exit, 
parking could be incorporated into the design as is done at many interchanges.

Initially, shuttle service could continue to be limited to peak use days and large 
events. Over time strategies such as fees for on-mountain parking could be used 
to encourage more visitors to leave their vehicles at the base of the Access Road. If 
parking demand begins to outstrip supply on the mountain, the off-site parking and 
shuttle service could be expanded commensurate to the demand.

Shuttle service could also facilitate expanded youth programming and activities at 
the resort, providing a convenient pick-up/drop-off location for parents at the base 
of the mountain and bus service between the Smilie Elementary School and BVR. The 
satellite parking could double as commuter parking serving the broader community 
during the week. Shuttle vans would be able to transport visitors and residents 
between destinations on the mountain along the Access Road as well. 

Infrastructure
This plan assumes that the Bolton Valley Water and Sewer Company will continue 
efforts to repair and upgrade infrastructure at the resort as described in Water and 
Sewer Upgrades (page 14). Due to the condition of the infrastructure, it is difficult 
at the present time to accurately project future capacity. Bolton Valley Community 
Water and Sewer estimates that it will have an additional 40-50,000 gallons per day 
of wastewater capacity after the planned repairs and upgrades are complete.

When planned repairs and upgrades are complete the existing water and sewer 
systems will be able to accommodate a certain amount of growth. As shown in 
Figure 10 (page 10), the available capacity will not be adequate to support all the 
proposed lodging, commercial and residential development envisioned in this plan. 
It is important to note that the provided estimates of wastewater demand are just 
that – general estimates based on a series of assumptions – and future infrastructure 
demand could vary considerably based on the proposed type of development on the 
mountain (residential, lodging, and other commercial activities). 

This plan encourages the Bolton Valley Water and Sewer Company to establish an 
allocation formula for the available capacity once planned repairs and upgrades 
are complete and the exact amount of available capacity in each system is better 
understood. Water and sewer capacity is an economic development tool. An 
allocation formula could be used to ensure that the mix of development (residential, 
lodging, and other commercial activities) supported by the existing infrastructure 
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generates the increased property values and revenues necessary for BVR’s future 
financial viability.

Water Quality
Potential impacts to surface water quality would be avoided, minimized and 
mitigated through low impact development practices. These include:

 } Clustering development in upland areas

 } Maintaining or establishing vegetated buffers

 } Minimizing physical impacts to rivers, streams and wetlands

 } Implementing stormwater best management practices 

Going forward, an operational phase stormwater discharge permit from the 
Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) will be required for new or 
redeveloped impervious surfaces. Stormwater treatment systems will have to be 
designed to the meet DEC’s 2017 Stormwater Management Manual Rule and Design 
Guidance.

Given heavier soils and groundwater characteristics within the study area, stormwater 
management practices are expected to consist primarily of gravel treatment wetlands 
and dry swales. Stormwater practices that can achieve infiltration of a portion of the 
treatment volume are recommended, as infiltration of runoff helps to preserve pre-
development hydrology, maintains stream base flow, and has the potential to reduce 
the cost of downstream drainage infrastructure.

Incorporating the stormwater treatment requirements of DEC’s upcoming 3-acre 
stormwater permit (General Permit 3-9050) into the implementation of the Master 
Plan will result in a more efficient use of developable land within the study area. See 
Stormwater (page 15) for an overview of the 3-acre permit requirements within 
the study area.

Habitat Protection
Natural areas and wildlife habitat are protected under a variety of state and federal 
regulatory programs and processes. The state’s Act 250 Land Use Permit process is 
intended to evaluate these areas and the potential impact of development on them. 
In particular, Act 250 assesses impacts to wetlands, streams, rare and irreplaceable 
natural areas, necessary wildlife habitat and threatened and endangered species. If 
it is determined that there may be impacts to these protected resources, the impacts 
could require mitigation through the Act 250 review process and/or authorization 
through a state or federal permit.

For example, a proposed road or trail crossing within the 50-foot stream buffer would 
require a Riparian Buffer Management Plan approved by the Agency of Natural 
Resources. That plan would establish specific mitigation measures to offset the 

impact to the buffer area, such as restoring previously impacted buffers, extending 
the protections around existing buffers, or conserving additional buffer areas within 
or outside the project area. 

Other state and/or federal regulations also protect natural areas and wildlife habitat, 
such as the Vermont Wetland Rules, Stream Alteration Rule, Flood Hazard and River 
Corridor Rule, Vermont Threatened and Endangered Species Rule, and the federal 
Endangered Species Act.

Zoning Regulations
As discussed in Regulations and Permitting (page 16), the existing pattern and 
density of development within the study area is not consistent with Bolton’s adopted 
zoning. Changes to the zoning map and district standards are recommended to 
facilitate the development envisioned in this master plan and to align the town’s 
regulations with the existing development and land use pattern. Figure 8 (page 
8) and Figure 9 (page 9) should not be interpreted as a final regulatory map 
and language ready for adoption by the town. Rather, the intent is to illustrate the 
type of future land use envisioned in this plan and to provide a starting point for 
future revisions to the Bolton Land Use Regulations.

Zoning Map
Figure 8 (page 8) shows a proposed zoning map with new Resort Mixed Use and 
Resort Recreation districts, and a revised Resort Residential district:

 } There are two nodes of Resort Mixed Use – one that encompasses the Main 
Base facilities at the top of the Access Road, and a second that includes the 
Timberline Base facilities, the Ponds and the 4x4 Center. The Timberline area 
is currently zoned residential. Zoning those lands for mixed use development 
more clearly indicates that the town supports new and expanded businesses in 
this area.

 } The Wentworth-Thacher neighborhood, the land between the Main and 
Timberline Base facilities along the Access Road, and the land along the Access 
Road below the Timberline area would remain or become part of the Resort 
Residential district. This provides ample opportunity for additional residential 
development within the study area, commensurate with the availability of 
infrastructure to support it. Land that has been developed for non-residential 
purposes would be removed from the Resort Residential district. 

 } The map proposes a new Resort Recreation district to encompass the upland 
areas in recognition that these lands are intensively managed as part of 
the commercial and active recreation uses occurring on the mountain. Their 
intended use distinguishes them from lands in the Forest or the Conservation 
zoning districts elsewhere in town, which are managed primarily as working 
timberland or for open space/conservation purposes and only secondarily or 
incidentally for recreation.

Allowed Uses
Figure 9 (page 9) includes a list of uses recommended within the three proposed 
zoning districts in Bolton Valley. A key difference in the approach to allowed uses 
between the proposed districts and the adopted regulations is the recommendation 
to eliminate the requirement for uses to be approved as part of a planned unit 
development (PUD) or mixed use. The proposed zoning district language calls for 
most new development to occur in conformance with an approved master plan. A 
master planning process would result in an approved framework for future resort 
development such as building envelopes, resource protection buffers, conceptual road 
alignments, and potential trail networks and connections. The review and permitting 
of proposed development that fits within the approved framework can be streamlined 
as discussed below.

RESORT MiXED uSE. The type of uses recommended in the proposed Resort Mixed 
Use district is similar to that currently allowed in Bolton’s Resort Village district. One 
difference is that all the allowed uses are listed as permitted (with site plan review) 
and the trigger for conditional use approval would be additional traffic generation. 
Conditional use review allows the town to consider four additional criteria that are 
not addressed through site plan review alone:

 } Character of the area

 } Impact on community facilities and services

 } Off-site environmental impacts

 } Traffic

The purpose statement for the district clearly states that the district is intended 
to accommodate the uses typically found at a resort destination (lodging, dining, 
services, retail, recreation, event-hosting, entertainment). Therefore, such uses are 
already found to be in conformance with the character of the area – eliminating the 
need for conditional use review on that criteria. 

Additionally, incorporating specific use standards into the regulations for uses likely 
to locate in Bolton Valley such as multi-family housing, worker housing, lodging 
facilities, food service, event facilities, etc. could address issues typical of those 
uses. Specific use standards could increase clarity with regard to project design for 
applicants and consistency of decision making for the Development Review Board.

The scale of development in Bolton Valley is and is anticipated to remain limited by 
the availability of infrastructure, particularly sewer capacity, for the foreseeable future. 
Further, there is no indication that market forces will shift dramatically with regards 
to the demand for growth and development on the mountain. The scale and rate of 
development in Bolton Valley is extremely unlikely to cause impacts on community 
facilities and services at a level that would necessitate a regulatory response such as 
phasing, impact fees or similar growth management strategies. The only need may 
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be related to emergency services, and that is an element that should be addressed 
through the master plan process rather than on a project-by-project basis.

Development in Bolton Valley has been and will continue to be highly regulated 
through state environmental permitting processes. All of the land within the study 
area is currently under Act 250 jurisdiction and that is not anticipated to change 
in the future. Off-site environmental impacts have historically been addressed 
primarily through state permitting and secondarily through town permitting. Again, 
environmental impacts should be addressed through the master plan process rather 
than on a project-by-project basis.

The one conditional use criteria that is still relevant for the town is managing traffic 
levels on the Bolton Valley Access Road – a town highway. Significant increases in 
peak hour traffic could require roadway improvements and/or traffic management 
strategies to mitigate against congestion and hazards. Given that much of the 
anticipated future growth will be in relation to expanding into four-season activity, it 
is likely that much of the new development anticipated would not create significant 
new demands for road capacity, but would rather increase use of the existing 
infrastructure during periods of the year when there has historically been less traffic.

This plan recommends using a specified level of additional peak hour traffic 
generation as the trigger for conditional use approval and basing peak traffic levels 
on ski season rather than off-season statistics. Figure 9 (page 9) suggests 150 
peak hour trips, but if this approach is to be implemented that figure should be 
set based on further discussion about how to allocate the potential cost of road 
improvements or traffic management resulting from incremental increases in traffic 
on the Access Road. This is an issue that the master planning process should also 
address to ensure equal treatment of development projects over time. 

RESORT RESiDENTiAL. This plan recommends significantly reducing the number of 
non-residential uses that would be allowed in Bolton’s residential areas. This will 
achieve several aims:

 } It will protect quality of life for current and future residents by providing areas 
for quiet residential neighborhoods distinct from those areas intended for 
active use by resort guests.

 } It will reduce residential property owners’ uncertainty about future 
development in their neighborhood if higher-intensity uses like restaurants or 
event facilities are not allowed.

 } It will guide non-residential uses to the existing base areas that would be 
zoned Resort Mixed Use and avoid scattered commercial development in 
Bolton Valley.

The proposed Resort Residential district would allow for a diversity of housing 
types by making all residential uses permitted whereas the adopted zoning requires 
conditional use approval for multi-family dwellings.
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FiguRE 9. PROPOSED ZONING DISTRICT TABLES

Resort Mixed use District Resort Residential District Resort Recreation District

(A) Purpose. The Resort Mixed Use District includes lands around Bolton Valley Resort’s 
Main and Timberline base areas currently developed with a mix of recreational, commercial 
and multi-family residential uses. The purpose of this district is to accommodate new and 
expanded businesses on the mountain in a manner that supports Bolton Valley becoming a 
four-season destination. Proposed development must occur in accordance with an approved 
master plan under these regulations.

(A) Purpose. The Resort Residential District encompasses residential properties and land 
suitable for residential development that are/can be served by existing infrastructure on the 
mountain. The purpose of this district is to promote compact residential neighborhoods and 
a mix of housing opportunities in a setting that offers significant natural and recreational 
amenities and a high quality of life to residents. Proposed development on previously 
undeveloped land must occur in accordance with an approved master plan under these 
regulations (this requirement will not apply to existing residential lots in the Thacher-
Wentworth neighborhood and the existing condo developments).

(A) Purpose. The Resort Recreation District includes the upland areas in Bolton Valley, 
much of which is intensively managed for recreational activities. The purpose of this district 
is to facilitate ongoing recreation use of these lands through responsible stewardship and 
management that protects environmental quality and mitigates environmental impacts. 
Land use and development in this district must be subordinate to and functionally 
integrated with primary facilities located in the Resort Mixed Use district. Proposed 
development must occur in accordance with an approved master plan under these 
regulations.

(B) Permitted Uses (C) Conditional Uses (B) Permitted Uses (C) Conditional Uses (B) Permitted Uses (C) Conditional Uses

1. Multi-family residential
2. Lodging facility
3. Retail
4. Office
5. Personal service
6. Restaurant/bar
7. Event facility
8. Cultural facility
9. Recreation, indoor
10. Recreation, outdoor
11. Ski resort and facilities
12. School, specialized
13. Summer camp
14. Daycare facility
15. Healthcare facility
16. Community facility
17. Parking lot or structure

1. Any permitted use that would generate 
more than 150 additional peak hour trips on 
the Bolton Valley Access Road

1. Single and two-family residential
2. Multi-family residential
3. Worker housing
4. Accessory apartment
5. Family childcare home
6. Home occupation
7. Bed-and-breakfast
8. Short-term rental

1. Home business
2. Lodging facility, up to 12 guest rooms
3. Campground
4. Recreation, outdoor
5. Ski facilities
6. Community facility

1. Recreation and four-wheel drive trails, 
including related accessory structures not 
listed as a conditional use
2. Telecommunication antennas on existing 
structures

1. Recreation, outdoor
2. Ski facilities
3. Restaurant/bar
4. Event facility
5. School, specialized
6. Summer camp
7. Primitive campsite or backcountry cabin
8. Telecommunication tower

(D) Dimensional Standards (D) Dimensional Standards (D) Dimensional Standards

Minimum Lot Area 0.5 acres

Minimum Frontage/Road 75 feet

Minimum Setback/Front (from ROW) 0 feet

Minimum Setback/Side 0 feet

Minimum Setback/Rear 10 feet

Maximum Height 48 feet

Maximum Lot Coverage (all impervious surfaces included) 50%

Minimum Lot Area 0.25 acres

Minimum Frontage/Road 75 feet

Minimum Setback/Front (from ROW) 20 feet

Minimum Setback/Side 10 feet

Minimum Setback/Rear 10 feet

Maximum Height 36 feet

Maximum Lot Coverage (all impervious surfaces included) 30%

Minimum Lot Area 25 acres

Minimum Frontage/Road n/a

Minimum Setback/Front (from ROW) 50 feet

Minimum Setback/Side 50 feet

Minimum Setback/Rear 50 feet

Maximum Height (buildings only) 24 feet`

Maximum Lot Coverage (all impervious surfaces included) 1%

(E) District Standards (E) District Standards (E) District Standards

1. There is no maximum residential density within this district. All residential development 
within this district must be connected to the community water and sewer systems.

2. Under-building parking is encouraged. An under-building parking level will not count 
towards maximum building height provided that (a) the parking level will be built into a 
slope so that at least 30% of the perimeter will be below finished grade; and (b) there 
is adequate emergency access from the upslope side of the building.

3. The total amount of land within this district devoted to surface parking must not 
increase: (a) by more than 10,000 square feet at the Main Base area portion of this 
district; and (b) by more than 20,000 square feet at the Timberline base area portion of 
this district. 

1. Any outdoor recreation uses and ski facilities allowed as conditional uses in this district 
must be subordinate to and functionally integrated with primary facilities located in the 
Resort Mixed Use district.

2. There is no maximum residential density within this district provided that the units will 
be served by community water and sewer. The maximum residential density for units not 
served by community water and sewer will be 1 dwelling unit per 2 acres.

3. Under-building parking is encouraged. An under-building parking level will not count 
towards maximum building height provided that (a) the parking level will be built into a 
slope so that at least 30% of the perimeter will be below finished grade; and (b) there 
is adequate emergency access from the upslope side of the building.

1. The buildings and facilities allowed as conditional uses in this district must be designed 
and operated so that vehicular access and parking is limited to the minimum necessary 
to accommodate service functions and emergency response. Any additional parking 
required for the proposed use under these regulations must be met through the related 
primary facility’s parking area(s) in the Resort Mixed Use district. The Development 
Review Board may approve shuttle service to transport people to the buildings and 
facilities in this district.
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RESORT RECREATiON. Bolton Valley is a destination located in a setting of significant 
natural amenities that offers guests access to recreation activities and amenities. 
The Resort Recreation district is intended to recognize the land base that sustains 
BVR and other recreation-oriented businesses and activities on the mountain and 
facilitate the recreational use of that land. It distinguishes these lands from forestland 
elsewhere in town that is also included in the Forest or Conservation zoning districts 
currently. 

The proposed district language clearly requires the land uses allowed in the district 
to occur only in conjunction with the base facilities in the Resort Mixed Use district 
rather than as standalone commercial enterprises. This approach allows more 
flexibility for tourism and recreation oriented activities on the mountain without 
necessarily allowing those uses in other upland forest areas in town.

Land at higher elevation is known to be more environmentally sensitive and as such, 
conditional use is an appropriate tool for ensuring that proposed development avoids, 
minimizes or mitigates potential environmental impacts.

Dimensional Standards
Figure 9 (page 9) recommends a series of dimensional standards for the three 
proposed zoning districts in Bolton Valley. There are several significant changes from 
current zoning. The proposed language eliminates the maximum residential and 
lodging densities provided that proposed development will be served by community 
water and wastewater. As discussed above, sewer capacity is anticipated to control 
the number of dwelling units or guestrooms that can be constructed in Bolton Valley 
for the foreseeable future. 

The proposed zoning districts would use lot coverage as a mechanism for regulating 
the intensity of development in the districts. All impervious surfaces on a lot would 
be counted towards lot coverage (building footprint, parking areas, walkways, 
driveways, etc.). Development proposed as a PUD would be required to meet the lot 
coverage standard for the site as a whole, but individual lots within the PUD could 
exceed the maximum lot coverage standard for the district. This would facilitate infill 
development at both the Main and Timberline base areas. It would allow for more 
condominium or townhome construction and other clustered or attached forms of 
housing. The lot coverage standard can also help ensure that Bolton Valley remains 
a place characterized more by the natural environment than its built environment – 
consistent with its function as a destination resort in setting that offers scenic beauty 
and outdoor recreation amenities.

RESORT MiXED uSE. The recommendations for this district include: (1) eliminate the 
density standards for residential and lodging to allow higher density projects; (2) 
eliminate the front and side setback requirements to allow for buildings to be built to 
the sidewalk and/or be attached; and (3) reduce the maximum lot coverage standard 
to maintain the desired balance between the natural and built environment.

RESORT RESiDENTiAL. The recommendations for this district include significant 
changes to the dimensional standards for the Resort Residential district to allow 
future development that would be compatible with the housing already built on 
the mountain. Figure 9 (page 9) recommends: (1) reducing the minimum lot 
size of 2 acres to ¼ acre to allow for more compact development; (2) eliminating 
the 3 dwelling unit per acre density standard; (3) reducing the minimum setbacks 
consistent with the smaller lot size; and (4) reducing the maximum lot coverage 
standard to maintain the desired balance between the natural and built environment.

RESORT RECREATiON. The recommended dimensional standards for this proposed 
new district reflect the understanding that this land will continue to be integrated 
with the recreation-oriented development downslope, which is dependent on this 
land base. Given that subdivision is generally not anticipated, the minimum lot size is 
larger and there are no frontage requirements. With a large lot size, the maximum lot 
coverage is reduced accordingly.

District Standards
Figure 9 (page 9) also includes some district specific standards to further 
define the type, pattern and character of development allowed. Depending on other 
revisions that might be considered to elements of the regulations like the specific 
use standards and the planned unit development standards, the town may consider 
incorporating additional district specific standards related to issues like pedestrian 
access, building form and massing, or design standards for commercial or mixed use 
buildings into the Resort Mixed Use and/or Resort Residential districts.

FiguRE 10. WASTEWATER DEMAND AND RECOMMENDED ALLOCATION
Use Demand Allocation Estimated Development Potential Estimated Planned Development Additional Capacity Needed

Residential (dwelling units) 210 gpd per dwelling unit 30% 65 dwelling units 120 dwelling units 11,550 gpd

Residential (worker dormitory) 70 gpd per person 8% 50 people 170 people 8,400 gpd

Lodging (standard, no kitchen) 50 gpd per sleeping space 50% 460 sleeping spaces or 130 rooms 270 rooms 24,250 gpd

Dining 27 gpd per seat 10% 170 restaurant seats 200 restaurant seats 810 gpd

Other Commercial (retail, office) 40 gpd per 1,000 sf floor area 2% 23,000 square feet of floor area 23,000 square feet of floor area –

Notes:
These general calculations are intended for planning purposes only.

Allocation and Estimated Development Potential are based on the anticipated remaining capacity of the existing wastewater system after repairs are complete of 46,000 gallons per day as 
provided by Bolton Valley Community Water and Sewer.

The Allocation column represents the recommended percentage of that 46,000 gallons per day that should be allocated to the specified land use category.

The Estimated Development Potential column represents the amount of development that could be served by the recommended wastewater allocation.

The Estimated Planned Development column represents the total amount of development envisioned in this plan.

The Additional Capacity Needed column represents the additional wastewater capacity that would be needed in excess of the recommended allocation from the available 46,000 gpd to serve 
the planned development. The planned development would require about 45,000 gpd of additional wastewater capacity beyond the 46,000 gpd anticipated to become available when system 
repairs and upgrades are complete.
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03 EXISTING CONDITIONS

Built Environment

Current Land Use and Ownership
An analysis of the Bolton 2018 Grand List shows that there are 257 properties 
(includes condominiums) with a total assessed value of $38.3 million in the study 
area. While most of the land is used for commercial purposes, most of the real value 
is in the residential properties (condominiums and detached single-family homes).

Three large landholdings held by two entities account for 90% of the land within the 
study area as detailed below. The remaining land in the study area is subdivided into 
small parcels, most of which are developed residential lots that are between 0.5 and 
0.7 acres in size.

 } BVR, LLC (Bolton Valley Resort) owns 705 acres that includes the ski slopes, 
Main Base area, the Timberline Base area, and related facilities.

 } Bolton Lot 3, 121 acres of undeveloped woodlands north of the resort, was 
purchased by BVR in 2019. The land is enrolled in the Current Use Program.

 } BV Timber, LLC (The 4x4 Center) owns 302 acres south of BVR. The Center’s 
facilities are located adjacent to the Timberline Base area parking lot. Most of 
the land is wooded and developed with a network of 4x4 trails. A portion of 
the property is enrolled in the Current Use Program..

COMMERCiAL. There are four business entities operating in the study area:

 } Bolton Valley Resort, which is comprised of the primary 705-acre ski resort 
parcel and 13 additional parcels or condominiums currently owned by BVR, 
LLC. This includes the 60-room hotel (Inn at Bolton Valley) restaurants (James 
Moore Tavern and Fireside Flatbread), the BV Sports and Rental Shop, and the 
resort offices in the Base Lodge, as well as the Timberline Lodge, the Bolton 
Valley Backcountry and Nordic Sports Center and a 35-vehicle parking garage.

 } The Ponds, an event facility on BVR land that is currently leased to the Essex 
Resort & Spa. It overlooks a constructed pond on the west side of the Bolton 
Valley Access Road across from the Timberline Lodge and is marketed primarily 
as a wedding venue.

 } Lotus Mountain Retreat (formerly the Black Bear Inn), an inn with 11 guest 
rooms, a hostel and restaurant on 2 acres.

 } The 4x4 Center, an off-road driving school that primarily offers professional 
training programs.

While the record of sales, use, rooms and meals tax receipts for the Town of Bolton 
is incomplete (the state does not release statistical data for a municipality when 
there are fewer than 10 reporting entities in a given year), a general trend is 
evident. Service sector businesses in Bolton have not recovered back to the level of 
economic activity that existed prior to the 2007-2009 recession. When adjusted for 
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inflation, tax receipts in Bolton were largely static from 2007 through 2015. There 
was evidence of growth in the 2017 sales tax statistics, but whether that reflects a 
sustained change cannot yet be determined as no data was released for either 2016 
or 2018.

A comparison of assessed property values from 2004 to 2018 shows a lack of growth 
in the value of commercial property within the study area. Bolton Valley Resort’s 2018 
assessed real property value ($3.2 million) was nearly 25% lower than it was in 2004 
when adjusted for inflation. The value of the Lotus Mountain Retreat property has 
also declined nearly 10%. The Ponds and the 4x4 Center were developed after 2004 
and so have added to the Grand List, which has offset the reduced value of the older 
commercial properties.

RESiDENTiAL. Vacation homes and rentals comprised two-thirds of the housing 
within the study area (152 properties) in 2018, although 63 percent of those 
properties had Vermont owners. On the 2018 Grand List:

 } 40 (22%) of the condominiums were identified as homestead properties (the 
primary residence of their owner) and 51 (30%) had an out-of-state owner. 
The median assessed value of a condominium was $96,000.

 } 34 (68%) of the single-family homes were homestead properties and only 6 
(12%) had an out-of-state owner. The median assessed value of a detached 
single-family home was $271,000.

As is typical of resort and second home areas, there is a high rate of turnover of 
residential property within the study area. The Grand List indicates that 85% of 
condominiums and 68% of detached single-family homes changed ownership 
between 2004 and 2018. The Vermont Department of Taxes reported 225 valid sales 
(excludes less than full value or not at arm’s length transactions) of condominiums 
and detached single-family homes in Bolton Valley between 2005 and 2017. During 
that period, the average condominium was held by its owner for about 8 years and 
the average single-family home for about 9 years.

The level of activity in the real estate market reflects larger economic conditions. 
In 2005 and 2006, there were about 50 property sales per year in Bolton Valley. 
During and following the 2007-2009 recession, the number of sales plummeted to 
fewer than 10 per year. The number of sales per year started to recover in 2013 and 
currently averages about 20.

Housing in Bolton Valley has historically been less expensive relative to prices in 
elsewhere in Chittenden County, particularly the condominiums. The average sale 
price between 2005 and 2017 was $105,000 (in 2018$) for a condominium and 
$312,600 (in 2018$) for a detached single-family home. In 2017, the average sale 
price for a primary residence in Chittenden County was $214,000 for a condominium 
and $320,000 for a detached single-family home, and for vacation homes those sale 
prices were $268,000 and $348,000 respectively. It should be noted that housing 

FiguRE 12. RECREATION MAP
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costs in Bolton Valley also typically include homeowner association and water/
sewer fees (the annual water and sewer rates in Bolton Valley were about $300 per 
bedroom as of 2019).

It is difficult to detect a clear trend in residential property values in Bolton Valley from 
the sales data as the number of sales were very low for much of the last decade. As a 
result, there is a high degree of variability from year-to-year. It appears that homes in 
Bolton Valley are holding their value after adjusting for inflation and selling quickly as 
compared to homes in many areas of Vermont.

There is also significant fluidity in units being used as primary residences or as 
vacation/rental properties. 14 detached single-family homes and 24 condominiums 
changed from being non-homestead properties in 2004 to being primary residences 
in 2018, and 4 single-family homes and 20 condominiums moved in the other 
direction. Properties have also converted between timeshare and individual 
ownership during this period.

The use of residences as short-term rentals has taken off in Bolton Valley as in other 
resort areas with the rise of online platforms such as Airbnb, VRBO, Homeaway and 
others. In August of 2019, there were 27 rentals listed on Airbnb in Bolton Valley, 
for example, by both the existing lodging owners (Bolton Valley Resort and the 
Lotus Mountain Retreat) and individual residential owners. More than half of the 
respondents to the 2019 Residents’ Survey who owned a second home in Bolton 
reported that they rented it out.

Recreation Facilities and Lands
Bolton Valley is a community oriented around outdoor recreation. While the area 
offers recreational activities throughout the year, it attracts the most visitors during 
the winter alpine and nordic ski season.

An extensive nordic and backcountry ski trail network is accessed through a 
dedicated nordic center located at the northern extent of the Bolton Valley Resort, 
which provides ticketing, rental, restroom and gear facilities. There are approximately 
60 miles of groomed and ungroomed trails for a range of abilities located on 1,500 
acres of land.  The nordic trails at Bolton Valley Resort connect to an extensive trail 
system in the Mount Mansfield State Forest. Section 22 of the Catamount Trail 
crosses the nordic and backcountry area and connects to Trapp Family Lodge in 
Stowe. Bryant Cabin and Bolton Lodge are rustic cabins located within the resort’s 
backcountry and nordic terrain and can be reserved for overnight use.

Bolton Valley Resort’s 71 alpine ski trails are served by six lifts, with trails located on 
the east side of the valley. Trails are accessed via two base lodges, the Main Base 
Lodge and Timberline Lodge.  The Timberline base area is located at a lower elevation 
and is operated less often than the Main Base area. Portions of the alpine area have 
lighting for night skiing, snow-making systems, and grooming. Alpine ski facilities 

consist of two four-person chairlifts, three double chairlifts, and one surface lift. The 
trails are also used frequently by uphill skiers. Night skiing is available on up to 10 
trails on Tuesday through Saturday evenings.

Facilities for summer recreation in Bolton Valley include a mountain biking trail 
system and a ropes course. There are numerous hiking trails that connect with the 
long-distance Long Trail network and other nearby trails in the Mount Mansfield area. 
The recreation center at the resort’s Main Base area includes a skate park and pool 
that are open to the public year-round during specified hours. 

The 4x4 Center Driving School located near the Timberline Base area offers off-
road driving experiences, primarily for professional drivers and others in automotive 
industries. It is owned and operated separately from Bolton Valley Resort. The 4x4 
Center does not anticipate expanding its business into the recreation sector at this 
time.

Transportation Facilities and Services
The roadway network in Bolton Valley includes the Bolton Valley Access Road, internal 
roads on Bolton Valley Resort property and residential neighborhood streets. 

Bolton Valley Access Road is a two-lane (one in each direction) town owned and 
operated highway extending from US Route 2 at its southern terminus to the Bolton 
Valley Resort. The roadway has a speed limit of 35 miles per hour at the southern end 
and increases to 40 miles per hour roughly 1.5 miles south of the resort. Bolton Valley 
Access Road traverses steep and curvy terrain over its four-mile length and carries 
approximately 1,000 vehicles per day, averaged over the course of the year. On peak 
winter weekends, the road may experience upwards of 4,000 vehicles per day. A 
review of the 2012-2016  VTrans High Crash Location Report revealed no high crash 
locations in the project vicinity. An additional review of crash data along Bolton Valley 
Access Road from 2014 to 2018 showed only 13 accidents over this time period, 
with one resulting in an injury. 

In recent years, Bolton Valley Resort has implemented a shuttle service bringing 
visitors from the parking area at Smilie Memorial Elementary School on US Route 2 
to Bolton Valley Resort. In addition to this shuttle, the Town of Bolton is encouraging 
other forms of transportation demand management (TDM), including carpool, 
vanpool, ridesharing, and public transit.

Utilities and Community Infrastructure
Bolton Valley is served by utilities and infrastructure constructed to serve resort 
development that includes:

 } Electricity provided by Green Mountain Power

 } Fiber optic cable supporting 100 Mbps broadband service provided by 
Waitsfield and Champlain Valley Telecom (although the connecting 

infrastructure to individual buildings may not support 100 MBps service)

 } Cell service with multiple companies having antennas on Ricker Mountain

 } Drinking water, wastewater disposal and stormwater treatment systems as 
detailed below

 } Several water impoundments for drinking water, snowmaking and stormwater 
treatment 

The Bolton Valley community faces major challenges due to deferred maintenance of 
its infrastructure. Currently, the Vermont Department of Environmental Conservation 
is prohibiting new connections to the water and sewer systems on the mountain. 
As a result of changes in state regulations, Bolton Valley Resort anticipates needing 
to retrofit and upgrade its stormwater management infrastructure within the next 
several years as well.

The water and sewer systems on the mountain have been owned and operated by a 
company separate from the resort since 2017 – Bolton Valley Community Water and 
Sewer, LLC. It provides potable water and wastewater through community distribution 
and collection systems with centralized treatment facilities. Approximately 166 
residential units and 12 commercial enterprises including a hotel, restaurants, sports 
center, event space, ski shop and lodges are served by the community water and 
sewer systems – a year-round residential population of approximately 500 people 
and a daily transient population of approximately 650 individuals during ski season. 

DRiNKiNg WATER. Bolton Community Water System (WSID #5051) is permitted for a 
maximum demand of 50,904 gallons per day. It obtains water from five groundwater 
wells as shown in Figure 13 (page 14), which is treated for disinfection, iron and 
manganese control, and particulate removal. Components of the system include:

 } A 179,500-gallon concrete storage tank that provides system pressure by 
gravity.

 } A pump station located at Timberline (11,000-gallon wet well with duplex 15-
hp pumps) to deliver water from the three lower-elevation wells to distribution.

 } A pump station adjacent to the 179,500-gallon concrete tank to deliver water 
to three higher-level connections.

 } A distribution system consisting primarily of 8-inch asbestos-cement and 
ductile-iron pipe. 

 } 8 hydrants on the distribution system that provide fire protection.

Due to deficiencies, the community water system is not permitted to add any new 
connections at this time. The system’s 2019 permit from the Vermont Department 
of Environmental Conservation established a compliance schedule for required 
improvements to the system that include:

 } Addressing insufficient source capacity (caused partially from distribution 
system leaks and a potential failure of a well and necessitating the need to 
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 } Hydraulic testing and improvements to address inadequate distribution 
hydraulics with excessive pressures that result in transmission line leaks.

Efforts are continuing to address the identified deficiencies as described below. DEC 
indicates that by meeting the compliance schedule established in the permit, the 
ongoing operation of the water system does not constitute a public health hazard or 
significant risk.

WASTEWATER. The Bolton Valley Wastewater Treatment Facility (Indirect Discharge 
ID-9-0217-1) is a subsurface wastewater disposal system designed to treat a 
maximum of 92,000 gallons per day. It consists of gravity wastewater collection lines 
discharging to a central treatment plant. The treatment plant contains a septic tank 
followed by equalization basin, rotating-biological-contactor, secondary clarifiers, and 
a tertiary sand filter. After treatment in the plant, subsurface disposal occurs at the 
leachfield. 

Like the water system, the wastewater system cannot accept new users at this time 
because the system has no permitted reserve capacity and existing flows exceed the 
permitted capacity on occasion, largely due to infiltration into the collection system. 
The 2019 annual inspection report indicates that inflow and infiltration caused the 
plant to exceed flow capacity limits during a few days during the prior year. The report 
recommends several repairs to the system as described below.

WATER AND SEWER uPgRADES. Bolton Valley Community Water and Sewer obtained 
a VCDP grant in 2019, $540,000 of which will be used to reconstruct the West 
Branch of Joiner Brook intake pipe and construct a new treatment facility. A new 
above-ground feed pipe will be constructed from the snowmaking pond to the East 
Branch of Joiner Brook intake to provide an alternative water source in an emergency. 

Separately, Bolton Valley Community Water and Sewer has secured $564,428 from 
the Drinking Water Revolving Loan Fund for water system improvements. It has also 
substantially increased rates to more fully fund system operations and improvements. 
Bolton Valley residents are now paying approximately $300 per year per bedroom 
for water and sewer (the systems are not metered and residential rates are based on 
number of bedrooms).

As a result of ongoing efforts since 2017, the water system has been stabilized 
from the crisis situation it was experiencing. Major leaks have been found and 
repaired. The water company has not had to truck in water since 2018. Bolton Valley 
Community Water and Sewer continues to work through the list of repairs and 
upgrades identified in the 2019 report. When those upgrades are complete, they 
anticipate there will be ample capacity to add new water customers.

Bolton Valley Community Water and Sewer has also been making scheduled 
repairs to manholes and piping to reduce the inflow and infiltration burden on the 

FiguRE 13. INFRASTRUCTURE MAP
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wastewater treatment plant as recommended in the 2019 report. Bolton Valley 
Community Water and Sewer estimates that as much of 50% of their wastewater 
flow is a result of infiltration. 

Once work on the water system is complete, Bolton Valley Community Water and 
Sewer intends to turn their attention to major repairs and upgrades/replacement 
of the wastewater system. Other wastewater improvements identified in the 2019 
report include: a roof structure for the sludge storage tank, replacement of the 
rotating-biological-contactor shaft-seals, removal and replacement of filter sand, 
and other treatment plant upgrades. These recommended repairs to the collection 
and treatment system should increase available capacity, improve compliance and 
quality of the discharged wastewater. Bolton Valley Community Water and Sewer 
plans to look for additional funding such as through the Northern Border Regional 
Commission to make these major infrastructure improvements.

STORMWATER. Stormwater runoff originates from impervious surfaces where 
precipitation or snowmelt runs off rather than infiltrates. The Vermont Department 
of Environmental Conservation lists the total amount of existing impervious area at 
Bolton Valley Resort at 23.5 acres. There are state permits are in place for some of 
that impervious area:

 } 0.59 acres of impervious at the 4x4 Driving Center School (3316-INDS) with 
treatment in a pocket pond and a wet extended detention pond

 } 0.75 acres of impervious at the Kokell Subdivision (5802-9010) with treatment 
through disconnections and dry swales

 } 9.93 acres of impervious at the Main Village Base Area (4071-9010.RT) 
through stone-lined ditches and natural drainage swales

 } 0.78 acres of impervious at the Bear Run Condominium Association (3427-
9010.R) passing through overland vegetated flow

 } 0.52 acres of impervious at the Bolton Event Pavilion (4173-9010) with 
treatment in a wetpond

 } An undetermined amount of impervious area at the Timberline Base Area 
(3316-9010.RT, permit documents with amount of impervious and treatment 
not available for review). 

Finalization of the 3-acre permit  (DEC General Permit 3-9050, currently in draft form, 
which is required under Vermont Act 64 and Environmental Protection Rule Chapter 
22)  is anticipated to go into effect in 2020. It will apply to existing impervious 
surfaces at the resort that are not already covered by a stormwater permit and that 
do not have existing stormwater treatment facilities that comply with current rules 
(2002 Vermont Stormwater Manual). 

The 3-acre permit will require a retrofit feasibility assessment, followed by 
implementation of stormwater treatment measures for approximately half of 
the impervious area at the resort that is currently unpermitted or drains to non-
compliant treatment practices. Given soil and groundwater characteristics in Bolton 
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Valley, stormwater management practices would likely consist of primarily of gravel 
treatment wetlands and dry swales. If onsite retrofit treatment is not feasible, DEC 
may allow payment of impact/offset fees in lieu of treatment. 

DEC has not finalized the timeline for the assessments and implementation. However, 
it is generally expected that feasibility assessments and preliminary designs will be 
required within 1 to 2 years of issuance of GP-3-9050, with any associated treatment 
practices to be constructed with 5 years of acceptance of the feasibility assessment.

SNOWMAKiNg. BVR has an Act 250 permit allowing for the withdrawal of water 
from Joiner Brook for snowmaking during the ski season. Withdrawal is only allowed 
when streamflow is greater than the conservation flow of 0.5 cubic feet per second 
per square mile. The permit restricts the snowmaking system to a pumping capacity 
of 1,000 gallons per minute and the withdrawal from Joiner Brook to a maximum of 
1,500 gallons per minute. 

BVR can store approximately 3.3 million gallons of water for snowmaking in storage 
ponds with a permit limit of 3.7 million gallons. The availability and storage capacity 
of water limits the resort’s ability to make snow when conditions are optimum for 
doing so. Snowmaking is increasingly important to ski operations as the timing and 
amount of natural snowfall is becoming less reliable due to climate change.

BVR would need to amend its Act 250 permit to seek an expansion of its 
snowmaking system to the point that more water would be required than the current 
permit allows. Changes to the snowmaking system that would affect stream flow 
would also prompt a re-evaluation of the current conservation flow.

Regulations and Permitting
Bolton Valley Resort has had a complex ownership, development, subdivision and 
permitting history as summarized in Figure 16 (page 17). Currently, all property 
within the study area is subject to local permitting under the Town of Bolton Land 
Use and Development Regulations and state permitting, including Act 250.

BOLTON TOWN PLAN. The Bolton Town Plan states that Bolton residents want Bolton 
Valley Resort and the surrounding area to evolve into a successful four-season resort 
that remains a key part of the local economy and retains its family-friendly nature. 
It envisions that Bolton Valley Resort will face challenges in the future as a result of 
climate change and warmer winters. The Town Plan recognizes that the health and 
sustainability of Bolton’s economy depends on the resort successfully becoming a 
four-season enterprise. It also identifies other recreational opportunities in Bolton 
Valley and encourages new businesses that are able to capitalize on the numerous 
recreational opportunities in the study area.

Bolton Valley is one of three areas in town identified in the 2017 Plan where future 
growth should be concentrated to the extent supported by available water and 
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(A) Purpose. The Resort Village District includes land comprising the Bolton Valley Resort’s 
village base area. The purpose of this district is to allow for coordinated, well planned, 
higher density development, including a mix of recreational, commercial, and multi-
family residential uses within a compact village setting, in a manner that supports the 
development of the ski resort as a year-round destination while protecting significant 
natural features and environmentally sensitive areas. Development in this district should 
occur in accordance with a comprehensive base area plan that establishes a clear indication 
of the intended type and pattern of future development.

(A) Purpose. The Resort Residential District encompasses areas adjoining the Resort Village 
District and serves as the gateway to the Bolton Valley Resort. The purpose of this district 
is to allow for moderate densities of coordinated, well-planned recreational, lodging and 
residential development in the immediate vicinity of the resort village, in an area that is 
served by centralized infrastructure and utilities, in a manner that reinforces the function 
of Bolton Valley as a compact resort village and protects significant natural features and 
environmentally sensitive areas. Development in this district should occur in accordance 
with a comprehensive development plan that establishes a clear indication of the intended 
type and pattern of future development.

(B) Permitted Uses (C) Conditional Uses (B) Permitted Uses (C) Conditional Uses

1. Accessory Structure/Use 1

2. Agriculture
3. Day Care Facility
4. Forestry
5. Mixed Use 1 2

6. Office 2 3

7. Personal Service 2

8. Place of Worship
9. Public Facility
10. Retail Store 2

11. Snack Bar

1. Accessory Structure/Use
2. Alpine Ski Facility 3

3. Community Center 3

4. Convention Facility 3

5. Cultural Facility
6. Dwelling/Multi-Family 3

7. Events Facility 3

8. Golf Course
9. Hotel 3

10. Inn, up to 24 guest rooms
11. Kennel 3

12. Mixed Use
13. Nordic Ski Facility
14. Office 3

15. Parking Facility
16. Private Club
17. Recreation/Indoor 3

18. Recreation/Outdoor
19. Restaurant
20. Retail Store 3

21. Telecommunications Tower

1. Accessory Structure/Use 1

2. Agriculture
3. Bed & Breakfast, up to 4 guest rooms
4. Day Care Facility
5. Dwelling/Accessory
6. Dwelling/Single Family
7. Dwelling/Two Family
8. Forestry
9. Group Home
10. Home Child Care
11. Home Occupation
12. Place of Worship
13. Public Facility

1. Accessory Structure/Use
2. Alpine Ski Facility 2

3. Community Center
4. Cultural Facility
5. Dwelling/Multi-Family 2

6. Events Facility 2

7. Golf Course
8. Hotel 2

9. Inn, up to 24 guest rooms
10. Kennel 2

11. Mixed Use
12. Nordic Ski Facility
13. Office 2

14. Parking Facility
15. Private Club
16. Recreation/Indoor 2

17. Recreation/Outdoor
18. Restaurant
19. Retail Store 2

20. Telecommunications Tower

1 permitted uses only, otherwise conditional
2 4,000 sf max, otherwise conditional
3 only as part of a PUD

1 permitted uses only, otherwise conditional
2 only as part of a PUD

(D) Dimensional Standards (D) Dimensional Standards

Minimum Lot Area 0.5 acre

Maximum Multi-Family Density 12 dwelling units/acre

Maximum Lodging Density 24 rooms/acre

Minimum Frontage/Road 75 feet

Minimum Setback/Front (from ROW) 15 feet

Minimum Setback/Side 10 feet

Minimum Setback/Rear 10 feet

Maximum Height 50 feet

Maximum Building Coverage 50%

Maximum Lot Coverage 75%

Minimum Lot Area 2.0 acres

Maximum Multi-Family Density 3 dwelling units/acre

Maximum Lodging Density 12 rooms/acre

Minimum Frontage/Road 100 feet

Minimum Setback/Front (from ROW) 15 feet

Minimum Setback/Side 25 feet

Minimum Setback/Rear 25 feet

Maximum Height 35 feet

Maximum Building Coverage 40%

Maximum Lot Coverage 65%
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FiguRE 16. BOLTON VALLEY DEVELOPMENT AND PERMITTING TIMELINE

YEAR DESCRIPTION ACT 250 PERMIT

1965 DesLauriers family purchases 6,000 acres of land for the 
development of the ski area.

1966 Opening of Bolton Valley Ski Area with 3 lifts (Wilderness Lift, 
Mid-Mountain Lift, Snowflake Bentley), 10 trails & 1 building 
that housed the base lodge, ski shop and a 24-room hotel.

1973 Expansion of the Base Lodge Hotel.

1980 Construction of a 100,000 gpd tertiary WW treatment plant. #4C0436

1983 Construction of the Sports Center.

1985 Addition of West Wing to hotel.

Installation of night lighting for ski trails.

1986 Opening of the Timberline Area with new fixed grip quad lift, 
trails, base lodge and parking.

#4C0436-3C

1988 Improvements to sewage treatment system.

1989 Additional night lighting for ski trails. #4C0436-5G

1990 20-lot residential subdivision on about 15 acres accessed via 
Snow Pond Road. The homes were never constructed.

#4C0436-11

1992 Driving range at the resort, which was not constructed. #4C0436-12

1993 8-lot residential subdivision on Blackberry Lane. The subdivision 
was not constructed.

#4C0436-13

Construction of Timberline Base Lodge and related site work. #4C0436-6C-4

1994 210 acres subdivided from the resort to be sold to GMP. #4C0436-14

1995 Subdivision of a 1,000-acre lot and a 100-acre lot at the resort 
for financing purposes.

4C0436-15

4-lot residential subdivision. #4C0436-16

Upgrades to the resort’s snowmaking infrastructure. #4C0436-7C

1996 Bank forecloses on the resort.

1997 Mason Dwinell signs purchase agreement for BVR, operates 
resort for one year and decides not to purchase.

1998 BVR does not open for the winter.

1999 Ned Hamilton (Bolton Valley Holiday Resort) purchases BVR.

2000 Construction of a new 8,000 sf maintenance facility and fire 
department substation, a 2,400 sf equipment shed, fuel tanks 
and parking area at the resort.

#4C0436-19

Construction of a 3½ story, 8,700 sf sports shop & admin 
building adjacent to existing lodge with 20 parking spaces.

#4C0436-21

Construction of surface lift and tubing slope. #4C0436-22

2002 Subdivision of the resort into 3 lots. Lot #1 consisting of the 
660-acre ski resort. Lot #2 consisting of 16.3 acres including 
the snowmaking pond. Lot #3 consisting of 4,670-acre parcel 
comprising the remaining land.

#4C0436-23

YEAR DESCRIPTION ACT 250 PERMIT

2003 Subdivision of Lot #3 from 2002 subdivision into 3 lots. Lot #1 
consisting of 1,130 acres to be sold to the Green Mountain 
Club. Lot #2 consisting of 142 acres to be sold to Silver Bow 
Communications including the telecommunications tower 
on Ricker Mountain. Lot #3 consisting of 3,398 acres to be 
retained by the resort.

#4C0436-24

Bank forecloses on the resort.

Bob Fries (Mountain Operations and Development LLC) 
purchases the ski area (Lot #1 from 2002 subdivision).

Douglas Nedde, Larry Williams and partners (Redstone 
operating as Catamount/Bolton Land LLC) purchase the 
remainder of the assets (3,500 acres of land, 60-room hotel, 
35-space parking garage, and water and sewer system).

The Base Lodge and Sports Center were sold to a 3rd party & 
leased to Mountain Operations & Development through 2048.

1,000 acres was sold for potential future development as a 
family compound. 

Larry Williams and Douglas Nedde joined Bob Fries in 
ownership of the ski area.

2004 Subdivision of Lot #1 from 2002 subdivision (Mountain 
Operations and Development LLC) into 3 lots. Lot #1 consisting 
of 689 acres to be retained by owner. Lot #2 consisting of 8.87 
acres. Lot #3 consisting of 10.1 acres.

#4C0436-27

2005 Installation of the Vista Quad fixed grip chairlift and 
construction of two new trails with night lighting and 
snowmaking.

#4C0436-29

Subdivision of Lot #3 from 2002 subdivision (Catamount/
Bolton Land LLC) into two lots (Lot #1 consisting of 1,000 ac. 
Lot #2 consisting of 2,398 ac to be retained by the owner.).

#4C0436-28

2006 Opening of the 4x4 Center, an off-road driving school to be 
operated May-Nov, by Michael Hopwood on land leased from 
the resort.

#4C0436-26

Construction of The Ponds, a 6,570 sf four-season wedding and 
event facility on resort property.

#4C0436-30

Commencement of summer lift-served mtn biking at resort. #4C0436-32

Subdivision and sale of 830 acres from the Catamount/Bolton 
Land LLC parcel (Lot #2 from the 2005 subdivision) as a 
woodlot and potential future home sites.

#4C0436-31

2007 Larry Williams and Douglas Nedde bought out Bob Fries and 
assumed full ownership of the resort.

2008 Development of an Act 250 Master Plan for the resort was 
commenced but not completed.

YEAR DESCRIPTION ACT 250 PERMIT

2009 Six-lot subdivision to be developed with 2 duplexes and three 
single-family dwellings of the approximately 15 acres off Snow 
Pond Road approved for a 20-lot residential subdivision in 
1990 (Act 250 Permit #4C0436-11). Parcel owned by a third 
party. To date, one home has been built.

#4C0436-11F

121-ft tall wind turbine installed on Vista Peak.

2010 Extension of 4x4 Center to year-round operation. #4C0436-26C

Creation of the 4x4 Center winter demonstration area and 
vehicle wash pad.

#4C0436-26D
#4C0436-26E 

Expansion of 4x4 Center driving course and trails. #4C0436-26G
#4C0436-26I

2011 Improvements to the community water supply system including 
a new water source.

#4C0436-34

2013 Subdivision of Mountain Operations and Development LLC 
parcel into four lots, one of which was conveyed to the state 
for conservation purposes.

#4C0436-35

2014 Act 250 Master Plan for the 4x4 Center. #4C0436-26J

2016 Expansion of 4x4 Center driving course and trails, including 
newly constructed trails.

#4C0436-26K

Construction of a 2,000 sf shop building with a fueling station 
for the 4x4 Center.

#4C0436-26L

2017 Group of investors, including the DesLauriers family, acquire 
the 700-acre resort.

2019 Resort owners acquire Bolton Lot #3 furthering reassembly of 
the land subdivided and sold in the early 2000s.
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sewer capacity. It is also identified in the 2013 ECOS Regional Plan as an area being 
planned for growth. The Town Plan calls for an assessment of whether the Bolton 
Land Use and Development Regulations are limiting development opportunities in 
Bolton Valley. It also calls for development of a master plan for Bolton Valley to guide 
future growth.

BOLTON ZONiNg REguLATiONS. There are four primary zoning districts within the 
study area – Resort Village, Resort Residential, Forest and Conservation as mapped in 
Figure 14 (page 15).

The Resort Village District includes land comprising the Bolton Valley Resort’s 
village base area that is served by the community water and wastewater systems. 
The purpose of the district is to allow for coordinated, well planned higher density 
development, including a mix of recreational, commercial, and multi-family residential 
uses within a compact village setting, in a manner that supports the development of 
the resort as a year-round destination while protecting significant natural features 
and environmentally sensitive areas. Development of Bolton Valley Resort property is 
required to occur in accordance with a master plan that establishes a clear indication 
of the intended type and pattern of future development. Most resort uses require 
conditional use approval and many also are only allowed as part of a planned unit 
development (PUD). The maximum density of multi-family residential development is 
12 units per acre and of lodging is 24 rooms per acre. Maximum structure height is 
50 feet.

The Resort Residential District encompasses areas adjoining the Resort Village 
District, including the Bolton Valley Resort entrance on the Bolton Valley Access Road. 
The purpose of this district is to allow for moderate densities of coordinated, well-
planned recreational, lodging and residential development in the immediate vicinity of 
the resort village, in an area that is served by centralized infrastructure and utilities, in 
a manner that reinforces the function of Bolton Valley as a compact resort village and 
protects significant natural features, ridgelines and environmentally sensitive areas. 
Development of Bolton Valley Resort property is required to occur in accordance with 
a master plan that establishes a clear indication of the intended type and pattern of 
future development. Single and two-family homes are permitted with a minimum lot 
size of 2 acres (nearly all of the residential lots within the study area are smaller than 
2 acres, making them nonconforming under the regulations). Multi-family residential 
is allowed as a conditional use only within a PUD and at a maximum density of 3 
units per acre. The district allows for resort-related uses with conditional use and PUD 
approval such as alpine ski, event, lodging, indoor recreation and retail facilities.

The land upslope from the resort districts are in either the Forest or Conservation 
zoning districts. These districts are intended to protect Bolton’s generally remote 
and inaccessible mountainous areas from fragmentation, development, and undue 
environmental disturbance, while allowing for the continuation of traditional uses 
such as forestry and outdoor recreation. The Forest District includes land between 
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1,500 and 2,500 feet in elevation outside the resort districts. Single-family dwellings 
are permitted, and ski and outdoor recreation uses are allowed as a conditional use 
in the Forest District. The Conservation District includes land above 2,500 feet in 
elevation. Residential uses are not allowed, and ski and outdoor recreation uses are 
allowed as a conditional use in the Conservation District. The minimum lot area is 25 
acres in both districts.

Natural Environment

Terrain, Slope and Soils
The Bolton Valley study area lies on the west side of a long north-south oriented 
mountain valley located along the central spine of the Green Mountains. The Bolton 
Valley Resort is one of the few west facing alpine ski area in Vermont.

As mapped in Figure 17 (page 18), elevations range from 1,200 feet at the 
southern end of the study area to above 3,400 feet at the summit of Ricker 
Mountain. Elevation of the resort’s main base area facilities is approximately 2,100 
feet and the Timberline base area is located at approximately 1,600 feet. The Thacher-
Wentworth residential neighborhood lies between 2,000 and 2,300 feet in elevation.

Natural Resource Conservation Service soil mapping indicates that the study area is 
characterized as Lyman-Marlow Association – generally shallow, stony and loamy 
soils, with shallow bedrock, and slopes ranging from 10 to 25%. Soil permeability is 
slow with limited potential for on-site wastewater disposal systems or stormwater 
management infiltration practices.

Watershed and Surface Waters
Bolton Valley Resort and surrounding developed land is located east of Joiner Brook 
within the Winooski River and Lake Champlain watersheds. Joiner Brook and its 
forested riparian buffer area lies at the bottom of the valley and flows south where it 
empties into to the Winooski River about four miles from the study area. Several small 
unnamed tributary mountain streams originate at the upper elevations of the valley 
and flow to Joiner Brook (see Water Resources map). 

There are no Class 2 jurisdictional wetlands shown on the Vermont Significant 
Wetlands Inventory map within the study area. However, previously conducted natural 
resource inventories suggest that Class 2 and 3 jurisdictional wetland areas are likely 
located throughout the study area.

Landcover and Forest Blocks
Northern hardwood forest is the predominant forest cover type at lower elevations 
within the study area with montane yellow birch – red spruce forest occupying higher 
elevations. This birch-spruce forest type has been classified as a significant natural 
community by Vermont Agency of Natural Resources (see Ecological Resources map). 

FiguRE 18. HABITAT AND FOREST BLOCK MAP
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FiguRE 19. WATER RESOURCES MAPNearly all of the land beyond the Base Lodge area, residential neighborhood and the 
Access Road corridor are within a state-mapped priority forest block.

Wildlife Habitat, Travel Corridors and RTE Species
The study area is contiguous with the Mount Mansfield Sate Forest lands to the 
north with the central spine of the Green Mountains representing a large contiguous 
stretch of relatively undeveloped lands serving as a significant wildlife corridor 
and habitat block for the region. Lands within the study provide habitat for rare, 
threatened and endangered species including:  

 } Bicknell’s Thrush, a native bird species that lives in high elevation spruce fir-
forests, generally above 2,800 feet. The Agency of Natural Resources and the 
Town of Bolton have required that the Bolton Valley resort set aside land to 
support Bicknell’s Thrush habitat. 

 } Bat species that may be found in the study area include the northern long-
eared bat (Myotis Septentrionalis), the tri-colored bat (Perimyotis subflavus) 
and little brown bat (M. lucifugus). Northern long-eared bats and little brown 
bats may hibernate in structures on the mountain throughout the winter.
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04 PUBLIC OUTREACH

Bolton Valley Residents Survey
Bolton Valley residents and property owners were surveyed in July 2019 as part of 
the process of to develop a master plan for the Bolton Valley area. The purpose of 
the survey was to provide a better understanding of who Bolton Valley residents and 
property owners are, why they choose to have a home or own property in Bolton 
Valley, and their vision for the future of Bolton Valley. 

Residents and property owners were invited to take the survey via a postcard and 
email. 141 residents and property owners responded to the survey – a 52% response 
rate by those who received a postcard at their mailing address.

Demographics of Survey Respondents

1. Is Bolton Valley your  
primary residence?

2. What is your age? 3. How many people live 
in your household?

CONCLuSiONS. The demographics of respondents was similar to that of the town 
as a whole. Those who have a primary residence in Bolton Valley were somewhat 
younger on average than those who had a second home or income property.

Respondents with a Primary Residence in Bolton Valley

4. Years lived at your current address? 5. Are you a homeowner or a renter?

6. Are you...?
7. If you commute, where is your place 

of employment?

CONCLuSiONS. Renters appear to be under-represented in the survey responses. 
Given that many of the residential addresses in Bolton Valley do not have mail 
delivery, it was difficult to contact residents who are not homeowners. It is also 
typical for renters to have a lower survey response rate than homeowners. The data 
suggests that there is a higher turnover rate of people moving in and out of Bolton 
Valley than in the town as a whole.

Respondents with a Second Home or Income Property in Bolton Valley

8. Years you have had a  
residence in Bolton 
Valley?

9. How many months 
per year do you live in 
Bolton Valley?

10. When during the 
year are you living in 
Bolton Valley?

11. Do you rent out your  
residence in Bolton 
Valley?

12. Were you previously 
a full-time resident of 
Bolton Valley?

13. Do you plan to 
become a full-time 
resident of Bolton 
Valley in the future?

CONCLuSiONS. The number of survey respondents who were second home or income 
property owners was too low to be a representative sample. It is likely that people 
who have owned property for a longer period of time in Bolton Valley and who are 
living in their residence for short periods throughout the year have the strongest 
connection to the community and were more likely to respond to the survey.
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Why Primary Residents Choose to Live in Bolton Valley

14. How important were the following to you when choosing your current residence in Bolton Valley?

SCALE: NOT iMPORTANT (1) TO VERY iMPORTANT (5)

Access to other outdoor recreation CONCLuSiONS. Outdoor recreation is clearly the primary 
reason many people choose to live in Bolton Valley. 
The written comments suggest that other aspects of 
the location are also important such as views and open 
space. Several noted that Bolton Valley was well located 
for couples that had jobs in opposite directions (i.e., 
greater Burlington and Montpelier areas) or people who 
travel around the state for work.

Characteristics of the home AVE: 4.02

Purchase price or rental cost AVE: 4.00

Access to the ski area AVE: 3.98

Characteristics of the neighborhood AVE: 3.72

Proximity to work AVE: 3.46

Proximity to family or friends AVE: 2.92

15. How important are the following in your decision to continue living in your current residence?

SCALE: NOT iMPORTANT (1) TO VERY iMPORTANT (5)

Access to other outdoor recreation AVE: 4.41 CONCLuSiONS. Outdoor recreation is an important 
reason many people choose to continue living in Bolton 
Valley. However, the comments suggest that there are 
also financial reasons why people are staying in their 
homes like the high cost of housing in Chittenden 
County, low property values making it not a good time 
to sell, and potential future increases in property values if 
the resort becomes more of a thriving destination.

Characteristics of the neighborhood AVE: 4.37

Characteristics of the home AVE: 4.14

Access to the ski area AVE: 4.08

Housing costs AVE: 3.90

Proximity to work AVE: 3.18

Proximity to family or friends AVE: 3.14

Why Second Home or Income Property Owners Choose Bolton Valley

16. How important are the following in your decision to continue having a residence in Bolton Valley?

SCALE: NOT iMPORTANT (1) TO VERY iMPORTANT (5)

Access to the ski area AVE: 4.84 CONCLuSiONS. Second home and income property 
owners more strongly indicated that the presence of 
the ski resort was the most important reason they had 
a home in Bolton Valley than those respondents with 
a primary residence. The comments suggested that this 
group was more concerned about revitalization of the 
resort and continued availability of and improvement to 
recreation facilities.

Access to other outdoor recreation AVE: 4.71

Characteristics of the neighborhood AVE: 4.45

Characteristics of the home AVE: 4.21

Housing costs AVE: 3.58

Rental income AVE: 3.03

Proximity to family or friends AVE: 2.89

How Residents and Property Owners Describe Bolton Valley

17. Which of the following words do you think describe Bolton Valley?

NATURAL RESORT NEIGHBORHOOD

RURAL VILLAGE REMOTE

18. What other words describe Bolton Valley?

outdoor
recreation

com
m

unity

friendlyauthentic

fun unique

lam
e

vermont

wildlifeoutdated

peaceful

paradise mountainous

an islandfamily-oriented

CONCLuSiONS. The majority of respondents identified Bolton Valley as a place 
characterized by its natural setting – slightly more than identified it as a place 
characterized by its built environment (resort or neighborhood). More respondents 
would describe Bolton Valley as rural than would describe it as a village. The themes 
that emerged in response to this question carry through in the answers to the 
questions about Bolton Valley’s future that follow.

59% 50% 48%

38% 34% 25%
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What Do Residents and Property Owners Envision for Bolton Valley

19. What do you see as priorities for Bolton Valley?
RANK:  1ST    2ND    3RD    4TH    5TH    6TH    7TH   8TH    NO

1. Becoming a 4-season destination CONCLuSiONS. Becoming a four-season destination 
and improving water and wastewater were top priorities 
for most respondents. While protecting the natural 
environment received a comparatively low overall 
ranking, it was the third most commonly selected top 
priority. Given the lack of support for the “keeping it as it 
is now” option, It appears that most survey respondents 
do want to see positive changes in Bolton Valley, but 
there is less consensus on what those positive changes 
would be.

2. Improving water and wastewater

3. Improving roads

4. Attracting businesses

5. Attracting residents

6. Improving walkability & bikeability

7. Protecting the natural environment

8. Keeping it as it is now

20. What is the one thing you would like to have stay the same in Bolton Valley?

Recreation Access. 32 respondents mentioned maintaining recreation access in their written responses. This included not 
only skiing (alpine, cross-country and back-country), but also hiking and general access to expanses of forest. The low cost and 
convenience were also important factors.

“  Access to skiing, hiking, mountain biking 
from the residential area.

“ Easy access to the outdoors!

“ Not overdeveloping by adding lots of 
condo buildings, keep the local feel.

“ Keep its “local mountain” vibe.

Small Size. 30 respondents expressed a desire for Bolton Valley to remain small and to not become an “over-developed” or 
“large-scale” resort. They used words like quiet, calm, peaceful, quaint and rural. They liked that it isn’t crowded, there aren’t lines 
and that it gets quiet during the off-season.

Sense of Community. 29 respondents thought it was important for Bolton Valley to maintain its sense of community. They like 
the small-town character. They believe that the sense of community and neighborhood is strengthened by there being so many 
people living on the mountain year-round, and the proportion of those permanent residents to seasonal residents and visitors.

“  A sense of community – seeing familiar 
faces working at the resort, activities that 
keep residents on the mountain, etc.

“ Rural neighborhood feel.

“ Nature at its best. Simple life. Local  
feel.

“ Keep the long distance views unblemished 
by development.

“ The natural beauty of the area.

Natural Environment. 26 respondents mentioned the natural environment and scenic beauty as elements of Bolton Valley that 
should be preserved. A number expressed the sentiment that they had moved to Bolton Valley because of its natural setting and 
rural character, and that they did not want to see those aspects change and the area to become further developed.

Family-Oriented. 14 respondents described Bolton Valley as family friendly and wanted it to remain that way. They mentioned 
programming and activities for children, and the safe neighborhood setting for kids. “  Great programming for families, like ski 

school, childcare, summer camps, etc.

“  Family oriented resort at reasonable 
prices.

“  Relatively low cost to ski.

Affordability. 13 respondents hoped that Bolton Valley would remain affordable. This included both the price of homes and the 
cost of skiing and other recreational activities.

Ownership. 7 respondents mentioned local ownership of the resort as something that should be maintained. “  The friendly local vibe. Family owned.
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21. What is the one thing you would like to have change in Bolton Valley?

Water and Sewer Systems. 43 respondents identified the water and sewer systems as something that needs improvement – 
clearly this is an issue of widespread concern amongst residents and property owners. Most were dissatisfied about the high cost 
for customers, which has reduced the affordability of living on the mountain. Others mentioned the lack of meters and overall 
transparency in the pricing and operation of the system. A few respondents commented on the need for repairs and upgrades.

“  The private water system is not sustainable 
and the prices are making it unaffordable 
for families to live here.

“ We need proof that BV is not subsidizing its 
business with our water rates.

“  More businesses and amenities please! 
It feels like a desert island up here 
sometimes.

“ More 4-season development to build a 
sustainable micro-economy.

Business and Resort Development. 25 respondents discussed the need for additional businesses and expansion of the 
resort into a four-season destination. Some expressed a desire for small-scale or sustainable development that would not change 
the character of Bolton Valley. Several respondents pointed to a need for a change in local regulations and in some residents’ 
opposition to growth to facilitate positive change on the mountain.

Amenities and Activities. 24 respondents expressed support for adding more amenities and activities such as a pool, horse 
stable and trails, and improved ski lifts, trails and snowmaking. Many respondents mentioned the need for off-season amenities 
and activities. Others wanted to see events and facilities that would support more community engagement and gatherings.

“ More community involvement. Not enough 
local get to know your neighbor events.

“  More spring and summer attractions.

“  The condition of all our roads, especially 
the Thacher/Wentworth loop.

“ A bus route would help out the  
community. 

“ Improve the Access Road!

Roads and Transportation. 24 respondents mentioned roads and transportation as areas for improvement. Most of the 
comments related to the poor condition of roads in Bolton Valley, and some had specific concerns like washouts related to 
inadequate stormwater drainage. There were also several comments about extending bus service to the mountain, and the need 
for additional parking or more parking enforcement.

Upkeep and Improvements. 17 respondents offered comments related to upkeep of property on the mountain generally and 
upgrades to some of the resort’s older facilities/buildings more specifically. They also mentioned issues like lack of high-speed 
internet, mail and trash service that affect residents’ quality of life. 

“ The recent improvements to the mountain 
have been awesome, but I think the lodge 
is the next thing that needs improvement.

“  My rent is pretty high and my landlords 
want to raise it. I wish the cost of living was 
lower so I could have more money to spend 
at the resort having fun!

“ Reduce property ownership costs. 

Taxes and Housing Costs. 9 respondents identified property taxes (primarily the education tax) and housing costs more 
broadly as something they would like to see change. These comments also related to concerns about the high cost of water/sewer 
service on the mountain. While most were concerned about housing affordability, one respondent thought that property values 
should increase.

Trails. 7 respondents mentioned expansion and improvement of trails as a positive change they would support in Bolton Valley. 
This included adding mountain biking and hiking trails, as well as comments about expanding and improving maintenance of ski 
trails.

“ Make actual trailheads with signs so folks 
know where to go.

“  A way to actually safely walk from 
Timberline to the Main Base area on a 
sidewalk or path would encourage more 
people to walk or bike rather than drive.
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22. Would you like there to be more recreation opportunities in Bolton Valley?

“  Recreation is the 
basis of Bolton Valleys 
business, expanding 
this just makes sense.

“ More recreational 
activities equals 
better economic 
conditions in Bolton.

“ It’s the reason we 
moved up here in the 
first place.

“ There are plenty 
of recreation 
opportunities already. 
More recreation 
would only bring more 
people.

“  This is a beautiful 
and natural area. 
Expansion will require 
damaging fragile 
terrain.

23. Would you like there to be more facilities or activities for kids in Bolton Valley?

“  I think Bolton Valley 
is already viewed as 
a family/kid friendly 
resort and area. 
Lots of people feel 
comfortable with their 
kids exploring BV on 
their own.

“ We have two kids and 
the family vibe up 
here is wonderful.

“  Bolton is for kids of all 
ages!

“ I think we already 
have many activities 
for kids at BV, 
especially now that 
we have the summer 
camps up and 
running.

“ Some adult only 
activities are good 
cause I do like to 
leave the kids home 
sometimes.

“  Would cause more 
traffic.

24. Would you like there to be more restaurants and shops in Bolton Valley?

“ Choices are limited. 
An actual grocery 
store or general store 
would be amazing.

“ Would love to not 
to have to leave the 
mountain for eating 
and shopping.

“  More people. More 
restaurants. More 
revenue.

“ Required to attract 
visitors.

“ Improve what we 
already have before 
adding new ones.

“ Eating and shopping 
at BV is already cost 
prohibitive. What is 
the point of more 
restaurants that 
are overpriced and 
run by the same 
establishment?

“ One resort is enough. 
I like the nature.

25. Would you like there to be more lodging in Bolton Valley?

“ More lodging 
increases revenue 
and visitors to support 
more restaurants, 
shops and 
programming.

“ It’s time for a new 
hotel, especially 
if trying to attract 
destination 
conferences, retreats 
and weddings.

“ Yes, but within limits. 
I still want to look out 
my door & see trees.

“ We gain nothing 
except a small 
increase in local taxes 
assessed and risk a 
loss of the character 
of the mountain.

“ There are plenty of 
places for people to 
already stay. I would 
support updating 
the hotel at the base 
area as it’s very 
dated.

“ I like the vibe at Bolton 
and want to keep it 
family oriented.

26. Would you like there to be more seasonal housing in Bolton Valley?

“  Would add to the tax 
base without stressing 
the infrastructure.

“ This would need to be 
tastefully managed, 
but a small addition 
of condos wouldn’t 
be bad. 

“ Needed for more 
employees to live at 
the mountain!

“ Yes, but only if at the 
resort.

“ There is plenty of 
housing here. Adding 
more would ruin the 
character of the 
mountain.

“ The current water/
infrastructure 
issues need to be 
addressed before we 
add more housing.

“ Don’t want to see lots 
of new development 
to provide more 
seasonal housing. 
Land up here is 
fragile..

27. Would you like there to be more year-round housing in Bolton Valley?

“  Year round residents 
provide stability to 
local economy.

“ I enjoy the community 
of people living on 
the mountain. It is 
like suburbia in the 
mountains.

“ Moderately priced, 
but not many more.

“ Done in a way that 
doesn’t look like a 
development or take 
away from the beauty 
of the area.

“ There’s plenty of 
housing on the 
mountain.

“ We have water issues 
that barely support 
existing housing.

“ Current inventory has 
dampened property 
prices. This needs to 
be addressed first 
prior to new building

“ I like our small 
population.

YES
80%

NO
20%

YES
84%

NO
16%

YES
76%

NO
24%

YES
55%

NO
45%

YES
46%

NO
54%

YES
60%

NO
40%

CONCLuSiONS. The majority of respondents were in favor of the resort becoming 
a four-season destination with expanded recreation opportunities and supporting 
amenities – access to recreation is a primary reason why people live or own 
residential property on the mountain. Many respondents were supportive of a strong 
local economy anchored by the resort, and many cited the benefits of jobs, revenue, 
and increased property values that might result from economic growth. There was a 
recognized need for employee housing on the mountain by a number of respondents, 
as well as for additional housing in general regionally. 

However, nearly all of this support is counter-balanced by a desire to not significantly 
change the current character of Bolton Valley and to protect the environment and 
natural beauty that residents highly value. This is evidenced by the lack of strong 
majorities either for or against there being more restaurants, shops, lodging or 
housing in Bolton Valley, and the associated written comments. Many of those 
comments expressed conceptual support for development but within specified limits 
(type, scale, appearance, ownership, etc.) and dependent on location (on resort 
property, on the Access Road, in the neighborhoods, etc.). A sizable minority of 
respondents are opposed to any additional development or expansion of activities 
that would bring more people or traffic to Bolton Valley.

It is clear from the survey results that overall most respondents like their homes and 
neighborhoods in Bolton Valley largely as they are today. They want those elements 
of the area that they value – convenient access to recreation, a setting characterized 
more by the natural than the built environment, affordability, and a resort that has a 
small, local, family-oriented feel – preserved and enhanced.
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Written Comments

What is the one thing you would like to have stay the same in Bolton Valley?
1. Steady ownership

2. Natural environment 

3. All skiing, cross country and hiking trails 
preserved and well maintained, with high 
quality supporting amenities, including 
high quality resort dining restored.

4. Quaint ski resort, family owned 

5. The Deslaurier family ownership

6. Night skiing 

7. The overall size

8. Protecting the environment and natural 
resources

9. The Community

10. No additional residential development. The 
natural & rural character is why we chose 
to move here and chose to continue to 
own here. We don’t want this to become 
overbuilt like Stowe or Jay Peak

11. Weather

12. A sense of community, e.g. seeing familiar 
faces working at the resort, activities that 
keep residents on the mountain.

13. Family-friendly

14. Affordability!

15. Access to hiking and skiing 

16. The name

17. Quiet

18. The natural beauty of the area

19. Family oriented resort at reasonable prices

20. The family feeling. Skiers mountain. Not 
corporate. 

21. Low ski pass prices

22. Nature should not be disturbed with 
massive development, but improving 
services to attract more tourists could be a 
very good thing.

23. The people.

24. Relatively small size – making it larger 
would just put in competition with 
other large ski areas, and its proximity 
to Burlington keeps it a neighborhood 
ski area, and keeps it from getting too 
crowded.  

25. The non-commercial feel

26. Access to the trails and lifts

27. Access to trails for hiking in off-ski season

28. The friendly nature of the residents

29. Small town feeling

30. Friendly and lively environment

31. The small town local charm, knowing 
people

32. Keep it simple. We don’t need to be an all-
out resort such as Stowe.

33. Keep the long distance views unblemished 
by development.

34. Quiet in summer

35. This is quiet, small town Vermont. All 
businesses seek growth, change, and 
wealth. What we want is contrary to BV’s 

interests, as it cannot achieve wealth 
without development and destruction. The 
old models regarding progress no longer 
apply.

36. Great programming for families, like ski 
school, childcare, summer camps, etc.

37. The scenery

38. The comfortable feeling of a safe and 
caring community

39. Community involvement 

40. Pretty calm. Not too busy 

41. Environment

42. Ability to walk to recreation and including 
the lifts

43. Sense of Community, family-driven & 
focused, the resort’s mission that strives to 
make skiing and snowboarding affordable 
for all people, not just people with wealth. 

44. Access to trails in off season

45. Season pass cost

46. Access to a restaurant/pub and the ski 
resort.

47. Home environment vs hoity toity resort with 
reasonable prices, and attention to detail 

48. Access to skiing and the resort being 
central to the community 

49. Sense of community

50. Access to trails, mountain.

51. Finding solitude in the woods

52. The ownership of Bolton Valley

53. The natural state of surroundings. 

54. Backcountry skiing access

55. And free access to the natural resources 
surrounding us

56. Keep the local family vibe

57. Price of homes. 

58. The people

59. Nature at its best. Simple life. Local feel.

60. Lack of pretension

61. Cost

62. Low development 

63. Not overdeveloping by adding lots of 
condo buildings, keep the local feel 

64. Keeping it rural and green

65. Stay peaceful 

66. Relatively low cost to ski 

67. Affordable skiing

68. RT still leads out of town.

69. Family friendly mountain and nice 
neighborhood surrounded by our natural 
environment.

70. The affordable part of it

71. Easy access to the outdoors!

72. Short lift lines

73. Keep it’s “local mountain” vibe

74. Willingness for innovation and improvement 

75. Rustic and Backcountry skiing.

76. Land trust 

77. Its rural nature

78. All season land access

79. Undeveloped woods

80. Close and safe community 

81. Accessibility to the slopes and cross 
country skiing

82. That it is a walkable neighborhood for us 
and our cats.

83. Nature

84. Hometown/neighborhood/tight community 
vibe = safety. Also, easy access to 
backcountry 

85. The friendly, unpretentious nature of the 
resort and surrounding area.

86. I like the quaintness.

87. Family vibe

88. The small community family friendly feel...

89. Family focus and great access to the back 
country. 

90. The family atmosphere

91. The sense of community and support of 
locals living at the mountain

92. The small town community feel.  

93. The neighborhood feeling, where the kids 
can safely roam around respectfully. 

94. Rural feel

95. Minimize development behind Wentworth 
road...Act 250 prohibits.

96. Rural neighborhood feel. Not worrying if I 
forget to lock doors when I leave my house

97. The mountain people!

98. Rustic 

99. The ski resort. In fact making it bigger. 

100. Family-oriented

101. Access to the outdoors and outdoor 
adventure....More of that! Great family vibe.

102. The community feel! Aka staying residences 
and not only hotels/ rentals.

103. Wilderness and not a lot of people off 
season

104. The ski resort continues to stay open 

105. Less year round residents.

106. Access to the trails 

107. The small community feeling.

108. Taxes

109. Family atmosphere 

110. The great sense of community. 

111. Community feeling

112. Access to the wilderness

113. Easy access to skiing, hiking, mountain 
biking from the residential area

114. Night Skiing

115. The friendly local vibe. Family owned.

116. Easy access to hiking

What is the one thing you would like to have change in Bolton Valley?
1. Bolton’s realization that their continued 

existence and growth tied to the resort, 
without it they will be just another dying 
Vermont farm community. 

2. Updates 

3. Good, thoughtful management and 
stewardship.

4. Improve the access road!!!! 

5. Infrastructure

6. Better restaurant & grocery store 

7. More parking

8. Resort to do well

9. Improve our access to the amazing natural 
spaces here. Make actual trailheads with 
signage so folks know where to go instead 
of the current state of telling people to look 
for at the pull off and then the opening 

in the underbrush by the fourth tree from 
the big rock. If there was a way to actually 
safely walk from Timberline to the Main 
Base area on a sidewalk or maintained 
path connecting the different areas 
in between that would be perfect and 
encourage more people to walk or bike 
around the area instead of driving

10. Make rules and enforce them about 
outside storage and unregistered vehicles 
at all condominiums

11. More investment and promotion

12. More one stop- dining, shopping etc

13. More activities 

14. Road conditions and outside appearance 
of condos & hotel

15. Water for residents, highest percentage 
possible for snow making.

16. The road improved

17. Better roads, walking paths and bike paths, 
horseback riding stables

18. More summer offerings for residents and 
vacationers

19. Communication between departments. 
Should have more of mountain open when 
conditions are good. 

20. More amenities 

21. Improve ski lifts - make them detachable, 
fast and having screens.

22. The activities for people who are “weekend 
warriors” are non-existent. Most weekly 
activities are on Thursdays and Sundays. 

Very few Friday night activities or Saturday 
activities.

23. Dependable water supply

24. Global warming

25. Property values go up

26. No fireworks during animal hibernation 
(no loud fireworks, ever -- the moose have 
disappeared)

27. Upgrading the resort buildings

28. More events/activities during non-ski 
season

29. Lack of activity

30. Better grooming of the Nordic trails

31. Everyone should have access to a USPS 
mailbox, not just the condo residents. 
There should be a bank of mailboxes for all 

residents, not at $50 annual PO Box “tax” 
for some residents. Also, something needs 
to be done about the cost of water/sewer 
and the overall quality/reliability of the 
water systems.

32. More spring and summer attractions

33. Better parking lots and better storm water 
management.

34. Town of Bolton needs to address the 
roads. Water and Sewer company needs 
to provide transparent information re its 
activities, as information moving through 
the neighborhood about nonprofit versus 
profit status have led to reduced trust. We 
need to know that residence’s needs are 
met at least equally with business’ needs. 
We need proof that BV is not subsidizing its 
business with our water rates.

35. More opportunity for businesses and 
sustainable development

36. No Boil Water Notices and water Costs

37. Cost of water, garbage pickup and taxes

38. Water / waste water system utility shouldn’t 
a be private for profit entity rather a fire 
district eligible for grants and run open 
book.

39. Roads

40. Reduced taxes

41. Cable/internet service poor/slow

42. Have the village grow and have more 
amenities

43. A bus route would help out the community 
and build community. The private water 
system is not sustainable for our community 
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and the prices are making it some many 
families cannot afford to live here. 

44. Cost of utilities

45. Water bills!!! 

46. My rent is pretty high and my landlords 
want to raise it because the water is so 
expensive among other things. I don’t know 
how, but I wish the cost of living was lower 
so I could have more money to spend at 
the resort doing fun things!

47. More affordable water prices

48. First thing comes to mind is the high cost of 
water/sewer - this may prevent community 
from being able to maintain their homes 
etc.

49. Sense of community

50. Cost of living 

51. Pave notch rd

52. Road, water improvements

53. Water and Sewer

54. More community involvement. Not enough 
local get to k ow your neighbor events.

55. More mountain biking

56. Would love to have public transportation 
- even just from the bottom of the access 
road

57. A few more stores along Route 2 in the 
village. It would be great to be able to grab 
a meal or more grocery items minutes from 
home. 

58. Discount of Bolton Valley residents to the 
resort

59. Zoning and regulation that inhibits growth.

60. Water/sewer costs

61. Organizational/planning finesse --- vision

62. Roads

63. Cable service - before Wentworth and 
Thacher are paved, the cable company will 
install lines up the roads if 12 residences 
commit to service

64. Improvements in the water system

65. A more centralized location/events to build 
the community feel.

66. Accessibility

67. Low Cost Rental Properties

68. Water bills are not affordable to the 
average household and will impact when/if 
we want to sell our home in the future 

69. Improved infrastructure 

70. Lower taxes

71. The recent improvements to the mountain 
have been awesome - disc golf, mountain 
biking, tavern open in the summer, 

everything looks clean and nice, but I 
think the lodge is the next thing that needs 
improvement.

72. More places to live/ condos, and 
apartment buildings..

73. More 4-season development to build a 
sustainable micro-economy, but balanced 
against becoming the RT 100 zoo that is 
Stowe....

74. More business 

75. I would like to see some leadership keeping 
the neighborhoods clean... It seems a 
majority of residents here don’t pickup 
after their dogs and the neighborhoods 
are covered in dog poop. There doesn’t 
seem to be information given to residents 
or any monitoring on proper disposal of 
landfill and recycling trash... A lot of people 
throw recycling in the landfill trash and 
vice-versa, and don’t seem to know or care 
about recycling laws.

76. Internet service 

77. 365 days of annual operation

78. Faster internet service! 

79. I’d like reasonable water sewer bills and 
flowers planted in the median Where 
Wentworth Road meets the access road

80. The condition of all our roads, especially 
the Thacher/Wentworth loop

81. Reduce property ownership costs. Seems 
like the low number of students at Smilie 
could be bused to Richmond and close 
and sell the building 

82. Drainage issues leading to washouts 

83. Lower water and sewer rates.

84.  Cost on sewer and water is too high.

85. Speed limit signs and signage about 
children in the neighborhood and no 
parking on the traveled portion of the 
highway are currently knocked down on 
Thacher Road and it doesn’t seem the Town 
is in a hurry to get them back up. I believe 
the snow plow is what knocked them down.

86. Water situation

87. Improved lifts and snowmaking, postal 
delivery to houses, reduced prices for 
water/sewer service, general infrastructure 
modernization

88. More businesses and amenities please!! 
It feels like a desert island up here 
sometimes. If only we had an exit off 89, 
I imagine the area could start thriving 
quickly (I know that’s a long shot, but one 
can dream). Also, more affordable utilities. 
The most basic of needs (like water) are 
priced through the roof.

89. More reliable and less expensive water.

90. Baselodge renovation

91. Continue the year-round services at the 
mountain (dining, tavern, events, etc).

92. More summer activity: mountain biking, 
better maintained hiking and running trails, 
tennis, swimming, etc. 

93. The water system. The water bill is killing 
me.

94. The water system needs to be repaired and 
more affordable 

95. A more affordable water and sewer district 

96. More affordable water system!

97. More development on mountain Road to 
include hotels, restaurants

98. More trails...Hiking and biking. 

99. Fix Thacher/Wentworth roads. 

100. The water bill, especially for single parent 
household 

101. Water cost

102. Improving the infrastructure. Resort, roads, 
water system. 

103. Roads, water and sewer

104. Water system, quality & cost

105. More businesses at the top.

106. More vertical/ skiing area if possible. Hotel 
could maybe use an outside update for sex 
appeal.

107. Water and sewer

108. Better updated roads & maintenance 

109. The water and sewer cost is grossly 
expensive and needs to be more 
affordable.

110. Lower water rates And improve roads 

111. Outdoor pool added to summer activities.

112. More open minded people in order to 
promote growth of the community and the 
amenities.

113. Add an actual convenience store, not the 
resort’s overpriced hotel shop.

114. In desperate need of updating 

115. I would like our water, sewer, and road 
infrastructure to be improved and made 
more reliable. 

116. Expand it to four season which help build a 
better community and more vibrant area.

117. Have fine dining

118. Better and/or less expensive infrastructure 
(internet, water & sewer) 

119. Using Meters to bill for Water

120. New Hotel. Outdoor pool.

121. Hands down..Improved water and 
wastewater systems.

Yes, I would like there to be more recreation opportunities in Bolton Valley.
1. Previously existing facilities such as tennis 

courts were destroyed. Essential to bring 
this and other activities back to make BV a 
year round resort

2. More recreation would be great but not at 
the expense of the natural character of the 
area. Modernizing and fixing up the Main 
Base & Timberline areas would be great

3. It attracts and keeps folks on the mountain

4. More recreation will attract more families 

5. An updated Sports Center with a pool is 
much needed.

6. Attract more residents and fun

7. More to do, more revenue 

8. To bring more vacationers to the area

9. There is a lot to do however if more were 
there we would probably use them. 

10. Not enough variety

11. More tourists, more vital economically 
place.

12. Activities during Saturdays for us weekend 
people. 

13. If we ever decide to rent, it would be nice 
to have tennis courts and/or a putting 
green. 

14. They need it to survive

15. More recreation opportunities means more 
visitors and more income

16. Maybe offer gondola rides in summer? 
For older people to appreciate. Maybe 
outside ice skating as a change of activity 
for younger ones. Proximity to Burlington 
makes it a natural nature destination.

17. People love Vermont for the recreation 
(and beer)

18. There is an opportunity to generate 
successful business to the community. Not 
at the expense of the environment but to 
make the area desirable and enjoyable 
with controlled activity.

19. For diversity. I like that folks can up climb 
Bolton in the mornings instead of going to 
the gym -It’s the correct VT way of doing 
things!

20. I’m as interested in renting my condo 
to short term vacationers as I am in my 
own use of the unit. More recreational 
opportunities means more interest in short 
term vacation rentals.

21. Recreation is the basis of Bolton Valleys 
business, expanding this just makes sense. 
Some beginner biking trails would be nice.

22. To generate more business

23. Recreational opportunities are what BV has 
to offer

24. Of course! I think this place is magical. I 
think mountain biking is a great idea, ice 
skating, summer camps for kids. In the 
summers an outdoor theater would bring 
folks and add an attraction to our area. 
I think a continued focus on improving 
infrastructure first and foremost with 
the direction being towards renewable 
energies. 

25. Would love some more beginner mountain 
bike terrain. 

26. Down hill mountain biking with lift service 

27. Trails need maintenance in the summer but 
there is so much potential! – i.e., mountain 
biking & hiking

28. It would be great to develop the current 
opportunities, similar to the new walkway to 
the Potholes. Expanding the same idea to 
have clearer parking/signage for the area 
hiking trails, climbing and other waterholes 
along the Winooski. 

29. We love being outside and active!

30. To pursue the 4 season goal

31. To bring some cash flow into the resort 
for improvements to structures and 
surrounding areas 

32. That’s why I live in VT!

33. We live in a beautiful area - good to spend 
time outside Good to have recreation for all 
ages and experience levels

34. To help make it a year round destination 

35. The place is boring unless you ski

36. It’ll attract more people

37. More recreational activities = better 
economic conditions in Bolton. Support 
the mountain bike / rock climbing / Bolton 
Potholes swimming / Long Trail hiking etc

38. The more people visiting... The more 
sustainable 

39. More positive traffic 

40. Recreation is its purpose. Everything else 
should serve that purpose.

41.  I would like the swimming pool available 
and clean year-round. It’s a good 7 foot 
pool, and I don’t use it because sometimes 
it’s disgusting Any pool. New pool !! And 
even though we don’t have a library I’d like 
to have easy access to a library because I 
pay taxes, and how about a pool 

42. Encourage the ski area and the owners of 
the Ponds to add functions like a zip line, 
slope side concerts with meals, increase 
the year round uses of the mountain 

43. We need an ice skating rink. A larger 
Sports Center. Winter tubing. Huge outdoor 
swimming pool. Zipline. Better Ropes 
Course. Lift running for mountain biking. 

More part-time jobs in the summer to help 
locals who lived up here.

44. In the past, the summer months were 
wasted opportunity for the resort and the 
community. More commerce there means 
higher property values for all of us. 

45. Attract tourist

46. The more the merrier. 

47. It would be nice for the business to grow 
and provide more family friendly events. 

48. Need 4 season activities to survive as 
business

49. More things to do without driving down the 
mountain

50. The more reasons to get people up to the 
mountain, during all seasons, the better to 
support our local businesses and provide 
more services to the community.

51. It’s the reason we moved up here in the first 
place.

52. Attract more people, increase value

53. Raise property values
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54. More things to enjoy year round

55. More non-winter activities would be great.

56. Pickle Ball tournaments, outdoor BBQ /pool 
at the Sports center.

57. Allow BV Resort to expand its operations 
and recreation facilities.

58. Biking

59. Increase in popularity=increase in property 
value 

60. Not looking for Bolton to become over built 
or over populated, but it would be nice 
for the residents who live here to have the 

option to not travel off the mountain to 
do some activities that could easily made 
available here.

61. I think there is plenty of access to 
recreation at BV, and I see no need to 
restrict it. 

62. Recreation advances will help the area 
grow.

63. Depends what they would be, however 
Adds vitality to the resort.

64. Need to figure out how to link the resort to 
the VAST trail system

No, I would not like there to be more recreation opportunities in Bolton Valley.
1. There is plenty there already

2. I think there is an overall good mix of year 
round activity that the mountain and Sports 
Center has to offer. I’d welcome more 
outdoor activities, but I don’t think we are 
lacking in any particular area. 

3. This place is already a destination for 
recreation, it’s great!!

4. This is a beautiful and natural area. 
Expansion will require damaging fragile 
terrain. 

5. I love enjoying the nature and natural 
environment around my home

6. There are plenty of recreation opportunities 
already. Increasing the opportunity’s 
would only bring more people, tourist to be 
specific 

7. Not a priority in my life

8. Do not want to draw more traffic 

9. Just more people

10. There are so many! Doesn’t seem like a 
priority to increase 

11. There are plenty for me already

12. What else is there besides what is already 
offered?

13. Lots of options already- just refine and 
improve the quality of what is already here 

14. I had a hard time answering this question 
because I feel like we already have many 
recreation opportunities now, and I can’t 
think of any more that would need to be 
added.

15. Plenty of rec opportunity currently that 
serves my family well, no need to spend 

more tax dollars bolstering a private 
business

16. It is somewhat quiet up here

17. Fine as is

18. There’s plenty to do

19. I don’t recreate here much.

20. I think we need to invest more in what we 
already have to make them better and 

therefore draw more customers. And then 
start considering more opportunities 

21. Other than improving existing summer trails 
for biking/hiking, I think more development 
on the mountain might reduce the natural/
remote feeling that makes BV unique

22. There are so many already?!

Yes, I would like there to be more facilities and activities for kids in Bolton Valley.
1. Focus on children supports continued 

existence and possibly growth.

2. Kids pool and open air and indoor 
supervised recreational activities

3. Sure kids activities are great

4. Parents go where kids will be happy

5. Absolutely! Babysitting services, activities

6. They grow the community 

7. More children, more families more revenue

8. Keep kids busy

9. Ensures that it will be attractive to families.

10. That’s the future

11. Kids bring their families with them!!

12. At least, could have a more regular pool 
availability and summer camp

13. Bolton is an affordable family friendly ski 
area. Id like to see it be family friendly 
(although some adult only activities are 
good cause I do like to leave the kids home 
sometimes!!)

14. Don’t need too much commercial themed 
additions but a balance of some sort of 

structure. There is nature everywhere that 
can provide areas of enjoyment.

15. To keep local families happy

16. The more families the better.

17. Bolton has always been a family friendly 
resort and should fortify this image with 
expanded opportunities.

18. Laying a foundation for Future Generations 
to continue using this recreation area

19. It’s good for the mountain 

20. Absolutely! Bolton is for kids of all ages!!! 
It brings the kid out in adults. Summer 
camps, tennis camps (if you the resort 
fixes), hiking/camping, lessons, and skiing/ 
snowboarding, ice skating. 

21. Bolton could really increase business with 
outdoor activities for kids - an outdoor 
pool/water area, camps, etc.

22. I don’t have children, but if I do it would be 
great to have options close to home. 

23. I have 3 kids so yes please to more!

24. To pursue the 4 season vision and to prep 
the long term returning visitors/customers.

25. Keep them occupied, healthy and out of 
trouble 

26. There seem to be a lot of kids on the 
mountain. If there are activities for them 
that’d be good. Would be nice to be a 
destination place for families from other 
parts of the state or region - help with local 
economy.

27. To help make it a year round destination 

28. There is nothing to do

29. I think Bolton Valley is already viewed 
as a family/kid friendly resort and area 
- lots of people feel comfortable with 
their kids exploring BV on their own. I’m 
not a parent, but I’ve always been a fan 
of the “Raised Jay” campaign that Jay 
Peak has been using for years - create a 
place where families and kids can explore 
in a somewhat unstructured but safe 
environment. Bolton’s a great year-round 
area for that!

30. Kids are the future. Without them a 
recreational area dies.

31.  But I don’t want kids to always be the 
priority. Have you ever gone to a pool and 

realized you couldn’t stay there because it 
was just kids kids kids. 

32. Yes, look at Jay Peak and Smugs. Zip lines, 
water slides, etc

33. As stated, the more attractive the resort is 
to active people the higher property values 
will stay or climb and that is good for 
everyone.

34. Provided there is demand for it

35. They are the future of Bolton Valley

36. Going in the right direction with summer 
camps - the more activities, the better. 

37. I always want my kids to have more 
opportunities 

38. Need broad range of activities

39. More attractive to families thinking of 
moving here

40. I think the last two years this has improved! 
Maybe swim lessons:)

41. Current opportunities and recent addition 
of skatepark and mountain bike trails are 
great. Improvements can be made - tennis 
courts, pool facilities, etc. which could drive 
higher participation in new summer camp 

program and create opportunities for other 
weekly programs during the school year. 
Shuttle from bottom of road is important to 
attract non BV kids. 

42. We have two kids and the family vibe up 
here is wonderful. The summer/winter 
camps that BV has going on are amazing.

43. I don’t have kids, but also would make 
Bolton a more appealing destination. 
Maybe a camping type summer camp 
down the road.

44. See last

45. Yes, but since we don’t have children living 
with us, we are not that concerned about 
it. Although, the Resort could only prosper 
further with more kids activities.

46. Day care is always a challenge. 

47. Kids are the future and will be essential for 
future growth.

48. Kids grow up and then bring their own 
families back to Bolton valley. It’s a critical 
feeder system.

49. It will attract new people

50. I think the camps that are running this year 
are a great addition, as is the skate park. 

Maybe continue to build on the mountain 
biking revival with more mellow trails for 
kids.

51. Watching the mountain kids grow up here 
has been a surprising benefit of living here. 
I’d like the resort to focus on its family roots 
first. 

52. Its important for children to enjoy and 
understand the outdoors

53. Good for local families

54. The kids are what part of what makes BV 
amazing -- so many families up in BV 
making it a more desirable place to live 
and invest. 

55. There are many already, but new ideas are 
always good

56. Only because I have young kids and kids 
keep the family vibe

57. I have children who would benefit

58. It seems that more homeowners are staying 
and having children 

59. Would attracts more family 

60. Kids activities are a good thing.

61. Hasn’t that always been the plan?

No, I would not like there to be more facilities and activities for kids in Bolton Valley.
1. Not against it, just no kids in our house

2. Plenty now

3. Don’t care my kids are older.

4. Don’t have kids.

5. N/A I do not have kids.

6. There is a facility for kids already.

7. Not needed. The wilds provide enough 
and the hiking up here is consistent with 
the marketed character of Vermont. I note 
this: While residents pay for the congestion 
during larger events, we also pay the same 

ticket rate as any other person accessing 
the ski area. 

8. Not a parent

9. Would cause more traffic 

10. Again, I think we already have many 
activities for kids at BV, especially now 
that we have the summer camps up and 
running.

11. I don’t have kids, so I don’t think my opinion 
should be factored in here.

12. I don’t have kids, so this is not a priority for 
me.
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Yes, I would like there to be more restaurants and shops in Bolton Valley.
13. Required to attract visitors and sustain 

residence.

14. BV has long needed a star restaurant with 
top chef as it can easily becomes choice 
destination for locals and tourists. Couldn’t 
ask for better ambiance 

15. Possibly. I think more important would 
be improving the quality of the existing 
ones and getting them to be open more 
regularly.

16. No need to leave the premises 

17. Would love to be able not to have to leave 
the mountain for eating and shopping.

18. But within balance

19. More people more restaurants more 
revenue

20. Not enough open during the entire year

21. Less need to go off the mountain

22. People like to eat good food when they 
come to a resort

23. It is nice to be able to enjoy coming to the 
mountain top and have access to food/

beverages. Finding a balance of quantity 
is important. Aesthetics and embracing 
the region are a great focus. Seeing 
health programs that are affordable and 
consistent as well as embracing current 
cultural needs ( yoga classes, nature trails, 
brewery visits) are smart.

24. The more choices the better.

25. Creative clusters of businesses attract more 
people to visit and stay at Bolton Valley.

26. To provide more options locally

27. Choices are limited and you never know 
the hours. An actual grocery store/general 
store would be AMAZING

28. I think having a few more options along 
Route 2 or the Access Road could capture 
some of the traffic already coming through 
town. 

29. The current restaurants need upgrading 
with little selection 

30. If it is going to be a village, having a 
general store or grocery store would be 
helpful. Coffee shop/lounge would be nice

31. Yes....but not a ton!

32. Choice is good

33. I think it will be tricky to pull off, but it would 
be great if people could spend a weekend 
at some combination of the Bolton Base 
and/or Timberline base areas. It seems 
a lot of people are staying at Bolton 
because it’s a good lodging deal, but 
are heading to Stowe / Waterbury. While I 
think that’s a good thing, in that it means 
Bolton isn’t crazy busy, it also seems like an 
opportunity for a little bit of development 
within the base area to keep folks within BV 
and keep the resort & area sustainable.

34. Grocery 

35. To support the recreational purpose 

36. Why not. Sure. 

37. Butlers has closed. It was nice to have hi 
end dining close by. The ski shop at the 
bottom of the hill closed

38. Again, not necessarily for our dining, 
though that too we would like to see more 
people visit and enjoy all aspects of BV. 

39. Provided there is demand for it

40. Mandatory for the visiting non skier

41. If business can support it - the more Bolton 
Valley can offer, the better the experience 
and options for the residents. 

42. Variety

43. I would love BV to turn into a little village 
where you can walk around pop into shops, 
grab a drink/food here or there, and then 
walk home through a cute neighborhood.

44. More options, attract more people

45. See last

46. As long as they are part of the immediate 
resort area & do not disrupt the home 
areas

47. It would be nice to have more/better 
dining options than what is there now. An 
affordable (normal prices not ski resort 
prices) general store.

48. But, that depends on the businesses that 
may be looking to come to Bolton. No need 
for fast food establishments and/or trinket 

shops. Need real businesses that can 
employ locals with decent wages.

49. Not enough at the moment.

50. Help build up community.

51. It will attract more new people

52. Maybe, and I’m not super passionate 
about this, there’s an opportunity for the 
Deli or some other space to be more of a 
General Store that carries meat/produce/
dry goods and household wares (bulbs, 
batteries, etc).

53. A small grocery store would be nice

54. Could stay up on my instead of traveling 
to town

55. This would benefit skiers and guests of 
mountain.

56. More is better, as long as it’s what the 
guests and locals want

57. Proximity 

58. I like bars and restaurants.

59. The tavern can get too busy at times.

60. Year round and more variety

61. So there are the restaurants at the ski area 
and then you can either drive 12 miles to 
Richmond or 12 miles to Waterbury for 
alternatives. Or 30 minutes to Burlington 
and the traffic.

62. When hanging out with friends we always 
have to go off the mountain to eat. 

63. Maybe 

64. There are hardly any!

65. Job opportunities. Providing more options 
for shopping and eating.

66. It’s lacking fine dining right now

67. It would be great to be able to do some of 
our shopping right here and not have to go 
to Williston or Waterbury

No, I would not like there to be more restaurants and shops in Bolton Valley.
1. Difficult question -- perhaps a couple 

more shops, but it is not the primary 
consideration

2. Like what’s there just fine. 

3. The restaurants there seem pretty good - if 
hours would permit more visits; maybe 
need to have overnight dining packages

4. I’m not against it but think the current 
infrastructure provides enough services 

5. Over the 3 years, I have lived here at Bolton 
and worked at the resort at points. My 
opinion is to dial in the restaurants you 
have currently first. The tavern has made 
so many improvements in the last 6 months 
and its actually somewhere I would eat 
now. I think to find the quality staff can be 
limited. I believe do not overextend yourself, 

maybe have some more pop-up stands 
like the waffle cabin with ramen or tacos 
but keep it simple, fast, always striving for 
quality and make the locations currently 
solid before growing more. 

6. If service and staffing improve, no need for 
more

7. We have plenty they just need more use.

8. Fine tune what you’ve got -- make the 2 
or 3 venues attractive foodie destinations 
-- invest in creating the great food “vibe” 
for BVR...make it THE PLACE to come for 
??some off the wall entry?? on Tuesday 
nights etc., (plus the always available 
5. 6 “always the best tapas/appetizers 
imaginable” -- get real about what “shop” 
will float - take care of folks recreational 

equipment needs, don’t worry about stuff 
folks can get off mountain. Do a limited 
QuicShop gen. store for mt. top folks - 
inventory tailored so folks don’t have to 
go off mt. for daily routine stuff --- “the 
BVR Cumies”. Space displays for selected 
artists...mountain top folks and others in 
area...running gallery motif.       

9. I think the couple existing restaurants and 
shops already struggle for customers, 
especially in off season.

10. The current amount is more than sufficient. 

11. I think we can support what is currently 
there. Don’t spread yourself too thin

12. I don’t particularly like the idea of 
additional commercial development. One 
resort is enough. I like the nature. 

13. Given current size of neighborhood, the 
current # of dining spaces and shops 
is adequate. As housing or year round 
visitation increases, more would be 
needed.

14. I think the resort has adequate restaurant 
and shops for a small resort. 

15. The Tavern, Fireside, Village Cafe and the 
Deli should be sufficient. The Timberline 
lodge could use some fresh ideas

16. Just add some grab n go pasta salad type 
stuff to the deli. 

17. Too commercial

18. Eating and shopping at BV is already 
cost prohibitive, what is the point of more 
restaurants that are overpriced and run by 

the same establishment?   Unless of course 
this means more tax revenue for the town 
that in turn decreases my household taxes, 
then I would say yes.

19. Need to get what we have now turned up 
a notch or 2.  Unless independent business 
owners come in then that’s a different 
viewpoint 

20. The only place I really go to are the Deli 
(love the espresso machine), James Moore 
Tavern, and Fireside. For me, they’re 
enough to have a good time.

21. With the tavern being open 6 days/week 
this summer, deli, and pizza shop...this 
seems sufficient for the crowd.

22. Given the challenges of the access road, 
restaurants up here will likely fail. The 

saturation point for for-profit facilities is 
likely very low.

23. Traffic

24. Again, improve what we already have 
before adding new ones

25. I think we already have enough shops and 
restaurants with a good variety.

26. Neutral

27. No..there’s enough. People want to do 
things not spend money, but if there 
doing fun stuff they’ll spend money ON IT.. 
(mountain biking, skateboarding etc...)

28. Depends on the business

Yes, I would like there to be more lodging in Bolton Valley.
29. Lodging choice promotes usage which 

promotes growth. 

30. If you build it they will come

31. But within limits. I still want to look out my 
door and see trees

32. More more more

33. No brainer

34. Visitors like to stay and play in the same 
place

35. More lodging increases revenue and 
visiting population to support more 
restaurants, shops and programming.

36. I think more options for people to stay 
and spend money in the area can have 
a lasting impact on our community. But 
environment and energy concerns need to 
be evaluated. 

37. BV is a bit rundown. Converting an existing 
condo or large house would offer choices

38. A newer hotel

39. It’s probably about time for the BV area to 
pick up a new hotel / conference center 
to keep things fresh, especially if trying to 
push destination conferences / retreats and 
weddings. 

40. Enough to support recreational purpose 
but not so much as to overwhelm the 
environment.

41. Yes. The hotel is not in great shape. 
Renovate, add more variety to the dining 
besides bar food and pizza 

42. Any impediments to renting property 
through Air B&B and other outlets should 
be removed. 

43. If you build it they will come

44. It’s hard to have family or friends visit due 
to the lack of decent lodging...the hotel is 
getting renovated but you’re not always 

guaranteed to be able to find one of those 
rooms.

45. More lodging will mean more business 
for the mountain, which is good for the 
community. Plus right now it’s limited 
with not enough rooms for big groups or 
weddings. 

46. Yes, but dependent on what this looks like. 
B&Bs, maybe. Village-like is the vibe I would 
prefer versus more urban style/big resort.

47. The current hotel needs to be updated & 
replaced, maybe a few more levels higher. 
This way it can accommodate more guests 
in same main areas

48. Definitely a need regarding BV Resort. 
Expansion at the Resort is a necessity for 
continued growth.

49. Allow more people to experience all that 
Bolton has to offer.

50. It will attract more new people
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51. Improvement of what is here is needed.

52. If the mountain can support it.

53. I have walked through the hotel, and it’s 
scary. Smelled like grandmas attic to me. 
Looks completely outdated inside and out. 
The Lotus lodge down the street is even 
worse. I walk my dog by there and I’m 
surprised people would actually pay money 
to stay there. The fence is broken, lawn 
overgrown and roof caving in outback. 
This place is not doing the community any 

favors with trying to make Bolton a better 
place.

54. I’d like more people to come to Bolton to 
help out area businesses

55. Increased tourism/recreation would 
be great, but I would like to minimize 
development on the mountain

56. There aren’t enough hotel rooms to create 
a resort atmosphere

57. More business would be helpful

58. Yes BUT only after the work is put into the 
current building here on the property, the 
roof, hotel rooms (tavern side) need repairs 
first and then expand. 

59. Improve current 

60. Think vertical -- several high end “pent 
house” family units rare enough and 
attractive enough to be booked year 
ahead; middle multiple person family 
units, small but with several beds/racks for 
larger families; lots of dorm/hostel racks 

with some privacy separation for   younger 
low resource families. --- Planned so 
that as customer base evolves spaces 
can be reconfigured for what ever target 
population is ascendant year to year. ???? 
As if I know what I’m talking about. 

61. Only expanding what’s already there. Not 
more development spread 

62. As long as the water and sewer system can 
handle it, and there is enough parking. 

63. All of the lodging needs updating to 
compete with more modern options 
nearby.

64. I don’t think we need more rooms per se, 
but I think we should offer some Hiker 
discounts for long trail hikers

65. If it’s sustainable and doesn’t start feeling 
like Stowe!

66. I think the current hotel is a bit dated, but 
I’m not sure how often it’s actually full, so 

maybe we already have enough places for 
visitors to stay. I rarely see that there’s many 
people staying at the lotus lodge...

67. More tourists. People like staying at 
affordable places, having a good time 
without having to spend a lot of money. At 
the same point this is the biggest money 
maker..there is plenty of stuff to do and 
plenty of room, there just needs to be more 
places to stay...

68. Yes supports other businesses

No, I would not like there to be more lodging in Bolton Valley.
1. There are plenty of places for people to 

already stay and they are rarely if ever fully 
booked. I would support updating the hotel 
at the base area as its very dated and I 
don’t blame people for not wanting to stay 
there

2. Seems like there is enough now

3. No, update what is there.

4. I am not sure there is a need for more 
lodging without more recreational 
opportunities 

5. Would need to build more which could be 
crowding 

6. I think there are buildings that should be 
renovated -- use what’s there -- make 
them desirable.

7. That would require more large scale 
development, which I do not favor.

8. Don’t really need more lodging, current 
lodging just needs to be updated and 
maintained

9. The current lodging needs to be better

10. Seems like that’s covered with all the 
airbnbs and the two hotels

11. Don’t need more tourists.

12. There are is already a lot of Airbnb lotus 
lodge and Bolton resort If there is demand 
then yes add more 

13.  But the people at lotus Lodge need to 
maintain property. 

14. Work to improve current offerings. Hotel is 
decaying.

15. Residents care more about their space

16. I can’t speak to the capacity and how full 
it gets, but again an update could go a 
long way.

17. I like the small charm

18. Parking/overcrowding/long lift lines.

19. It does not seem like the hotel can fill its 
rooms as it is.

20. I think lodging options are adequate, and 
the current water/infrastructure issues need 
to be addressed first.

21. Enough now just need improvements

22. It seems like there is enough

23. Hotel at BV resort doesn’t seem utilized 
enough yet. Get that filled and then add 
more lodging.

24. There is already enough. 

25. We have enough they just need potential 
upgrades to be more attractive.

26. I think the existing lodgings are rarely at full 
capacity, including vacant condos.

27. Not more, but continue to improve the 
hotel

28. I like the vibe at Bolton and want to keep it 
family oriented and just keep that Vermont 
vibe!

29. I would prefer to see investment in existing 
lodging facilities, rather than building new.

30. There are so many places to stay

31. Has no bearing on my family’s life, no 
need to bolster a private business with 
public funds.   Unless of course this means 
more tax revenue for the town that in turn 
decreases my household taxes, then I 
would say yes.

32. I don’t really ever have visitors 
unfortunately. 

33. We gain nothing except a small increase 
in local taxes assessed and risk a loss of 
the character of the mountain. Better to 
upgrade what’s here. Friends who stayed 
here said that facilities are lacking. 

34. Too much traffic

35. I don’t think the lodge reaches capacity. 
The Lotus lodge always seems to have 
space.  It is nice that Bolton isn’t too 
commercial

36. Existing facilities if enhanced quality-wise is 
sufficient for 5-10 years

37. Unsure

38. Don’t care.

39. Avoid crowding for amenities

40. Not sure, only if demand exists

Yes, I would like there to be more seasonal housing in Bolton Valley.
1. Seasonal visitors residing in the area 

provide a high level of funds into the local 
economy. 

2. More people means more need for services 
which means more jobs

3. More guests help Resort,

4. More more more

5. May be, but not too much to spoil all the 
pristine nature.

6. Growth

7. More opportunities for visitors to come and 
stay

8. I assume this means a bigger rental pool 
for the mountain? This again makes sense 
for catering to a larger population of 
guests.

9. I think this would need to be tastefully 
managed, but a small addition of condos 
wouldn’t be a bad thing

10. Enough to support recreational purpose 
but not so much as to overwhelm the 
environment.

11. I’m in favor of any activity that adds value 
to the long term likelihood of success for 
the mountain, which is vital to all property 

owners in Bolton and sustaining or 
increasing our property values

12. Although I really have no opinion that 
wasn’t an option.

13. Tourist like to spend $ with nice lodging 
options

14. Needed for more employees to live at the 
mountain!

15. Would be nice to see some employee 
housing. 

16. As long as built with ample parking to 
accommodate these new housing areas

17. It will attract more new people

18. If the mountain can support it.

19. It would be a great option for family 
and friends to have a place to stay other 
than my condo which is too small to 
accommodate all of them.

20. As long as it doesn’t get out of control and 
become over crowded

21. Would add to the tax base without stressing 
the infrastructure as much as with full time 
residents

22. I think this could be a benefit for the resort 
as well as the growing mountain bike 
mecca forming in Waterbury. 

23. Opportunities for young local folks to do 
care taking of such properties and for 
temp/seasonal employees to occupy them 
when unused. 

24. The resort struggles to get employees. 

25. Employee housing is always in demand. 
Vacancies during summer could be filled 
by seasonal staff from organizations like 
VYCC, who then may want to stay on to 
work at Bolton in the winter

26. If the economic growth can sustain it 

27. There’s literally only one condo available 
right now in the hotel...

28. Helps tax base

29. More staff housing

30. BV is a family-oriented mountain. Weekly 
Air B&B/condo style accommodations with 
multiple rooms and kitchens would attract 
this type of traveler.

31. Don’t really mind either way. Seasonal folks 
tend to spend more though, so that’s a 
good thing!

32. Only if at the resort.

33. This would provide an opportunity for 
Americans to work at an American Ski 
Resort.

No, I would not like there to be more seasonal housing in Bolton Valley.
34. No more or very little building. Minimal 

seasonal housing 

35. The hotel and other can work for visitors.

36. Have enough.

37. I would like to minimized infrastructure/
housing built on the mountain.

38. While I am not opposed to seasonal 
housing in BV, I prefer when houses and 
condos are occupied year round. 

39. The rental options through the front desk 
are limited and often mismanaged.  
Adding more wont help solve the problem 
and everyone is using Airbnb anyways 

40. Not sure our water/sewer system could 
handle it

41. There is plenty of housing here. Adding 
more would ruin the character of the 
mountain

42. More opportunities first

43. Not really seen as a need if there are 
rentals

44. Again, there is enough buildings to be used 
-- face lifts are necessary to customer’s 
appeal.

45. Lets get people up here first

46. Tourists suck

47. Full time residents take care of their space 

48. More seasonal rentals could lower value if 
they are built before the demand shows up.

49. Overcrowding.

50. The current water/infrastructure issues 
need to be addressed before we add more 
housing.

51. It seems like there is enough

52. Water and sewer infrastructure already 
seems stressed.

53. It’s already too crowded

54. Seasonal folks aren’t typically involved in 
the community other than being used for 
tax revenue 

55. I love this place as it is.

56. There seems to be enough

57. I own my home, it’s not required for me, no 
bearing on my family’s life.

58. Not sure.
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59. Traffic

60. Not sure it’s needed

61. There is adequate housing but help is short

62. Prefer full timers, but the resort does need 
to make a living.

63. Unless you have detected a demand -- 
such a high turnover of condos

64. I’d prefer to have year-round residents who 
have a stake in the community

65. Neutral 

66. Does not matter to me

67. Not sure. What is seasonal housing?

68. Not sure

69. I don’t know 

70. Don’t care one way or the other. Don’t want 
to see lots of new development to provide 
more seasonal housing. Land up here is 

fragile. Didn’t understand how much till we 
lived here.

Yes, I would like there to be more year-round housing in Bolton Valley.
1. Year round residence provides a stability to 

local economy.

2. More people more need for jobs

3. More great neighbors

4. More everything

5. Growth

6. Brings more people to the resort 

7. I enjoy the community of people living 
on the mountain, it is like suburbia in the 
mountains.

8. Same as #18, I think if the Access Road was 
improved that Bolton could be a great year 
round community in the mountains. (Get 
VTrans to put in an I-89 Exit already!!!)

9. Enough to support recreational purpose 
but not so much as to overwhelm the 
environment.

10. Yes, see last answer

11. Although I really have no opinion that 
wasn’t an option.

12. The more the merrier

13. This is a great place to live and the more 
people we have up here (within reason) 
the more the mountain will be able to keep 
things open throughout the year. There is 
definitely still room for growth. 

14. It will attract more new people

15. If the real estate trend supports it

16. See above

17. Larger tax base

18. I think this could help families for sure-but 
would like to know what someone vision is 
for this. 

19. Improvement of the condo life...Plus small 
lot development of single family units 
----If viable (i.e. family maintainable) 
employment expands in the Burlington/
Montpelier corridor.

20. Maybe if it’s not over done. I like the nature 

21. Within limits 

22. Will lower water and sewer rates and 
vibrancy of community

23. Moderately priced but not many more

24. Neighbors are good.

25. Would help her tax base. Provide more 
people to use the amenities we have 
now. As long as it doesn’t compromise 
the values of the condominiums that are 
already here that have been steadily going 
down in value if more year-round housing 
is to be created at Bolton Valley he needs 
to be built well unlike what we have now.

26. I purchased my home this year and it was 
the only single family home that has come 
up in my price point. It would be great to 
have that option for other people. 

27. Low Cost Energy Efficient Rentals 

28. I don’t really have a strong opinion here 
one way or another.

29. Bring in more year round residents that 
would be more concerned about the 
growth of the community.

30. If people want to live there

31. Year round people are what make this 
place thrive

32. Let someone else feel the pain

33. Increased supply could lower rents

34. Nice new options could be very appealing 
to skiing commuters.

35. Only if constructed responsibly 

36. New affordable condos would be 
awesome.

37. I’d prefer to have more year-round 
residents with a stake in the community, 
but ONLY if the water/sewer issues are 
resolved first

38. I am hoping more housing would lead to 
better services up here 

39. Yes, but done in a way that doesn’t look 
like a development or take away from the 
beauty of the area

No, I would not like there to be more year-round housing in Bolton Valley.
1. Not a lot available during the ski season.  

2. Again in a right proportion, to keep the 
place pristine.

3. Unless we’re talking about converting short 
term rentals into year-round housing, we 
do not need to build any more housing up 
here. This zone is already highly developed 
and impacted.

4. There are a good number of condos 
available now.

5. Current water system/supply cannot handle 
it. Neighborhood growth is dependent on 
sound, reliable, economical water and 
waste water system. 

6. We have water issues that barely support 
existing housing

7. I would like to minimized infrastructure/
housing built on the mountain.

8. Rarely is there ever “No Vacancy”. 

9. Not sure our water/sewer system could 
handle it.

10. There is plenty of housing here. Adding 
more would ruin the character of the 
mountain

11. There’s plenty of housing on the mountain.

12. Nice to have it small

13. Some more is OK but keep it limited. 
Charm 

14. It’s nice and quiet now in the off season.

15. The current water/infrastructure issues 
need to be addressed before we add more 
housing.

16. It seems like there is enough

17. Don’t care one way or the other

18. There is plenty of housing and more would 
feel like nature is no longer the focus.

19. Existing housing should be better cared for 
before more is built. Existing housing is not 
a full capacity.

20. I like our small population

21. Unnecessary for my family,   Unless of 
course this means more tax revenue for the 
town that in turn decreases my household 
taxes, then I would say yes.

22. Traffic 

23. Not sure it’s needed

24. Current inventory has dampened property 
prices. This needs to be addressed first 
prior to new building.

25. I like it like it is.

26. Fine the way it is.

27. Utilities and water prices will increase for 
everyone. Risk of more frequent complaints 
about the roads, water, taxes, etc.

Anything else you would like us to know about your experience living or owning property in Bolton Valley or your vision for the future of the area?
1. Owning property over 40 years has resulted 

in little growth in value primarily due to 
its and the community relationship to the 
resort and its problems. Bolton without the 
resort will become another Jonesville, losing 
its independence, school, etc.

2. Needs to attract so that it is sustainable 

3. Make BV the best around or as a minimum 
restore back to the charm of the early 
1980s

4. Needs to be resort like. Everything you need 
for vacation should be available at the 
mountain. No reason to leave. 

5. The biggest issue for us has been lack of 
stability and improvement of the mountain. 
Things have started to get better in the last 
year or so, but the mountains infrastructure 
needs attention before anything new is to 
be added. The lifts are old, the base lodge 
is old & in bad shape, the road is a mess 

although the couple sections that got 
repaved are nice, the water service fails 
multiple times per year and the amenities/
shops/restaurants are all old and outdated. 
In summary please just fix what we have so 
that we can have reliable modern services 
and don’t expand and try to turn Bolton 
into one of the mega mountains like Jay, 
Stowe or Killington

6. It’s nice to escape to a place so different 
from where one lives most of the year.

7. Fix the water situation! Quickly!

8. I’m nervous people won’t buy if water/sewer 
costs are expensive. 

9. Great place, friendly, needs a spruce and 
goose

10. Make the gym and tennis year round

11. Keep it simple-cross country skiing, alpine 
skiing, tennis, volleyball etc. Keep up the 

grounds. No random vehicles parked there 
and looking unkempt.

12. Love the way things are moving forward but 
want it to maintain its family feeling and 
appeal. Thank you. 

13. I like its ruralness. It does need more to 
do. Not everyone likes to bike or play disc 
golf. Hiking trails and snow tubing would 
be great. 

14. A stable ownership with a long-range plan 
of sustainable growth without losing the 
small mountain feel

15. Being so close to Burlington and having 
night skiing is an amazing opportunity for 
full time residents and vacationers

16. Why not get wind turbine operating again? 
Controversy? Don’t apologize for it! (act 
like republicans) A nature trail along the 
cross-country loops could be interesting -- 
moose/ deer/ wildlife habitat appreciation

17. We lived there for 15 years and we still miss 
being there! 

18. I’d love to see the resort grow and offer all 
kinds of events/recreation/etc. for people. 
People love Bolton because it’s not as 
expensive and pretentious as Stowe. I feel 
good about bringing my kids here to learn 
how to ski. I’d love to bring them during the 
summer too.

19. More community vibe on the mountain 
would be great. Possibly consider 
appreciate the people who have chosen 
the mountain as their home -- even 
consider small discounts to make a feeling 
of belonging. Owners are an asset and free 
marketing. Happy community is a healthy 
environment for a resort. Embrace what is 
already there. Treating people who own a 
condominium like that are not desired is 
not the best feeling. Owners are revenue in 
a town. Working together is smart.

20. I feel lucky to live there. I like the small-
town charm and would hate to lose that 
so others can make more money. -See 
Stowe, Mt. Mansfield and Sugarbush -too 
commercial

21. Best decision I ever made was buying a 
place on Wentworth. We love the 4-season 
access to the mountain because we ski/
hike/bike/climb/snowshoe/skateboard/
etc. The neighbors and community 
are wonderful, and the resort is not 
overdeveloped and over-hyped. It’s a 
really great balance and we love it. We are 
looking forward to the transition to full time 
residency over the next 10-15 years.

22. The valley should exploit the potential 
for four season recreation. What about 
zip lines? More bike trails? Day camp 
programming? Concert series? The 
possibilities are unlimited. 

23. I envision a quiet, family-oriented 
community that is respectful to and 
celebrates its natural surroundings 

24. BV is what it is. A small ski area that 
provides relative safety for children and 
lower-level skiers. The Timberline lift is a 
lawsuit waiting to happen. Snowmaking is 
unacceptable, as the focus has been more 
on the jumps than the trails. Lift shutdowns 
are frequent. BV would best be served by 
upgrading what is here, yet this survey 
clearly indicates a desire to build out. Our 
main asset will always be our home, and 
we fear that a desire to make money will 
cause BV Corp. to become a bad neighbor. 
Money corrupts--when people seek it as 
a primary goal, they become less mindful 
of what really matters. Please think of your 
neighbors at every step of planning. Thank 
you for seeking our opinion. 
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25. Over the last ten years I have seen a shift 
in the demographic of people living at 
BV. Initially if felt more transient and has 
changed to families and a greater sense of 
community.

26. Better weekday Plowing needs to occur, 
rather than just on the weekends for the 
visitors or pass holders. The people who are 
here paying the taxes deserve safer roads 
and a better water system, devoid of Boil 
water Notices

27. We truly enjoy living on the mountain for 
the last 10 years

28. Bolton definitely needs better cable/
internet service

29. Continue relatively dense development as a 
way to preserve open recreation land 

30. I was really lucky to move to Vermont when 
I was 12 years old from the Caribbean. 
I learned to ski at 12 years old, taking 
night lessons at Bolton Valley Resort. I 
can say the core of who I am is rooted 
in parts of that experience. After over 20 
years of being away from BV, I randomly 
(or maybe not so random) ended back 
here. My husband and I purchased a little 
condo and this place is really the first 
place that has grounded me. Bolton’s 
community shares the love for the outdoors 
and while New England’s people can 
be more reserved and private. Bolton 
community members are welcoming, 
friendly and helpful. I’m grateful to Lindsay 
D (especially) and family for all of the work 
& heart they’re putting into improving the 
resort. My only thoughts are do not move to 
fast-build on what you have first. You need 
a solid foundation (literally) to expand. 
Expanding will happen and I support it, but 
it cannot be rushed. I love the mission to 
make skiing affordable for our community, 
but the truth is skiing and snowboarding is 
not affordable (winter jacket, gear, reliable 
transportation to get uphill). So, finding 
the balance between being sustainable 
(financially) as a resort as well as staying 
aligned with your mission. I do believe it 
is possible. I have lots of ideas but limited 
time :) If I can help or volunteer to continue 
improving our town please reach out

31. The resort accounts for just 4% of the town 
tax base. School tax loom large over the 
local share the town is able to work with to 
repair roads and maintain access road in 
winter. 

32. I love Bolton but it’s expensive. I’m just a 
single lady and don’t really earn a lot of 
money and a ton of it goes straight to rent. 

It’s definitely cheaper than living in the 
Burlington area though. 

33. Downhill mountain biking with lift service!

34. Bolton Valley is a great place to live, I 
would love to see it flourish 

35. Bolton has been a great place to live in the 
months I have been here. I look forward 
to winter and having the resort so close. 
Right now, it does feel like a bedroom 
community because there is not a central 
meeting spot, or easy way to meet people 
who live here. It would be great if, even in 
a small community, residents could feel 
connected year-round. 

36. Taxes too high. Zoning prevents thoughtful 
development that will improve tax base 
and augment what we have.

37. I love Bolton. My family loves Bolton. I 
envision this place eventually evolving to 
be a small version of what smugglers notch 
has created. All season amazing-ness!

38. Economic/Business Development is not at 
odds with maintaining the blessings of our 
valley -- prudent community cooperation 
can integrate these objectives. Citizens 
know how to design their communities...lets 
have at it. 

39. 2020 requires composting. A shared 
central location would be great 

40. An entrance and exit ramp for 89 would be 
spectacular

41. If I knew then what I know now, I would 
have found another town to live in.

42. I love this town and its people. I would love 
to have our own ZIP CODE!

43. I’d like to see more water-based activities, 
maybe a pond for summer swimming, and 
winter skating/ hockey. 

44. Bolton is currently a great real estate 
value for a condo in a quite spot in the 
mountains. If some development and 
financial stability can be brought to the 
area without turning into a complete 
madhouse, through some combination of 
traffic and real estate development, that 
would be awesome!

45. Clean it up

46. It’s not perfect, but close to it. I love it here!

47. Slow internet and high utility bills 
Companies complain about delivering here 
because of the roads Amazing people and 
gorgeous landscape

48. I love this place.

49. As a 15-year resident of this enclave, 
I’ve seen my cost of living here increase 
dramatically, especially at the hands of 
the water company. I am not interested 
in having tax dollars continue to bolster 
a private business (BV ski area) that 
also owns our water utility, who has 
wholeheartedly and knowingly entered a 
campaign of price gouging, sponsored 
by the State of Vermont, without a second 
thought that we already pay the HIGHEST 
water rates in the country. Any public 
assistance to this business, without a 
thought of how to DECREASE our water 
and sewer rates will merely be construed 
as another financial slap in our collective 
faces. Thank you.

50. I’d like to see the management of the 
ski area be encouraged to have their 
employees, as a good faith pay back to 
all that live on the mountain road and to 
increase good Will, walk the mountain road 
at the end of the ski season, picking up all 
the trash and beer bottles that get thrown 
onto the roadside during ski season. 

51. I would like to see more Responsible land 
ownership 

52. This has been an incredible place to raise 
a family and we feel fortunate to have 
found it!

53. Busing to and from the city for the 
residence and recreational users.

54. I fear greatly the cost of water and sewage, 
along with the automatic up-charge from 
nearly every contractor for coming up the 
mountain will work against expanding 
economic opportunity for the Bolton Valley 
residents. Two of us, struggling to make 
a mortgage, propane, tax, insurance 
and automobile expenses paying nearly 
$2000 per year for water and sewer find 
that expense may limit the market for our 
property when we do decide to put it on 
the market. 

55. The resort should *strongly* consider 
hiring a social media/PR person. My fiance 
works at the resort, and he says hardly 
anyone knows it’s open this time of year, 
even though that’s apparently a ton going 
on! I’m guessing there are venues open, 
events happening, etc. that aren’t well 
advertised. The website isn’t much help, 
as the information is difficult to find, often 
outdated, and not detailed enough. Search 
engine optimization for the resort is also 
practically non-existent. For example, you 
can’t even find the hours of operation, 
a phone number, or an address for the 

James Moore Tavern when you look it up on 
Google. If you want the area to thrive and 
truly become a 4-season resort, you need 
to enthusiastically spread the word about 
what’s going on here. Right now, Bolton 
Valley is a very well-hidden gem. 

56. I’ve enjoyed my time here and have used 
the resort in different ways and in different 
quantities having lived here since 1991.

57. Keep it green and natural yet nicely 
developed for a balance :-) BVR rocks!

58. Quicker access from the highway would be 
a huge help...

59. Living here is very peaceful. Developing 
the area needs to happen slowly and 
methodically. And the systems in place 
should be kept in mind as to whether 
or not they can handle the big scale 
development. If the water and sewer 
service gets much more expensive than I 
will have to consider selling. Which has to 
effect other year-round working residents. 
Just remember pricing out the year-round 
residents will cause the sense of small 
community to die. 

60. Keep it natural 

61. Improve facilities to include hotels, bars, 
restaurants and the ski experience itself. 
Make it a 4-season destination.

62. Water run off on the roads needs to be 
addressed. 

63. It is an amazing, unique place to raise kids. 
It is one of the few places in the country 
where you can buy ski in/out home at an 
affordable price. Over the years, it has 
been wonderful to watch the population 
of homeowners shift from vacation homes 
to full-time families. At times, the biggest 
challenge is getting up the motivation 
to leave the mountain on a Monday 
morning! The mountain road weeds some 
people out, but isn’t a problem. One of the 
biggest positive changes for the mountain 
would be the addition of an exit on Rt 
89 between Richmond and Waterbury. 
A parking area at bottom of mountain 
road with shuttle service would be helpful. 
It’s no fun navigating down the access 
road on a snowy winter day around 4pm 
when lifts stop and all of those MA, NY, QC 
license plates are in front of you. The worst 
part about living on the mountain is the 
water - the high cost, poor quality (in the 
past), unreliability, property damage and 
personal cost to replace aging system.

64. More Concerts/ festivals (with camping) 
could generate a ton of income for the 

mountain. Look at Jay peak/ magic/ 
Sugarbush for example. And get the right 
bands.

65. Beautiful area and close to Williston and 
Burlington yet far enough away to enjoy the 
peace and quiet and beauty (off season) 
of the area

66. The resort can grow & still be a nice friendly 
place to have natural areas if planned well. 
It can also be a resource for town tax base 
to be used to ensure Bolton Valley roads & 
infrastructure are updated & maintenance 
is ongoing!

67. The unreasonable cost of water and sewer 
is the only downside of living here. Good 
luck finding businesses that want to open 
up shop here and pay that kind of money 
for water and sewer.

68. I love living on the mountain. I love the 
commute and coming home to the 
neighborhood. The water and sewer rates 
are a burden. If I sell it’s because of those 
rates but I fear no one will buy because 
of the rates. The roads are in horrendous 
condition. They need to be taken care of. 
The snow plowing over the past 2 years 
has been disappointing. The crew have a 
difficult job. I acknowledge that. However, 
they don’t plow anywhere near my driveway 
which means I have to plow 3 feet of road 
to start my driveway work. That is not easy 
during these big storms. They used to be so 
great. It has been very frustrating over the 
past 2 years. 

69. Focus on building up summer business.

70. It has never appeared to me that the Town 
Hall Boards are truly interested in seeing BV 
grow. We need a change of personnel in 
each board and department. More forward 
thinkers.

71. It would be nice if residents got discounts 
at the shops, resort/ski passes.

72. The constant boil water situation has been 
and ongoing issue a few times a year since 
I’ve moved here. Would be nice to see the 
possibility of a year-round gym with free 
weights and equipment. Year-round dining 
option. And on a side note the staff and 
waiting time at James Moore during the 
winter is beyond horrible. Food was fair at 
best. Might we wise to have a suggestion 
box to see visitors take on the area as well. 
Anyway, I am happy you are asking our 
opinion and looks like you are trying to get 
things heading in the right direction.

73. Any master planning that is done for Bolton 
Valley must be tied to the constraints 

associated with water, sewer, parking, 
stormwater permitting, etc. or it will not 
mean anything. 

74. Keep the locals involved in the process 
of designing the future. They spend a 
tremendous amount of money at the 
mountain and bring up friends and family 
who do the same. If you’ve lived at Bolton 
for 10 or more years you should get a 
heavily discounted pass to all facilities. 

75. I love everything that has been upgraded. 
Garbage area at the resort could be 
improved. Affordable housing for staff may 
help retain more help. More live music. 

76. Improved signage for tourists would be 
great. During busy days on the mountain, 
the parking situation can almost be 
dangerous. I think better signage is needed 
to help direct traffic.
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Community Meeting

Introduction
The Bolton Planning Commission hosted a meeting at the Bolton Valley Resort on 
September 23, 2019 with more than 60 community members present as part of 
the Bolton Valley Master Plan project. Brandy Saxton from PlaceSense opened the 
meeting, introducing consultant team members Peter Smiar and Mark Hamlin from 
VHB, Inc., and then making a short presentation summarizing Existing Conditions and 
the results of the Residents Survey.

Break-Out Session
Following the presentation, meeting participants broke out into small groups to 
discuss the following questions:

 } Are there places where it would be desirable to improve or change existing 
development?  

 } Are there places where it would be appropriate to locate additional 
businesses? What type of businesses? What scale?

 } Are there places where it would be appropriate to locate additional housing? 
What type of housing? How much?

 } Are there places where it would be appropriate to locate additional 
recreational amenities? What type of amenities?

 } Are there places that should be maintained in a natural state with little to no 
activity other than low-intensity recreation?

The groups notated their responses on base maps of the study area. Figure 20 
(page 33) compiles the results from the five small groups. There was significant 
consensus across the five groups with regard to additional housing (including for 
resort employees), more lodging (and more diverse types of lodging such as rustic 
cabins or huts), more year-round recreation activities (including expanding the 
on-mountain childcare and youth programming), and enhanced connections with 
surrounding trail networks and organizations.

Photo Preference Survey
Meeting participants also had an opportunity to indicate their preferences for what 
types of businesses, housing and recreation facilities would be a good fit in Bolton 
Valley on a photo preference survey. Those results are presented in Figure 21 (page 
34). The dots represent the number of “votes” each set of images received from 
meeting participants.
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Small-scale stores and restaurants.
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Mixed use ground-floor retail and services with upper floor residential.
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Indoor recreation, sports and fitness.
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Recreation equipment sales, rental and services.
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Small-scale lodging (cabins, short-term rentals, B&Bs, inns).
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Compact cluster of single-family homes.
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Multi-story, multi-unit housing (ownership or rental).
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Single-family homes with a half-acre or more of land.
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Tiny houses that could provide affordable or employee housing.
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Festivals, fairs, events.
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Mountain bike park.
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Outdoor adventure park with ropes, zip lines, climbing walls, etc.
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FiguRE 21. PHOTO PREFERENCE RESULTS
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Focus Group Meetings
Focus group meetings were held in December 2019 with a diverse group of local, regional and 

state stakeholders.

Economic Development and Recreation Focus Group Meeting
ATTENDEES. Lindsay and Evan DesLauriers, Bolton Valley Resort. Mike and Kim Hopwood, 
4x4 Center. Molly Mahar, Vermont Ski Areas Association. Regina Mahony, Chittenden 
County Regional Planning Commission. Patrick Scheld, Vermont Department of Housing 
and Community Development. Mickey Stone, Fellowship of the Wheel. Mollie Flanigan, 
Green Mountain Club. John Duston, Velomont Trail and Waterbury Area Trail Association. RJ 
Thompson, Vermont Huts Association. Greg Maino, Catamount Trail Association. Larry Lewack, 
Town of Bolton. Peter Smiar and Mark Hamilin, VHB. Brandy Saxton, PlaceSense.

QuESTiONS. What opportunities do you see on the mountain for economic development 
and expanded recreation opportunities? What challenges need to be addressed for economic 
development and expansion of recreation opportunities to occur? How can Bolton Valley 
retain its identity and character (small, local, family-friendly) while encouraging growth?

DiSCuSSiON. Brandy welcomed all attendees and gave a brief overview of the Bolton Valley 
Master Plan project. She asked everyone to introduce themselves and explain their interest in/
knowledge of Bolton Valley. 

Lindsay DesLauriers then provided a brief overview of what is happening at the resort. Moving 
into summer recreation is critical for the future of the resort – this includes mountain biking 
and summer youth camps, for example. The resort has snowmaking limitations because they 
do not have water storage capacity. Their proximity to Burlington and the ability to offer 
night skiing is an advantage (they recently obtained permission to light the slopes later into 
the evening making it more feasible for people from Burlington to get to BVR and ski after 
work, for example). The bed capacity at the resort is less than it was historically since many 
condos that were once available for short-term guest stays are now owner-occupied or long-
term rental housing. The resort is commencing a major hotel renovation with support from a 
community development block grant but that will not increase the number of rooms – more 
lodging capacity is needed. Housing on the mountain has historically been and continues to 
be affordable given the high housing costs in the region. Having full-time residents on the 
mountain contributes to the family-oriented, small-scale feel that distinguishes BVR from 
other ski resorts.

Molly Mahar spoke about the importance of providing employee housing. She also noted that 
BVR benefits from the availability of back-country skiing on their land and the adjoining state 
lands. Lindsay noted that the commute is a barrier to attracting workers and that about 25% 
of BVR employees live on the mountain now.

RJ Thompson spoke about the strong demand for back-country cabins. Bryant Camp is booked 
all winter. They would like to work with landowners to find locations for additional huts on 
the mountain. They would like to site a high elevation hut near the top of Wilderness Lift. 
He noted that BVR is well situated to be a point of connectivity between trail systems and 
recreational lands. More multi-use trails and back-country huts on and near the mountain 

would support the diversification of recreation activities at the resort. Peter Smiar asked 
whether mountain bikers used the existing huts. RJ noted that right now there are no huts 
near existing trails but they think it would be popular. They hope to add huts as the long-
distance interconnected trail network develops. There could be loop trails and circuits between 
the base area and the huts.

Mark Hamlin asked about the ability level of the mountain bike trails. RJ replied that they 
were mostly intermediate (10% grade max), mostly machine built. John Duston added they 
are working towards a “build your own adventure” approach with a principal trail network 
that is accessible to a range of skill levels and side trails that would offer more challenging 
terrain. RJ noted that Velomont is using a pod model – each pod of mountain bike trails 
is controlled locally but they work together to connect the systems. Mark asked whether 
there were connections to the Catamount Trail. RJ said that there currently was not a direct 
connection but they are leveraging connectivity to other trails, VAST trails and Class 4 roads. 
RJ asked about lift-served mountain biking at BVR. Lindsay replied that they were trying to 
expand that but that much of their land is not well suited to mountain biking. The terrain is 
challenging, making it very difficult to provide trails for beginners and families biking with 
children on the mountain.

Peter asked about hosting events at BVR that would attract mountain bikers. Lindsay replied 
that BVR wanted to attract more events. Evan DesLauriers noted that the resort has been 
hosting some small-scale events but connectivity to the larger trail networks off BVR’s land 
is needed to expand the mountain biking sector of their business. Patrick Scheld added that 
the state offers grants for small events and placemaking activities that BVR or the various 
recreation organizations might be able to access. Lindsay said she had heard there was some 
new grant opportunities for outdoor recreation that they intended to explore. 

Evan explained that they had talked to the state about using the nordic lands for mountain 
biking. The response was that mountain biking is not identified as a use allowed on these 
lands in the state forest plan. An update to that plan is 20 years out. They could ask for an 
amendment but there is no certainty that the state would take up the issue. Lindsay continued 
to talk about the importance of connectivity and their idea to make BVR a hub for trail-based 
recreation. She also noted that the resort needed partners to make this happen and that BVR 
cannot take the lead on trail projects off their land – they need to focus on building their 
business and improving the resort.

Mike Hopwood was asked about how the 4x4 Center interfaced with trail-based recreation 
on the mountain. He described the business noting that they are almost entirely engaged 
in professional driver training – recreation accounts for less than 1% of their business. They 
are not interested in expanding the recreational component of their business at this time. 
For example, one segment of their business currently is to educate tire dealers about the 
performance of various tires in different driving settings. However, this is a very compatible fit 
with what is happening at the resort. Their customers stay at the resort hotel. Most of them 
are from out-of-state so it is good exposure for the area and brings in outside money. The 
4x4 Center operates from late-May through October (and during this time uses some of BVR’s 
land) and January-March (operating only on their own land).

Lindsay was asked about whether BVR saw any conflict between development of more 
housing on the mountain and the expansion of their hotel and related businesses given 
the limited capacity of the infrastructure systems on the mountain. She said that was not a 
concern. She would like to see BVR recognized as an amenity to the greater Burlington area 
– it contributes to the quality of life available in the area and is something that makes the 
area more attractive to potential employees considering taking jobs in the region or students 
considering attending UVM. 

Lindsay noted that what would really change things for the resort was if Bolton had its 
own exit off I-89. She added that adding an exit would not only benefit BVR and Bolton as 
a community, it would improve traffic safety on the interstate. The section of I-89 through 
Bolton has frequent weather-related accidents and closures and given the distance between 
exits 10 and 11, it is difficult to clear the interstate of traffic when such incidents occur. 
Regina noted that CCRPC is currently working on a study of I-89 that is evaluating the various 
proposals for additional exits but that she was not sure whether the Bolton exit was included. 
Lindsay noted that BVR still owned the land originally envisioned for the exit and it still 
could be used for that purpose. Following the meeting Regina was able to confirm that the 
interchange in Bolton will be evaluated against Federal Highway Administration’s interchange 
base parameters as part of this I-89 study. If it passes muster from that evaluation, it will be 
added into the mix of other interchange improvements in the I-89 study and modeled.

Patrick asked about the capacity of the water and wastewater systems serving development 
on the mountain. Lindsay provided an update on the current status of those systems. The 
water system has been stabilized from the crisis situation it was experiencing in 2017. Major 
leaks have been found and repaired. The water company has not had to truck in water for 
more than a year. They are working through a list of repairs and upgrades. When those 
upgrades are complete, they anticipate there will be ample capacity to add new customers. 
On the wastewater side, they are currently do not have reserve capacity but they estimate 
that as much of 50% of their flow is a result of infiltration. Once work on the water system is 
complete, they intend to turn their attention to major repairs and upgrades/replacement of the 
wastewater system. Some of the community development block grant funds will be used to 
improve the systems. Evan noted that they had secured a rate increase for the water system to 
ensure that revenues were more in line with the cost of providing service. But, they will need 
to look for additional funding such as through the Northern Border Regional Commission to 
make major infrastructure improvements.

Regina asked about connections to the Long Trail. Lindsay noted that a bus to the Long Trail 
parking lot would be good. Larry Lewack commented that the Town of Bolton was interested 
in providing parking off Route 2 (at the Smilie School or potentially other locations) that could 
be used as a base for shuttle transport up the Access Road. Such parking could do dual duty 
as commuter parking as well. Lindsay spoke about the ideas the resort has considered related 
to parking – more structured parking, remote parking, parking closer to Timberline – but they 
have no plans to change their parking at the present time. RJ asked about the feasibility of 
train service from Burlington to Bolton. Lindsay noted that they were keeping an eye on plans 
for commuter rail service in the Burlington area.

Larry asked how the proposed 3-acre stormwater rule would affect the resort. Peter provided 
some background on the changes to state stormwater rules anticipated to take effect in 
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2020. BVR is one of about 700 properties statewide that will be affected by the rule change. 
The resort will first need to prepare a stormwater management plan and then construct 
stormwater treatment for pre-existing impervious surface. The current estimate is that these 
retrofits will likely cost property owners about $50,000 per acre of impervious surface. There 
may be some state funding but that is uncertain.

To close the meeting, Brandy asked whether there was anything else people wanted to 
discuss. 

Linsday mentioned that there is year-round childcare on the mountain with a waitlist and that 
they are looking to expand that with a pre-school program.

Molly spoke about consolidation in the ski industry. She sees a path remaining for 
independent resorts if they maintain their identity and understand their guests. Mickey noted 
that having a good relationship with the town was important and he was pleased to see more 
coordination between the town and the resort in recent years.

Larry said he wanted to better understand what people mean when they say they want to 
maintain the character of the mountain and keep it small-scale / local.

Peter asked about broadband service on the mountain. Evan replied that there is fiber to the 
lodge. Some of the condos may need upgrades to their wiring to take full advantage of the 
available high speed service from Waitsfield Telecom.

Brandy closed the meeting and thanked everyone for taking the time to participate.

Resource Protection and Regulatory Framework Focus Group Meeting
ATTENDEES. Lindsay and Evan DesLauriers, Bolton Valley Resort. Jill Marsano, Vermont Utility 
Management Services. Kevin Anderson, VT ANR Regulatory Policy Analyst. Jeff McMahon, 
VT ANR Permit Specialist. Jason Nerenberg, VT. Department of Forests, Parks, & Recreation. 
Jens Hilke, VT Fish and Wildlife. Regina Mahony, Chittenden County Regional Planning 
Commission. Larry Lewack, Town of Bolton. Peter Smiar and Mark Hamilin, VHB. Brandy 
Saxton, PlaceSense.

QuESTiONS. What are the critical natural resource functions and values on the mountain, 
how are they changing, and how do they interface with the current land use and development 
pattern? What regulatory and resource protection challenges need to be addressed for future 
development and expansion of recreation opportunities to occur? How can Bolton Valley 
protect the natural resource base it depends upon while encouraging growth?

DiSCuSSiON. Brandy welcomed all attendees and gave a brief overview of the Bolton Valley 
Master Plan project. She asked everyone to introduce themselves and explain their interest in/
knowledge of Bolton Valley. 

Lindsay DesLauriers then provided a brief overview of what is happening at the resort. They 
need to make their business sustainable. That means it needs to operate year-round and they 
need to expand their summer business through means such as mountain bike trails or park. 
They are currently studying the feasibility of expanding their mountain bike offerings and has 
met with ANR staff as part of that. She described the renovations to the hotel that will be 
happening over the next year or so and noted the reduction in the bed base on the mountain 
as many condos that were once available for short-term guest stays are now owner-occupied 
or long-term rental housing. The resort would like to expand the hotel or build an additional 
lodging facility within the next 5-10 years to address that need. She noted that BVR is 
currently suffering from deferred maintenance on many fronts including the infrastructure 
serving the resort and mountain community. She walked through the work completed, in 
progress and planned for the water and wastewater systems (see notes from earlier meeting 
for a more detailed summary).

Kevin Anderson asked whether the resort intended to seek approval the Bolton Valley Master 
Plan currently in progress as an Act 250 Master Plan. Larry Lewack also noted that the town 
regulations require the resort to have a Master Plan, and that requirement has also not been 
fully satisfied to date. Brandy Saxton responded that it was not the intent of this project to 
produce an Act 250 Master Plan for BVR, but that the work would likely get the resort a 
step closer to developing its own master plan. Evan DesLauriers noted that BVR was still in 
a period of uncertainty and they were essentially trying to stabilize the business and existing 
development before making major decisions about the future and any new development. 
Kevin also asked whether the plan would address the relationship between any proposed 
development plans and the capacity of the water and wastewater systems. Lindsay noted that 
they would not have an accurate sense of the available capacity until the work is completed 
to repair and stabilize the systems. Kevin suggested that when BVR was ready to commence a 
master plan process, a scoping meeting with ANR should be the first step. They can advise on 
how best to proceed and possible sources of technical assistance.

Kevin noted that Joiner Brook was on the cusp of being listed as stressed and if water quality 
continues to deteriorate remediation could be required. The stream channel is wide and 
there are issues with eroding streambanks. Joiner Brook is a trout stream, but there are some 
barriers to fish movement that could be removed to improve the habitat. Goose Pond also has 
water quality issues related to acidity as a result of deposition.

Jens Hilke expressed concerns about any level of increased traffic on the Access Road. 
Additional traffic would create a barrier for wildlife. He would like to see the town enlarge the 
culverts to facilitate animal movement.

Kevin and Peter Smiar discussed the likely need for additional stormwater management 
at BVR when the 3-acre rule takes effect in 2020 (see notes from earlier meet for more 
background on this issue). Kevin noted that it was his understanding that under the new rule, 
all new impervious surfaces will need treatment. It will no longer be possible to substitute 
providing treatment to an equivalent area of existing impervious surface for providing 
treatment to new impervious surfaces (aka site balancing).

Kevin also spoke about the requirements previously placed upon the resort to maintain 
habitat for the Bicknell’s thrush. He noted that other ski resorts in Vermont have established 
land banks of suitable habitat in order to meet any future requirements for off-sets – ANR 
prefers this approach over a project-by-project approach that could create a patchwork of 
small habitat areas. He also said that there would be conditions on the scheduling of any 
construction at high elevations on the mountain to minimize disturbance of any nesting 
Bicknell’s thrush.

Jason was asked about the possibility of using state lands for mountain bike trails. He was not 
clear whether the sense that BVR had gotten about mountain biking not being an allowed 
use under the state forest plan was fully accurate. However, he expressed concern about the 
wetness of the nordic lands and suggested that would likely limit the potential biking season. 
Further ecological study would be required and ANR would likely be looking to the resort to 
take that on. Lindsay responded that it was unlikely that BVR would allocate its resources to 
something that was not on their land.

Lindsay asked about using stormwater as a source of water for snowmaking as currently 
BVR has limited water storage capacity. Peter responded that it was technically feasible 
but required specific approaches to settle the sediment out of the runoff. There are also 
engineering challenges to be overcome to get the stormwater from where it is generated and 
to where it is needed for snowmaking. There was discussion of old plans the resort had for 
water storage that were never implemented. The general sense was that since they required 
modification of waterways they would face significant permitting challenges under current 
regulations.

Larry noted that there had initially been some technical problems with the stormwater 
facilities at the 4x4 Center but that those seemed to have been resolved and that system is 
working well.

Brandy closed the meeting and thanked everyone for taking the time to participate.
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Community Survey
Bolton residents and property owners were surveyed in June 2020 as part of the process of to develop a master plan for the Bolton Valley area. The purpose of the survey was to 
provide feedback on the draft Bolton Valley Master Plan. 32 people responded to the survey.

1. Do you agree with the overall goals and objectives of the Bolton Valley Master Plan?

AgREE (+1)   DiSAgREE (-1)    NO OPiNiON (0)

Update aging infrastructure AVE: 0.94

Offer recreation activities year-round AVE: 0.91

Offer residents a high quality of life & keep living on the mtn w/in reach for those working in the region AVE: 0.91

Repair and modernize infrastructure to improve the overall recreation and visitor experience AVE: 0.91

Generate sufficient revenues to support necessary improvements & ensure long-term viability of BVR AVE: 0.90

Ensure new development will reflect the distinct identity and character of Bolton Valley AVE: 0.84

Recognize and strengthen Bolton Valley as a community center AVE: 0.81

Maintain the scale, character and “local vibe” of Bolton Valley AVE: 0.78

Build upon reputation as a place for locals, families & people looking for an uncrowded getaway AVE: 0.75

Support the growth and economic viability of BVR and other commercial enterprises on the mtn AVE: 0.69

Expand the bed base (the number of lodging rooms for tourists) AVE: 0.59

Add new housing on the mountain AVE: 0.34

Expand the number of year-round residents living on the mtn by offering a range of housing AVE: 0.16

2. What do you think about the proposed lodging at the Main Base area?

I like the amount of lodging proposed. 38%

I would like to see some lodging but not 
as many rooms as proposed.

31%

I would like to see more rooms added. 13%

I don’t want to see any additional lodging. 13%

No opinion 6%

3. Do you agree with the following ideas for infill development and site improvements at the Main Base Area?

AgREE (+1)   DiSAgREE (-1)    NO OPiNiON (0)

Expanded sidewalks and a walkway through the parking lots AVE: 0.84

Housing for BVR employees AVE: 0.66

A spa near the sports center AVE: 0.66

New buildings on the Access Rd with ground floor shops & restaurants and housing or lodging above AVE: 0.47

New condos in the area where the tennis courts are now AVE: 0.25

Ski- or hike-in rustic cabins or tents in the woods between the Snowflake lift and Wentworth Road AVE: 0.13

4. Which images are a good fit for the Main Base area?

53% selected 38% selected 38% selected

31% selected 28% selected 25% selected

13% selected 13% selected 9% selected
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5. What do you think about proposed lodging at the Timberline Base area?

I like the amount of lodging proposed. 59%

I would like to see some lodging but not 
as many rooms as proposed.

19%

I would like to see more rooms added. 16%

I don’t want to see any additional lodging. 6%

6. Which images are a good fit for the Timberline Base area?

53% selected 38% selected 31% selected

31% selected 25% selected 22% selected

6% selected 6% selected 6% selected

7. What do you think about the proposed housing in Bolton Valley?
I would like to see some housing but not 
as many units as proposed.

38%

I like the amount of housing proposed. 28%

I don’t want to see any additional housing. 19%

I would like to see more housing added. 13%

8. Do you agree that additional housing should be allowed in the following areas?

AgREE (+1)   DiSAgREE (-1)    NO OPiNiON (0)

Timberline Base Area AVE: 0.68

Main Base Area AVE: 0.48

A spa near the sports center AVE: 0.48

Along the Access Road south from Timberline Base Area AVE: 0.40

Slopeside (on the mountain) AVE: 0.16

Within the Thacher/Wentworth neighbnorhood AVE: -0.13

9. Which housing images are a good fit for Bolton Valley?

50% selected 47% selected 31% selected

22% selected 19% selected 16% selected

9% selected 6% selected 6% selected

10. Do you agree that the Town of Bolton should consider zoning changes in 
Bolton Valley?

Yes 69%

No 22%

No opinion 9%
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11. Do you agree with the town considering the following zoning changes in Bolton Valley?

AgREE (+1)   DiSAgREE (-1)    NO OPiNiON (0)

Zoning the Timberline Base Area for mixed-use development AVE: 0.63

Allowing higher elevation lands to be used for a variety of recreation activities and uses that support 
Bolton Valley as a resort destination

AVE: 0.59

Zoning the Main Base Area for mixed-use development AVE: 0.44

Keeping housing and lodging located on the lower elevation lands AVE: 0.44

Allowing small lots in the Resort Residential district AVE: 0.41

Streamlining the permitting process for new development on the mountain AVE: 0.38

Contracting the Resort Residential district do it doesn’t go as far upslope AVE: 0.28

Increasing the density of housing allowed in the Resort Residential district AVE: 0.19

Written Comments

Any comments you want to share about the Main Base area?
1. Plenty of space for families to leave their 

gear and eat lunch

2. Grow it. End the downward spiral.

3. Sidewalks and safer access to the base 
area from the parking lot should be top 
priority.

4. Zoning should not be permitted for any 
campsites in such proximity to residents. 
Beyond noise and privacy concerns, BVR 
has not been willing or able to mitigate 
continuous erosion issues going on 
for the past 10 plus years in this same 
zone. Adjacent properties, including the 
Thatcher/Wentworth loop (a town road) 
often suffer damage from the increased 
run-off and it will only get worse with 
additional development.  Considering 
the failing track record of maintaining 
this area in its current, undeveloped 
state, I also have great concern with how 
they will handle the waste generated 
by this campsite development, which 

will undoubtedly run downhill to our 
community.

5. I strongly oppose allowing any type 
of camping in the area between the 
Snowflake lift and Wentworth.

6. Residents that are currently slopeside on 
Wentworth Rd. do not want 33 camping 
sites 50 yards behind them. Moreover, as 
I was told years ago from Arrowhead Env. 
when they were working with the 4x4 center, 
the proposed area for those sites are 
considered a wetland. Moreover, the area 
has been neglected per the agreement, 
as there has been no maintenance. Water 
continues to push on all residents along 
Wentworth Rd., again, a major infraction 
per the agreement with the state. Residents 
have contacted BV management and the 
4x4 center to no avail. Again, according to 
Arrowhead Env. this is a wetlands area.

7. To clarify about my no new housing 
opinions - BVAR is already a really 

dangerous road, especially living at the 
bottom. Tourists, residents - especially 
children, bikers, etc. are put in danger by 
the sheer amount of traffic in the road, 
not to mention the speeding. Adding more 
people without access to another road is 
just dangerous and take away part of the 
beauty of mountain living.

8. I have always liked the current footprint, 
design, charm & history of the resort as it 
is. Agree that it needs to be updated and 
maybe expanded a bit to accommodate 
more people during busy days on the 
mountain. Curious if all these new ideas 
and projects come to fruition and attract 
so many more people how the lifts, parking 
and terrain could possibly support it. On 
current busy winter days it appears to be at 
max capacity so I don’t understand without 
upgrading lifts, expanding terrain and 
parking to accommodate all these people 
you would have living, working, visiting etc. 

how a busy day in the proposed “future BV” 
would actually be successful.

9. Parking and the ability for our access 
road to accommodate the new influx of 
guests and residents is not outlined in this 
proposal. A lot of the existing parking sites 
are slated to be developed according 
to this plan. It would be helpful to share 
what the parking and traffic plans would 
be in order to accommodate the updated 
capacity.

10. Afraid of a massive structure overtaking 
intended community feel.  Is the current 
number of rooms being filled to capacity 
already?  Are we adding more rooms that 
won’t be filled either?

11. Cabins and tents behind Wentworth 
Road will be an enormous disturbance to 
year-round residence along that stretch; I 
strongly oppose this idea.

12. We own a small cafe company in Vermont 
and we’ve had a location at Sugarbush for 

the past 3 years. It does great business and 
is a big perk for their clientele. It would be 
great if the new additions in retail space 
provided room for a small footprint cafe/
espresso bar which could have similar 
value to the resort and clientele, as we 
have seen at Sugarbush.

13. If increased full-year residents is a goal 
(and it is a good one), increased parking 
for residents should also be considered for 
the winter months when parking is scarce. 
Can a low-profile parking garage or similar 
hilltop parking expansion please also be 
considered.

14. I agree with the housing plans and 
additions of hotels and bed space for 
residents and guests. However, this season 
I experienced multiple days where parking 
was limited, even in the overflow lots below 
the main lot. With Bolton Valley’s image 
and footprint growing, I believe that getting 
rid of parking would cause unnecessary 

traffic. Reducing the amount of lots could 
potentially be a risk to the convenience of 
a “local” resort in my opinion. Building over 
multiple existing parking lots in the Main 
Base area will compromise an already 
existing  problem.

15. While the plan acknowledges the 
improvements of the water system to be 
made first. I have many concerns about 
expanding lodging and housing at the 
mountain based on the capacity of the 
water system and would like to hear more 
about what is being done to ensure that 
even with an operating water system how 
the water table can accommodate for such 
increase in demand at such high elevation. 
I would also be concerned about how this 
might affect the water table for residents 
lower on the mountain and also what the 
resorts conservation plan is with regards to 
development and increased recreation.

Any comments you want to share about the Timberline Base area?
1. Using Timberline more than in the past. 

Trying to open it for skiing sooner in 
the season and keep open later in the 
evenings. Using the lodge in the summer 
for off season events.

2. Grow it.

3. Been saying we need to build this area up 
for years! Very exciting and if we can keep 

Timberline Quad running all season long 
that’s and even bigger plus!

4. Really not much opinion on the 
development of Timberline, this area has 
already been ruined by the comfortable 
relationship between BVR and The 4x4 
Center.  It is my understanding that the 
land use permits dictate that they are not 
permitted to work on wet trails to prevent 

erosion, yet they do so without any regard 
or penalty!

5. I’m concerned about creating a kind of 
sprawl on the upper Access Road.  Perhaps 
lodging should be confined to the base 
area.

6. Would love to see timberline with a 
better hang out space! Maybe another 
restaurant/bar!!

7. Whatever design is used for the main base 
area should carry down to Timberline

8. I like the idea of lodging there to tie into 
the business of the ponds.

9. This is currently an underdeveloped space, 
make it rain down there.

10. Hope a market survey was done as to 
whether people will come from outside the 

area to Timberline for their events!  It will 
need to be affordable to make it attractive.

11. This portion of the resort is under utilized, 
so adding here seems like a great idea.

12. I’d love to see improvement of the high 
density housing at the main base lodge 
before more is added downhill.

13. This is the best part of the mountain in part 
due to the lack of buildings and scenery 
and lighter demand.
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Any comments you want to share about housing in Bolton Valley?
1. There is much more work to do on the 

infrastructure before more development 
can occur. The current water system need 
more than repairs. There’s constantly 
breaks leading to limitations and road 
damage. It seems to be very weak as 
one pump failure puts restrictions on the 
system. More people built off of it would 
only increase this. It’s also very rude to 
consider re zoning Thacher and Wentworth. 
These are lots and families that have been 
there for some time and don’t want to see 
their property manipulated and changed 
for the corporation

2. If there is more housing it should be 
located at either of the lodges. There are 
already areas for housing which have not 
been used (such as snow pond rd that was 
to have houses built on it years ago).  The 

current area where the community garden 
is, is very wet but works well as a place for 
gardening, biking and skiing, offering a 
less steep terrain, especially for beginners. 
It would be a shame to build houses here 
wit water run off into Joiner Brook. Keep 
the building in the areas that already have 
buildings, don’t dig up more nature. Thank 
you

3. Grow it.

4. We need more year round housing in all 
price ranges and slopeside houses sound 
like a great money maker!

5. More housing!!!! Will only add to Bolton’s 
appeal. We need a better tax base and 
people need more housing options to be 
added to the market

6. The water system needs to be upgraded 
(at BVR’s expense) before any additional 
discussions about infrastructure occur 
and this subject is all too often left 
unaddressed. It is of further concern that 
the out of control rate increases on our 
water system, instituted by the same BVR 
ownership on the various town boards, 
that were for the intention of shoring up 
our failing water system, are now going 
towards expanding capacity to benefit 
the sole purpose of BVR’s expansion.  
People are not interested in moving to a 
community with one of the highest water 
rates in the United States.

7. Where would any housing go within the 
Wentworth/Thacher area? This seems like 
a ridiculous proposal and concerns me 

about future development altogether, if this 
is indeed a realistic proposal.

8. Whoops answered too early. Indicated 
previously, I don’t believe more housing 
would be beneficial without another road 
on/off the mountain. I definitely think 
adding more housing for BVR employees 
specifically would be awesome, more 
revenue for BVR and the same amount of 
cars on the mountain in that regard.

9. Water and sewer rates are ridiculous. 
Please figure out a way to lower the cost to 
existing home owners before you add more 
units to the system. Some of our houses will 
not sell  Due the water and sewer rates.

10. I absolutely love the current community, 
size and feel as it is. I also enjoy recreating 
in the Village/Picnic loop. Also curious how 

the current water system would ever be 
able to support more housing.

11. The issue of changing the view out of 
certain condo units now on the mountain 
should be addressed specifically in this 
plan.  For example, people in Village 
condos will probably lose some views to 
the west as dense housing is put in place 
below their buildings.  That would reduce 
the value of their condos.  Same with our 
unit in Courtside One: townhouses below 
us risks to spoil our view of the forest and 
reduce the value and current special 
nature of our place.  Condo owners who 
risk to lose a view should be given some 
kind of priority for moving to new housing 
with a view, sort of like a “trade-in”; or, 
otherwise compensated for lost value.  
There also must be some rules in place 

for pets.  Dogs are already a nightmare 
because owners don’t control them.  If you 
want the Mountain to be nice, you need to 
build in dog parks and enforce pet rules.  
Find convenient locations for dog parks, 
build them, and enforce the rules.

12. Opposed to adding more housing to areas 
that are already populated, but agree with 
adding more housing to areas that haven’t 
yet been developed.

13. Improved aesthetics to a more modern 
setting that isn’t outdated (no offense) will 
attract more people to stay here and want 
to live in a new and modern setting like 
many other resort offer currently.

14. I’d like to see high density housing 
improved at the base lodge area before 
more is constructed

Any comments you want to share about potential zoning changes in Bolton Valley?
1. Zoning to avoid building in new areas, 

but maintain necessary new building in 
areas that are already constructed. Water 
is a very important resource whether 
for drinking, wet lands, run off, erosion 
or playing in. I’m concerned that more 
construction, especially on the access road 
where ‘resort residential’ will negatively 
impact our water. Keeping nature 
preserved is my input

2. I hope the new development disregards 
the “BV character and vibe” If you want to 
maintain a broken down 60’s resort then by 
all means stay with that thinking. BV has a 
reputation of being old, broken and musty. 
You’re never going to compete or survive 
unless you modernize the entire place. My 
personal opinion is tear it all down and 
start over. Last time we were there the water 
had a boil notice. Just modernize already!

3. Grow it.

4. These development and zoning changes 
are designed to solely benefit BVR, who 
have yielded undue influence in town 
matters with BVR ownership on the 
selectboard and chairing the planning 
commission.  This grant should be used to 
first improve the community water system. 
It concerns me greatly that BVR is asserting 
too much control over town decision 

making and planning,    And what does 
streamlining the permit process mean? It 
sounds like cutting corners and avoiding 
oversight.

5. What is the purpose of the zoning changes? 
How does the impact current residents?

6. Road work is being done now, however 
wentworth and Thacher have been in need 
of work for several years.  Adding more 
roads— can the town handle that?

7. The beauty and charm of BV is the open 
expansiveness and the intimate feel that 
matches and aligns with the size of the 
mountain, amount of lifts and terrain. 
Trying to attract so many more people 
seems that once they arrive and settle in it 
will feel so small & packed in.

8. Winter fireworks have alreade devastated 
moose, bear, and bat populations on the 
Mountain.  Inviting more people to invade 

upper slopes will truly spoil the nature 
of the place. Don’t try to compete with 
Stowe!!!  We don’t need a water slide on the 
Mountain.

9. Need to hear more about difference in 
current and proposed zoning before 
agreeing to any of the statements above.

10. Housing next to Snowflake would be nice 
but shouldn’t go over far as to interfere with 
Timberline cut trails.

Any other comments about the draft Bolton Valley Master Plan that you want to share?
11. Please don’t push through the residents for 

your own good. Rather than pretending to 
be a family mountain to visitors, prove it by 
treating the family’s living their right.

12. I do not see how any of this is a viable plan 
without first improving the lift service on the 
mtn!!  You can’t ‘upgrade’ everything and 
have boutique hotels to have people riding 
the current lifts, it’s absurd!  Also, there 
is no way you will get more year round 
residents without considering improvements 
to the mtn road. It scares people off 
from considering living up here. This plan 
appears to be wishful thinking or a scheme 
like what occurred in Jay.

13. Go big or pack it up. remove the Broken 
Valley stigma and become profitable.

14. Please do your best to update and grow 
this business and survive. Be mindful of 
the residents  but be more mindful of your 
ledger sheet.

15. We would love to see the resort grow and 
you’ve got some great development ideas!

16. BVR needs to do more than upgrade 
facilities to earn the trust of families, as a 
parent and long term community member, 
many questionable decisions and actions 
have taken place that contradict the notion 
that they are a family resort. It is not the 
responsibility of residents to improve their 
reputation but rather the responsibility of 
BVR to be a good neighbor and steward of 
the environment. I would not give my kids 
the keys to my car until they knew how to 
drive!

17. I will be interested in what the plan is 
to increase water capacity to serve the 
planned growth.  And I am also interested 
in whether current rate hikes for water and 
sewer are being used to prepare for that 
growth.

18. Make it as Vermont as possible.  This isn’t 
Breckenridge, Jackson Hole, or Whistler......
and not Stowe!!

19. It seems as though there are numerous Act 
250 issues with the plan. As residents, we 

have seen constant neglect from resort and 
water company owners and I am getting 
the feeling that the same is about to occur 
on a much larger scale. Moreover, when 
Bolton/Catamount Water was given the 
loan to resolve the issues, hence the large 
increase in the water bill for residents, there 
was no mention of future infrastructure 
taking place. In fact, we were told the 
exact opposite. Now it is clear the there is 
a real conflict of interest. You have a water 
company that is creating the infrastructure 
necessary to build...and it comes on 
the backs of the current residents of the 
community. Is this what we really want? Is 
this truly an honest approach? When the 
investors make a return, it will be based on 
the ability to have an infrastructure in place 
that was funded by the residents of BV. This 
is clear and a legal issue that will certainly 
be pursued.

20. I love Bolton Valley! I hope more additions 
can sort of centralize the locals. Especially 
since Chuck’s closed, it’s been a big 

stressor to plan out everything we need 
each grocery trip. At the bottom, without 
many options it’s a bummer sometimes 
that there isn’t more on the mountain! We 
really want to see BVR thrive, especially the 
Timberline area.

21. Please help us with our water rates and 
reliability of the system before you add 
more houses/units to the system.  We are 
struggling with these rates.

22. Curious to know where all this financing for 
all these proposed projects will come from?

23. Too much growth, take it easy.  Who are 
you trying to attract?  Is it just a hope that 
there is a need for all this housing, or was 
a market study done?   If you really believe 
that more housing will be filled, it is normal 
to take advantage of the beauty to nestle 
housing in the mountains, but to maintain 
the character, high-density housing 
should be avoided and going too far up 
the slope with development will change it 
permanently.  Let people go to Stowe for 

dense development.  We need our moose.  
Please let us owners who currently have 
a view get first choice for moving to new 
housing with a view as compensation for 
losing our view.   Lastly, build in dog parks.

24. Noticed that slide show indicated that 
improvements to water system would allow 
newly constructed properties to connect to 
the current system; concerns were raised 
by many current residents about conflict 
of interest and long-term intent related to 
rate increases and infrastructure updates 
in 2018.  Seeing this makes me think that 
residents are indeed footing a portion of 
the bill to facilitate this growth.  Presumably 
water rates will decrease when new builds 
are added to the system?

25. Great to see these plans are taking form. 
I hope you can move ahead with re-
energizing this center.
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Map 8
Existing Renewable Energy and 
Preferred Sites for Net-Metering
BOLTON, VERMONT

Source:
Existing Wind,Solar Resources- Energy Action
Network, 11.2018
Parcel Boundary - 2018
Road Centerline - e911, May, 2016
Surface Water - VHD, 2008 (VCGI)
Map created by M. Needle using ArcGIS.  All data is in
State Plane Coordinate System, NAD 1983.
Disclaimer:
The accuracy of information presented is determined by
its sources.  Errors and omissions may exist.  The
Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission is
not responsible for these.  Questions of on-the-ground
location can be resolved by site inspections and/or
surveys by registered surveyor.  This map is not
sufficient for delineation of features on-the-ground.
This map identifies the presence of features, and may
indicate relationships between features, but is not a
replacement for surveyed information or engineering
studies.
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Map 9
Energy Resource
Areas
BOLTON, VERMONT

Source:
Wind,Solar Resources- VCGI,CCRPC 2018
Parcel Boundary - 2018
Road Centerline - e911, May, 2016
Surface Water - VHD, 2008 (VCGI)
Map created byM. Needle using ArcGIS.  All data is in
State Plane Coordinate System, NAD 1983.
Disclaimer:
The accuracy of information presented is determined by
its sources.  Errors and omissions may exist.  The
Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission is
not responsible for these.  Questions of on-the-ground
location can be resolved by site inspections and/or
surveys by registered surveyor.  This map is not
sufficient for delineation of features on-the-ground.
This map identifies the presence of features, and may
indicate relationships between features, but is not a
replacement for surveyed information or engineering
studies.
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*Note: Potential prime renewable energy resource areas account for 
both statewide and local known constraints.  A local constraint is a 
condition which precludes the development of a renewable energy project. 
Local known constraints include the conservation district, steep 
slopes greater than 25%, flood hazard overlay II, wetland 
buffers, surface water buffers, and town-owned land. Base
resource areas have a presence of possible constraints.
Possible constraints are conditions that signal the need for 
mitigation and which  may prove a site unsuitable after site
specific studies. 
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Map 12
Proposed Land Use
BOLTON, VERMONT

Source:
Future Land Use - 2020 , CCRPC
Parcel Boundary - D.Russell - 2018
Road Centerline - e911, 11/2019
Surface Water - VHD, 2008 (VCGI)
Map created by P. Brangan using ArcGIS.  All data is in
State Plane Coordinate System, NAD 1983.

Disclaimer:
The accuracy of information presented is determined
by its sources.  Errors and omissions may exist.  The
Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission is
not responsible for these.  Questions of on-the-ground
location can be resolved by site inspections and/or
surveys by registered surveyor.  This map is not
sufficient for delineation of features on-the-ground.
This map identifies the presence of features, and may
indicate relationships between features, but is not a
replacement for surveyed information or engineering
studies.
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Map 12
Proposed Land Use
BOLTON, VERMONT

Source:
Future Land Use - 2022, CCRPC
Parcel Boundary - CAI - 2021
Road Centerline - e911, 11/2019
Surface Water - VHD, 2008 (VCGI)
Map created by P. Brangan using ArcGIS.  All data is in
State Plane Coordinate System, NAD 1983.

Disclaimer:
The accuracy of information presented is determined
by its sources.  Errors and omissions may exist.  The
Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission is
not responsible for these.  Questions of on-the-ground
location can be resolved by site inspections and/or
surveys by registered surveyor.  This map is not
sufficient for delineation of features on-the-ground.
This map identifies the presence of features, and may
indicate relationships between features, but is not a
replacement for surveyed information or engineering
studies.
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Map 14
State Possible Constraints
BOLTON, VERMONT

Source:
Parcel Boundary - 2018
Road Centerline - e911, May, 2016
Surface Water - VHD, 2008 (VCGI)
Map created by M. Needle using ArcGIS.  All data is in
State Plane Coordinate System, NAD 1983.
Disclaimer:
The accuracy of information presented is determined by
its sources.  Errors and omissions may exist.  The
Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission is
not responsible for these.  Questions of on-the-ground
location can be resolved by site inspections and/or
surveys by registered surveyor.  This map is not
sufficient for delineation of features on-the-ground.
This map identifies the presence of features, and may
indicate relationships between features, but is not a
replacement for surveyed information or engineering
studies.
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Map 15
Local Possible Constraints
BOLTON, VERMONT

Source:
Parcel Boundary - 2018
Zoning-May 2021
Road Centerline - e911, May, 2016
Surface Water - VHD, 2008 (VCGI)
Map created by M. Needle using ArcGIS.  All data is in
State Plane Coordinate System, NAD 1983.
Disclaimer:
The accuracy of information presented is determined by
its sources.  Errors and omissions may exist.  The
Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission is
not responsible for these.  Questions of on-the-ground
location can be resolved by site inspections and/or
surveys by registered surveyor.  This map is not
sufficient for delineation of features on-the-ground.
This map identifies the presence of features, and may
indicate relationships between features, but is not a
replacement for surveyed information or engineering
studies.
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Map 16
State and Local 
Known Constraints
BOLTON, VERMONT

Source:
Parcel Boundary - 2018
Road Centerline - e911, May, 2016
Surface Water - VHD, 2008 (VCGI)
Map created by M. Needle using ArcGIS.  All data is in
State Plane Coordinate System, NAD 1983.
Disclaimer:
The accuracy of information presented is determined by
its sources.  Errors and omissions may exist.  The
Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission is
not responsible for these.  Questions of on-the-ground
location can be resolved by site inspections and/or
surveys by registered surveyor.  This map is not
sufficient for delineation of features on-the-ground.
This map identifies the presence of features, and may
indicate relationships between features, but is not a
replacement for surveyed information or engineering
studies.
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